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ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING
THURSDAY 26 AUGUST 2021
Welcome to the Ordinary Council Meeting of the Shire of Dandaragan.
Please be advised that the Ordinary Meeting of Council will be held on the following dates,
times and venues:
DAY

DATE

TIME

MEETING VENUE

Thurs

26 August 2021

11.00am

Jurien Bay
School Visit

Thurs

23 September 2021

4.00pm

Dandaragan

Thurs

28 October 2021

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

25 November 2021

4.00pm

Cervantes

Thurs

16 December 2021

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

27 January 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

24 February 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

24 March 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

28 April 2022

4.00pm

Badgingarra

Thurs

26 May 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Thurs

23 June 2022

4.00pm

Jurien Bay

Brent Bailey
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

DISCLAIMER
INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC ATTENDING A COUNCIL MEETING
Please note:
The recommendations contained in this agenda are Officer’s Recommendations
only and should not be acted upon until Council has considered the
recommendations and resolved accordingly.
The resolutions of Council should be confirmed by perusing the Minutes of the
Council Meeting at which these recommendations were considered.
Members of the public should also note that they act at their own risk if they enact
any resolution prior to receiving official written notification of Council’s Decision.

Brent Bailey
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

COUNCIL MEETING INFORMATION NOTES

1.

Your Council generally handles all business at Ordinary or Special Council Meetings.

2.

From time to time Council may form a Committee, Working Party or Steering group to examine subjects and then
report to Council.

3.

Generally all meetings are open to the public; however, from time to time Council will be required to deal with
personal, legal and other sensitive matters. On those occasions Council will generally close that part of the meeting
to the public. Every endeavour will be made to do this as the last item of business of the meeting.

4.

Public Question Time. It is a requirement of the Local Government Act 1995 to allow at least fifteen (15) minutes for
public question time following the opening and announcements at the beginning of the meeting. Should there be a
series of questions the period can be extended at the discretion of the Presiding Member.
Written notice of each question should be given to the Chief Executive Officer fifteen (15) minutes prior to
the commencement of the meeting. A summary of each question and response is included in the Minutes.
When a question is not able to be answered at the Council Meeting a written answer will be provided after
the necessary research has been carried out. Council staff will endeavour to provide the answers prior to
the next meeting of Council.
Council has prepared an appropriate form and Public Question Time Guideline to assist.

5.

Councillors may from time to time have a financial interest in a matter before Council. Councillors must declare an
interest and the extent of the interest in the matter on the Agenda. However, the Councillor can request the meeting
to declare the matter trivial, insignificant or in common with a significant number of electors or ratepayers.
The Councillor must leave the meeting whilst the matter is discussed and cannot vote unless those present agree as
above.
Members of staff, who have delegated authority from Council to act on certain matters, may from time to time have
a financial interest in a matter on the Agenda. The member of staff must declare that interest and generally the
Presiding Member of the meeting will advise the Officer if he/she is to leave the meeting.

6.

Agendas including an Information Bulletin are delivered to Councillors within the requirements of the Local
Government Act 1995, i.e. seventy-two (72) hours prior to the advertised commencement of the meeting. Whilst late
items are generally not considered there is provision on the Agenda for items of an urgent nature to be considered.
Should an elector wish to have a matter placed on the Agenda the relevant information should be forwarded
to the Chief Executive Officer in time to allow the matter to be fully researched by staff. An Agenda item
including a recommendation will then be submitted to Council for consideration should it be determined
appropriate by the Chief Executive Officer.
The Agenda closes the Monday week prior to the Council Meeting (i.e. ten (10) days prior to the meeting).
The Information Bulletin produced as part of the Agenda includes items of interest and information, which does not
require a decision of Council.

7.

Agendas for Ordinary Meetings are available in the Shire of Dandaragan Administration Centre and all four libraries
as well as on the website www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au seventy-two (72) hours prior to the meeting and the public are
invited to secure a copy.

8.

Agenda items submitted to Council will include a recommendation for Council consideration. Electors should not
interpret and/or act on the recommendations until after they have been considered by Council. Please note the
Disclaimer in the Agenda (page 3).

9.

Public Inspection of Unconfirmed Minutes (Reg 13)

A copy of the unconfirmed Minutes of Ordinary and Special Meetings will be available for public inspection in the
Shire of Dandaragan Libraries and on the website www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au within ten (10) working days after
the Meeting.
NOTE:
10.3 Unopposed Business
(1)

Upon a motion being moved and seconded, the person presiding may ask the meeting if any member opposes
it.

(2)

If no member signifies opposition to the motion the person presiding may declare the motion in sub clause (1)
carried without debate and without taking a vote on it.

(3)

A motion carried under sub clause (2) is to be recorded in the minutes as a unanimous decision of the Council
or committee.

(4)

If a member signifies opposition to a motion the motion is to be dealt with according to this Part.

This clause does not apply to any motion or decision to revoke or change a decision which has been made at a Council
or committee meeting.

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
The Shire of Dandaragan welcomes community participation during public question time as per the
Shire of Dandaragan Standing Orders Local Law.
A member of the public who raises a question during question time is requested to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

provide a copy of his or her questions at least 15 minutes prior to the commencement of the
meeting;
first state his or her name and address;
direct the question to the President or the Presiding Member;
ask the question briefly and concisely;
limit any preamble to matters directly relevant to the question;
ensure that the question is not accompanied by any expression of opinion, statement of fact
or other comment, except where necessary to explain the question;
each member of the public with a question is entitled to ask up to 3 questions before other
members of the public will be invited to ask their questions;
when a member of the public gives written notice of a question, the President or Presiding
Member may determine that the question is to be responded to as normal business
correspondence.

The following is a summary of procedure and a guide to completion of the required form.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

This is a “question” time only. Orations, explanations or statements of belief will not be
accepted or allowed.
Questions must relate to a matter affecting the Shire of Dandaragan.
Questions must be appropriate and made in good faith. Those containing defamatory remarks,
offensive language or question the competency or personal affairs of council members or
employees may be ruled inappropriate by the Presiding Member and therefore not considered.
Frame your question so that it is both precise and yet fully understood. Long questions
covering a multitude of subjects are easily misunderstood and can result in poor replies being
given.
Write your question down on the attached form, it helps you to express the question clearly
and provides staff with an accurate record of exactly what you want to know.
When the President or presiding member calls for any questions from the public, stand up and
wait until you are acknowledged and invited to speak. Please start by giving your name and
address first, then ask the question.
Questions to be put to the President or presiding member and answered by the Council. No
questions can be put to individual Councillors.
The question time will be very early in the meeting. There is only 15 minutes available for
Question Time. Questions not asked may still be submitted to the meeting and will be
responded to by mail.
When you have put your question, resume your seat and await the reply. If possible, the
President or presiding member will answer directly or invite a staff member with special
knowledge to answer in his place. However, it is more likely that the question will have to be
researched, in which case the President or presiding member will advise that the question will
be received and that an answer will be forwarded in writing. Please note under NO
circumstances, will the question be debated or discussed by Council at that meeting.
To maximise public participation only three questions per person will initially be considered
with a time limit of 2 minutes per person. If there is time after all interested persons have put
their questions the President or presiding member will allow further questions, again in limits
of two per person.
To fill out the form, just enter your name and address in the appropriate areas together with
details of any group you are representing, then write out your question.
Please ensure your form is submitted to the minute’s secretary.

If you have difficulty in or are incapable of writing the question, Shire staff are available on request
to assist in this task.
We hope this note assists you in the asking of your question and thank you for your interest and
participation in the affairs of our Shire.

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
Any member of the public wishing to participate in Public Question Time during
Council or Committee meetings is welcome to do so, however, Council requires
your name, address and written questions to be provided to the meeting
secretary.
Name:

Signature:

Address:

Contact No:

Meeting Date:

Council Agenda
Item No:
Name of Organisation Representing:
(if applicable)

QUESTION:
Each member of the public is entitled to ask up to 3 questions before other members of the public will be
invited to ask their question. 15 Minutes is allotted to Public Question Time at Council Meetings.

Please see notes on Public Question Time overleaf…
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1

DECLARATION OF OPENING / ANNOUNCEMENT OF VISITORS
1.1 DECLARATION OF OPENING
“I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of the land we are
meeting on today, the Yued people of the great Nyungar Nation and we pay
our respects to Elders both past, present and emerging.”
1.2 DISCLAIMER READING
“No responsibility whatsoever is implied or accepted by the Shire of
Dandaragan for any act, omission, statement or intimation occurring during
this meeting.
It is strongly advised that persons do not act on what is heard, and should
only rely on written confirmation of Council’s decision, which will be provided
within fourteen days.”

2

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE / APOLOGIES / APPROVED LEAVE OF
ABSENCE
Members
Councillor L Holmes
Councillor P Scharf
Councillor J Clarke
Councillor A Eyre
Councillor W Gibson
Councillor R Rybarczyk
Councillor R Shanhun
Councillor D Slyns

Staff
Mr B Bailey
Mr S Clayton
Mr D Chidlow
Mr B Pepper
Ms R Headland
Mr R Mackay
Ms M Perkins
Mr T O’Gorman

(President)
(Deputy President)

(Chief Executive Officer)
(Executive Manager Corporate & Community Services)
(Executive Manager Development Services)
(Executive Manager Infrastructure)
(Council Secretary & Personal Assistant)
(Planning Officer)
(Manager Community & Customer Service)
(Manager Economic Development)

Apologies
Approved Leave of Absence

Doc Id:
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3

RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE

4

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

5

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE

6

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
6.1 MINUTES OF THE ORDINARY MEETING HELD 22 JULY 2021
6.2 MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING HELD 4 AUGUST
2021

7

NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS BY PRESIDING MEMBER WITHOUT
DISCUSSION

8

PETITIONS / DEPUTATIONS / PRESENTATIONS / SUBMISSIONS

Doc Id:
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9

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS
9.1 CORPORATE & COMMUNITY SERVICES
9.1.1

ACCOUNTS FOR PAYMENT – JULY 2021
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
Corporate Services / Finance and Rates / Creditors /
Expenditure
None
14 June 2021
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate & Community
Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

PROPOSAL
To accept the cheque, EFT, BPAY and direct debit listing for the
month of July 2021.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995, and Financial
Management Regulations 1996, a list of expenditure payments is
required to be presented to Council.
COMMENT
The cheque, electronic funds transfer (EFT), BPAY and direct debit
payments for July 2021 totalled $1,502,263.05 for the Municipal
Fund.
Should Councillors wish to raise any issues relating to the July 2021
Accounts for payment, please do not hesitate to contact the
Executive Manager Corporate and Community Services prior to the
Council Meeting, in order that research can be undertaken and
details provided either at the time of the query or at the meeting.
CONSULTATION
 Chief Executive Officer
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
 Regulation 13 of the Local Government Financial Management
Regulations 1997.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no adverse trends to report at this time.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item.

Doc Id:
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ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this
report:
 Cheque, EFT and direct debit listings for July 2021 (Doc Id:
SODR-2042075298-990)
(Marked 9.1.1)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the Cheque and EFT listing for the period ending 31 July
2021 totalling $1,502,263.05 be adopted.

Doc Id:
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9.1.2

FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
MONTHLY
FORTHE PERIOD ENDING 31 JULY 2021
Location:
Applicant:
File Reference
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

REPORTING

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
Business Classification Scheme / Financial
Management / Financial Reporting / Periodic Reports
None
16 August 2021
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate and
Community Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

PROPOSAL
To table and adopt the monthly financial statements for the period
ending 31 July 2021.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 and Financial
Management Regulations (1996), monthly financial statements are
required to be presented to Council. Circulated are the monthly
financial statements for the period ending 31 July 2021.
COMMENT
Regulation 34 of the Financial Management Regulations (1996)
requires the following information to be provided to Council:
1. Net Current Assets
Council’s Net Current Assets [i.e. surplus / (deficit)] position as
at the 31 July 2021 was $894,432. The composition of this
equates to Current Assets minus Current Liabilities less Cash
Assets that have restrictions on their use placed on them, in this
case Reserves and Restricted Assets. The current position
indicates that Council can easily meet its short-term liquidity or
solvency.
The Net Current Asset position is reflected on page 12 and
reconciled with the Statement of Financial Activity on page 3 of
the financial statements.
The amount raised from rates, shown on the Statement of
Financial Activity (page 3), reconciles with note 6 (page 13) of
the financial statements and provides information to Council on
the budget vs actual rates raised.
2. Material Variances
During budget adoption a 10 percent and $10,000 threshold for
these variances to be reported was set.
Note 12 of the attached report details any significant variances.
Should Councillors wish to raise any issues relating to the 31
July 2021 financial statements, please do not hesitate to contact the
Executive Manager Corporate and Community Services prior to the

Doc Id:
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Council Meeting in order that research can be undertaken and
details provided either at the time of the query or at the meeting.
CONSULTATION
 Chief Executive Officer
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
 Regulation 34 of the Local Government Financial Management
Regulations (1996)
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no adverse trends to report at this time.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item.
ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this
report:

Financial
statements
for
the
period
ending
31
July 2021 (Doc Id: SODR-1743450996-1439)
(Marked 9.1.2)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the monthly financial statements for the period 31
July 2021 be adopted.

Doc Id:
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9.1.3

REVIEW OF COMMUNITY GRANT APPLICATIONS
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:

Disclosure of Interest:
Date
Author:
Senior Officer:

N/A
Shire of Dandaragan
Customer & Community Services / Community
Development / Shire Grants Program / Community
Grants 2021
Nil
9 August 2021
Cristi McPhee, Community Development Officer
Michelle Perkins, Manager Customer & Community
Services

PROPOSAL
The purpose of this report is to authorise the allocation of funds for
the Shire of Dandaragan Community Grants for 2021/22.
BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Shire of Dandaragan Policy 5.1 C-5CG01 –
Community Grants, the promotion of the 2021/22 grant round
began in April 2021 when the grant program was advertised via
Shire newsletters, on social media and in local newspapers around
the Shire. The objective of the Community Grants is to provide
funds to community-based organisations and individuals, to support
the promotion and development of social, economic, recreation, art
and cultural benefits for the residents of the Shire of Dandaragan.
COMMENT
This year, the funding pool, including a carryover from the previous
financial year, is $30,068.39. The Grants Program received a total
of 14 applications with funding
requests
amounting to $18,325.00, less than recent years, however it was
identified that many community groups were still reluctant to apply
for funding for events due to the uncertainty of COVID-19. The
following are a summary of applications received:
ORGANISATION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Advance Dandaragan
Badgingarra Play Centre
Bindoon Mobile Recovery
Campaign

Get Dandy!
Eggcelent Easter Egg Hunt
BMRC Jurien Bay & Badgingarra Run

GRANT
REQUEST
$1600.00
$525.00
$2000

Cervantes Chamber of
Commerce
Cervantes Cultural
Committee
Cervantes Historical Society

#thisiscervantes Marketing Campaign

$1500.00

Brush Party Night

$1500.00

Cervantes Primary School
P&C
Dandaragan Bowling Club
Dandaragan Bowling Club

Doc Id:

Australian National Maritime Museum
Traveling Display
Above and Beyond Education

$800.00
$1000.00

Fresh Water Fours
Ladies Invitation Open Day

$1500.00
$500.00
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Jurien Bay Community
Resource Centre
Jurien Bay District High
School P&C
Jurien Bay RSL Sub
Branch
Turquoise Coast Table
Tennis Association Inc.
Vauxhall Owners Club of
Australia – WA Branch

Family Fun Dog Show & Sheep Dog
Trials
P&C Membership Drive & Annual
Fundraiser Night – Bogan Bingo
Australian Army Band Regional
Concert
2021 Turquoise Coast Table Tennis
Championships
Vauxhall National Rally – Community
Concert
TOTAL

$2000.00
$1500.00
$2000.00
$400.00
$1500.00
$18,325.00

This will be the thirteenth consecutive year of the Shire of
Dandaragan Community Grants Program. The assistance provided
by the Shire is to support community events and is not intended to
be the sole source of funding.
Two applicants initially included in the 2021/22 Community Grant
round, withdrew their applications prior to the committee meeting –
Dandaragan Community Resource centre: Grow the Dandaragan
Way; and Jurien Bay Regional Herbarium Group: Native Plant
Giveaway, due to a lack of community volunteers to proceed with
the proposed events.
The Community Grants Committee met on 5 August 2021 to
consider the applications. Firstly, the committee considered
eligibility in order to remove any ineligible applications. Two
applications were initially deemed ineligible by Shire Officers:
•

Bindoon Mobile Recovery Campaign: BMRC Jurien Bay &
Badgingarra Run - ineligible due to project is consistent with the
primary purpose of the organisation (Conditions of Application
5f);

•

Cervantes Chamber of Commerce: #thisiscervantes Marketing
Campaign - ineligible due to not being a community event and
submitting an incomplete application.

After the committee reviewed both applications, the Cervantes
Chamber of Commerce application: #thisiscervantes Marketing
Campaign, was reinstated as eligible due to the committee
identifying that the Community Grants Program Conditions of
Application distributed with the application form do not explicitly
state that the grant must be an event or community activity. In
addition, the application was reinstated similarly because the
Community Grants Policy does not explicitly state that incomplete
applications are ineligible.
As opposed to previous years where ranking of applications against
the 4 criteria in the Policy is undertaken, applications were
not ranked this round due to undersubscription.

Doc Id:
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The remaining applications were deemed eligible, and the
working party recommended Council award grants to all remaining
groups.
The Committee agreed to offer less than requested grants to the
following:
Applicant: Advance Dandaragan
Request: Quiet Achiever Sundowner - $1,600
Comment: The applicant has received funding for the
same event for the past four years and due to
the minimal extent to which the event benefits the
entire Shire of Dandaragan, it was recommended
to fund $1,200.
Applicant: Dandaragan Bowling Club
Request: Fresh Water Fours - $1,500
Comment: The grant application indicated that
the total event income is large enough to meet the
expenses of running the event without extra funding,
therefore, the committee recommended to fund
$1,000.
The committee again discussed the merit in running a second
round for small events later in 2021 – potentially aligned with the
opening of a new large event grant round. Potential for more
applications for additional events for 2021 / 2022 would allow the
remaining funds to be allocated, rather than rolled over into next
financial year.
A number of operational suggestions to how the program was
presented were discussed by the committee, including updating of
forms and review of the ‘Conditions of Application’. Officers
will bring a discussion item to Councillors in September to identify
appropriate alignment of Policy documents with respective
management procedures (Conditions of Application).
CONSULTATION

Councillor Ann Eyre

Councillor Rob Shanhun

Councillor Peter Scharf

Manager Customer and Community Services
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Nil
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
In accordance with Shire of Dandaragan Policy 5.1 C-5CG01 –
Community Grants

Doc Id:
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Council has made provision in the annual budget to allocate 0.5%
of the gross yield of budgeted rates income to fund recurring and
annual
community
grants. In
2021/22, $30,068.39 is
available including a carryover amount from 2021/22.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Strategic Community Plan – Envision 2029
04 - Community

Priority Outcome
A Shire built on the strengths of
community spirit and
resilient, connected communities

The Shire’s resident population will
grow more than the WA regional
averaged supported by increased
community recreation and cultural
opportunities and access to key
liveable factors such as health and
wellbeing services and educational
opportunities
Our role
Recognise and support the value of
our community volunteers and provide
meaningful opportunities to contribute
to Shire projects and improving local
living.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this
report:
 Shire of Dandaragan Policy 5.1 C-5CG01 – Community
Grants (Doc Id: SODR-437506902-5696)
(Marked 9.1.3)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Fund the following grant applications:
ORGANISATION
Advance Dandaragan
Badgingarra Play Centre
Cervantes Chamber of
Commerce
Cervantes Cultural Committee
Cervantes Historical Society
Cervantes Primary School P&C
Dandaragan Bowling Club
Dandaragan Bowling Club
Jurien Bay Community Resource
Centre

Doc Id:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Get Dandy!
Eggcelent Easter Egg Hunt
#thisiscervantes Marketing Campaign
Brush Party Night
Australian National Maritime Museum
Traveling Display
Above and Beyond Education
Fresh Water Fours
Ladies Invitation Open Day
Family Fun Dog Show & Sheep Dog
Trials

GRANT
REQUEST
$1200.00
$525.00
$1500.00
$1500.00
$800.00
$1000.00
$1000.00
$500.00
$2000.00
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Jurien Bay District High School
P&C
Jurien Bay RSL Sub Branch
Turquoise Coast Table Tennis
Association Inc.
Vauxhall Owners Club of Australia
– WA Branch

P&C Membership Drive & Annual
Fundraiser Night – Bogan Bingo
Australian Army Band Regional
Concert
2021 Turquoise Coast Table Tennis
Championships
Vauxhall National Rally – Community
Concert
TOTAL

$1500.00
$2000.00
$400.00
$1500.00
$15,425.00

2. Reject the following grant applications:
ORGANISATION
Bindoon Mobile Recovery
Campaign

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
BMRC Jurien Bay &
Badgingarra Run

GRANT REQUEST
$2000

TOTAL

$2000

3. Due to the remaining funds unallocated in this Community
Grants round, and to align with the impending Large
Events Grant round this financial year, authorise the CEO to
facilitate a second grant round of the Community Grants
Program in the 2021/22 financial year, to allocate the
remaining funds of $14,643 for small events and activities.

Doc Id:
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9.1.4

REVIEW OF TRONOX GRANT APPLICATIONS 2021 / 2022
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:

Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

N/A
Shire of Dandaragan
Customer & Community Services / Community
Development / Shire Grants Program / Tronox Grant
2021
Nil
9 August 2021
Cristi McPhee, Community Development Officer
Michelle Perkins, Manager Customer and
Community Services

PROPOSAL
The purpose of this report is to consider the allocation of funds
for the Tronox Management and Shire of Dandaragan Sporting
and Recreation Facilities Fund grant determinations for 2021 /
2022 financial year.
BACKGROUND
The purpose of this item is to allocate a sum of money each year
for ‘assisting local sporting clubs and community organisations to
provide or improve sporting and recreational facilities and to
purchase or improve items of durable equipment’. The funds are
allocated by a Committee, made up of two (2) representatives from
each town within the Shire of Dandaragan, a Tronox Management
representative, Shire President (or representative), with support
from Manager Customer and Community Services, and Community
Development Officer.
Council has allocated an amount of $15,000 in the 2021 /
2022 annual municipal budget for the Sporting and Recreation
Facilities Fund, and Tronox has once again contributed to match
the funding. In addition, there are carry-over funds from last year’s
unallocated funds and funds foregone due to incomplete projects.
COMMENT
As indicated in the minutes of the grant committee meeting
held 4 August 2021, this year 11 applications were submitted by
sporting clubs and community organisations. The sum of all
requests was $23,310.05.
The Committee recommended
11 projects:
Organisation
Badgingarra Community
Association
Cervantes Golf Club
Cervantes Historical Society

Doc Id:

funding the

Project Description
Purchase and Installation
of Solar System
Replacement Sand
Greens Cups
Community Depiction
Banners

following

Project Cost
($)

list

of

Grant ($)

9,354.55

4,677.27

2,101.00

1,050.5
0

1,347.50

673.75
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Organisation

Project Description

Cervantes Horse Club
Dandaragan Community Gym
Jurien Bay Football Club
Our Lady Star of the Sea Catholic
Church
Scripture Union Australia - Jurien
Bay Beach Mission
Turquoise Coast Basketball
Association
Turquoise Coast Table Tennis
Association Inc
Wolba Wolba Heritage Site
Management Committee

Fire Pit with Barbeque
swivel plate
Gym Equipment Storage
Rack
Limestone Retaining
Wall
Landscaped Passive
Recreation Park /
Carpark
Water Slide
Custom Basketball
Backboards
Badminton Racquets
and Robo Pong
Purchase and installation
of a water tank

Total

Project Cost
($)

Grant ($)

495.00

247.50

714.55

357.28

7,850.00

3,925.00

9,175.00

4,587.50

1,
181.82

590.91

11,000.00

4,999.00

1,675.40

837.70

2,727.27

1,363.64

$47,622.09

$23,310.05

CONSULTATION
 Badgingarra Community Association
 Cervantes Ratepayers and Progress Association
 Advance Dandaragan
 Jurien Bay Progress Association
 Tronox Management
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Government (Functions and General Regulations) 1996
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Shire of Dandaragan Policy 5.1 C-5CG01 – Community Grants
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Council has made provision in the budget for $30,000 expenditure.
$15,000 has been allocated from the Shire’s General
Purpose Revenue, with a matching contribution of $15,000
from Tronox Management, plus the balance brought forward from
2020/21, totalling to an allocation amount of for 2021/2022 of
$35,978.30
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Strategic Community Plan - Envision 2029
04 - Community

Doc Id:

The Shire’s resident population will
grow more than the WA regional
averaged supported by increased
community recreation and cultural
opportunities and access to key
liveable factors such as health and
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Priority Outcome
A Shire built on the strengths of
community spirit and resilient,
connected communities

wellbeing services and educational
opportunities
Our role
Recognise and support the value of our
community volunteers and provide
meaningful opportunities to contribute
to Shire projects and improving local
living.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this
report:
 Minutes of the Tronox Shire of Dandaragan Grant Committee
meeting on 4 August 2021 (Doc Id: SODR-437506902-4279)
 Tronox & Shire of Dandaragan Sporting and Recreation
Facilities Fund Assessment Criteria (Doc Id: SODR-4375069024286)
(Marked 9.1.4)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Receive the minutes from the Tronox Shire of Dandaragan
Grant Committee meeting from 4 August 2021.
2. Approve the following grant applications for the Sporting
and Recreation Facilities Fund for the 2021 / 2022 financial
year, as recommended at the committee meeting
on 4 August 2021:
Organisation
Badgingarra Community
Association
Cervantes Golf Club
Cervantes Historical Society
Cervantes Horse Club
Dandaragan Community
Gym
Jurien Bay Football Club

Doc Id:

Project Description
Purchase and
Installation of Solar
system
Replacement Sand
Greens Cups
Community Depiction
Banners
Fire Pit with Barbeque
swivel plate
Gym Equipment
Storage Rack
Limestone Retaining
Wall

Project Cost
Grant ($)
($)
9,354.55

4,677.27

2,101.00

1,050.50

1,347.50

673.75

495.00

247.50

714.55

357.28

7,850.00

3,925.00
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Organisation
Our Lady Star of the Sea
Catholic Church
Scripture Union Australia Jurien Bay Beach Mission
Turquoise Coast Basketball
Association
Turquoise Coast Table
Tennis Association Inc
Wolba Wolba Heritage Site
Management Committee

Project Description
Landscaped Passive
Recreation Park /
Carpark
Water Slide
Custom Basketball
Backboards
Badminton Racquets
and Robo Pong
Purchase and
Installations of a water
tank
Total

Doc Id:

Project Cost
Grant ($)
($)
9,175.00

4,587.50

1,181.82

590.91

11,000.00

4,999.00

1,675.40

837.70

2,727.27

1,363.64

$47,622.09

$23,310.05
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9.2 INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

9.3 DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
9.3.1

PROPOSED OUTBUILDING EXTENSIONS – 444 CANOVER
ROAD, JURIEN BAY
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:
Services

Lot 118, 444 Canover Road, Jurien Bay
B & J Allan
Development Services Apps / Development
Applications / DA 64 / 21
Nil
13 August 2021
Rory Mackay, Planning Officer
David Chidlow, Executive Manager Development

PROPOSAL
For Council to consider a development application for the extension
of two existing outbuildings upon 444 Canover Road, Jurien Bay.

Drone Image – 444 Canover Road, Jurien Bay

BACKGROUND
The subject property is 4.8ha in area; is zoned ‘Special Use – Rural
Development’; and is located within the Jurien Bay Heights Estate.
On 14 August 2003, Council granted development approval for the
construction of 158m² outbuilding and to use the land for the rural
pursuit purposes of an olive tree farm. Currently some 700 olive
trees have been established on the property, along with a small
mixture of fruit trees.
On 14 April 2011, Council granted development approval for the
construction of a second outbuilding of 183m², which took the
outbuilding aggregate area to 296m².

Doc Id:
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The proponent has now lodged a further development application
to extend both existing outbuildings 38m² and 144m² respectively.
This would result in a 478m² outbuilding aggregate area for the
property.
Council’s Outbuildings and Temporary Accommodation in Rural
Residential and Special Use – Rural Development Zones Policy
(the Policy) permits a maximum outbuilding aggregate area of
300sqm. As such, the proposal seeks a 178sqm variance to this
policy provision.
COMMENT
Although the Policy is as a relevant consideration in the
determination, it cannot outweigh all other factors or be applied
rigidly; an assessment and determination is still required on the
merits of application and discretion can be shown by Council.
In this instance, Council is recommended to show their discretion to
approve the application which conveys orderly and proper planning
for the following reasons:
 The application is viewed as unique and individual in nature to
not set a precedent for future applications as the outbuildings
support an established hobby land use on a property which is not
used for accommodation or industrial purposes.
 The outbuilding extensions will support the expansion of the
existing and established land use by way of increased storage of
machinery and equipment with no identified impact to the
amenity of the locality.
 The height, bulk, scale, orientation and appearance of the
outbuilding extensions will be in harmony with existing design,
with limited, to no, visibility from neighbouring properties and the
Canover Road frontage given the surrounding olive and fruit
trees.
 The proposed extensions will comply with the boundary
setbacks of the zone and the height restrictions of the Policy.
 No concerns have been raised from surrounding landowners.
 The existing rural pursuit land use (the sale of produce grown
solely on the property) and associated outbuildings, is in keeping
with the Statement of Intent for the zone which reads:
To guide Subdivision and development in a manner which will
maximise economic output of the land, facilitate a range of rural
residential opportunities and other tourist and recreational uses
but at all times having due regard for the relative capabilities of
the land.

CONSULTATION
The application was advertised to neighbouring landowners from 27
July 2021 to 16 August 2021, no submissions were received.
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STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Planning Scheme No.7
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Local Planning Policy 9.3: Outbuildings and Temporary
Accommodation in Rural Residential and Special Use – Rural
Development Zone.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The applicant has paid the required development application fee.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Strategic Community Plan - Envision 2029
02 – Prosperity

The Shire will experience broad economic
and population growth with decreasing
economic barriers, diversified agriculture
and fisheries output and vibrant visitor
economy.

Priority Outcomes

Our Roles

Our Shire has a contemporary land use Ensuring that our planning framework is
planning system that responds to, and modern and meets the needs of industry,
small
business
and
emerging
creates, economic opportunities.
opportunities.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this
report:
 Development application (Doc Id: SODR-1262144384-10639)
(Marked 9.3.1)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council grant development approval for the extension of
the two existing outbuildings upon Lot 118 Canover Road,
Jurien Bay subject to the following conditions and advice:
1. All development shall be in accordance with the approved
development plans, which form part of this development
approval, to the specifications and satisfaction of the Shire
of Dandaragan.
2. The outbuildings are not to be used for human habitation, to
the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.
3. All stormwater must be contained and disposed of on-site at
all times, to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.
Advice:
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A. This is a development approval of the Shire of Dandaragan
under its Local Planning Scheme No.7. It is not an approval
to commence or carry out development under any other law.
It is the responsibility of the applicant/landowner to obtain
any other necessary approvals, consents, permits and
licenses required under any other law, and to commence
and carry out development in accordance with all relevant
laws.
B. If the applicant/landowner is aggrieved by this
determination, there is a right of review by the State
Administrative Tribunal in accordance with Part 14 of the
Planning and Development Act 2005. An application must be
submitted within 28 days of the determination.
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9.4 GOVERNANCE & ADMINISTRATION
9.4.1

STRATEGIC COMMUNITY PLAN – MINOR REVIEW
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
Not applicable
Office of the CEO / Integrated Planning and Reporting
/ Corporate Business Plan
Nil
13 August 2021
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer
Not applicable

PROPOSAL
That Council consider the advertising of the Draft Strategic
Community Plan and Draft Corporate Business Plan for public
comment as part of the minor review process.
BACKGROUND
Envision 2029 was adopted by Council in 2019 and constitutes the
Shire’s Strategic Community Plan (SCP). This high level strategic
document is supported by the Corporate Business Plan (CBP)
which provides an overview of the current operating environment,
and addresses the range of key projects and initiatives to be
undertaken over the proceeding 4 years to contribute towards the
delivery the key objectives outlined in the SCP.
The Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996 and
Integrated Planning Framework guidelines require a major review
of the SCP every 4 years with a minor desktop review to be
undertaken 2 years after the major review. As part of the review
process the Shire commissioned a community survey to be
undertaken in late 2020. Following the release of these results and
over the past 6 months, Councillors and staff have been reviewing
the content of the SCP and CBP as part of the minor review
process. The attached updated plans are presented as drafts to be
endorsed for public advertising.
COMMENT
As this process has only involved a desktop review of each
document there are no major changes to the scale and key direction
of Council’s overall strategy, retaining the key focus areas
established from the major review carried out in 2019. The majority
of the changes are in the CBP reflecting works completed, new
projects and initiatives which have arisen over the past 12 months
and projects developed from strategies (e.g. Economic and Tourism
Development Strategy) which were key projects in the 2019 CBP.
The following tables provide an overview of the key changes to each
document.
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Envision 2029 – Strategic Community Plan
Section
Changes
Introduction
New foreword from the Shire President.
Revised
introduction
documenting
outcomes of Community Scorecard
Report.
Aspiration Statements Summary

Minor changes to aspiration statement
wording to reinforce positive direction in
each.
Envision Timeline
Updated to include community survey and
minor review process.
Detailed Aspirations, Priority Outcomes Aspiration statements updated with new
and Roles
changes.
Minor changes to roles for clarity.
Project Delivery
Project examples updated to reflect new
CBP content.
Implementing Envision 2029
Resource projections updated with
current data.
Envision 21/25 – Corporate Business Plan
Section
Introduction
About the Shire of Dandaragan
Our Council
Corporate Business Plan Integrated
Planning Framework Overview
Service Provision by the Shire.

Changes
New introduction added.
Updated infographics
Updated images
Section relocated to end of document in
new version.
Infographic removed in new version to
reduce surplus content.
SCP Aspiration Statements Infographic
Updated to reflect minor changes to
aspiration statements.
Envision 2029 Timeline
Updated to include community survey and
minor review process.
Organisation Structure
New chart added.
Overview of Operating Environment
Information updated including Covid-19
recovery
Key Priorities for the Shire and Reframed section from past “Key
Community
Challenges for the Shire” to address key
data from Community Survey
Key Strengths for the Shire and New section added to incorporate content
Community
from
Economic
and
Tourism
Development Strategy.
Four Year Priorities
Headings updated to reflect revised
aspiration statements.

Marquee Projects
Risk Management

Doc Id:

Projects updated, re-scheduled and
amended. Completed projects removed.
New projects added to align with 2021/22
budget decisions.
6 marquee projects nominated.
Section expanded to include greater
detail on strategic risks.
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CONSULTATION
Following internal workshops carried out in the minor review phase,
it is recommended that the revised SCP and CBP are advertised for
public comment.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996 19C.
19AC. Recording, storing, disclosure and use of information
relating to gifts
(1) In this regulation —
local government employee does not include the CEO.
(2) A code of conduct must contain requirements relating to the
recording, storing, disclosure and use of information relating to
gifts that, under a code of conduct, may be accepted by local
government employees from associated persons.
Local Government Act 1995 Sec 5.56 – Planning for the future
(1) A local government is to plan for the future of the district.
(2) A local government is to ensure that plans made under
subsection (1) are in accordance with any regulations made
about planning for the future of the district.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The SCP and CBP are key drivers in the long term financial position
of the Shire. Content from these documents is used to maintain the
Shire’s Long Term Financial Plan.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
These plans are the key strategic planning tools for Council and
Community direction forming part of the Integrated Planning
Framework.
ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this
report:
 Strategic Community Plan (Doc Id: SODR-672334364-11)
 Corporate Business Plan (Doc Id: SODR-672334364-10)
(Marked 9.4.1)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorse the attached draft Strategic Community
Plan and draft Corporate Business Plan for public comment.
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9.4.2

ADOPT PUBLIC ART AND PERCENT FOR ART POLICY
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:

Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Shire of Dandaragan
N/A
Customer and Community Services / Community
Development / Arts & Culture / Arts & Culture Plan
and Policies
Nil
19 August 2021
Michelle Perkins, Manager Customer and
Community Services
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate and
Community Services

PROPOSAL
To consider the adoption of a Public Art and Percent for Art Policy.
BACKGROUND
The drafting of the Shire of Dandaragan’s first Public Art and
Percent for Art Policy was discussed at the 27 August 2020 Council
forum.
This followed a recommendation from the Vibrant
Communities Arts and Culture Plan, adopted by Council in August
2020, to “Adopt [a] Public Art Policy to support co-creation and
commissioning of public art on foreshores, Turquoise Way, DS4A
art trail and all public art installation”. Currently the Shire has no
adopted policy around development and/or support of public art or
a percent for art scheme.
At the March Ordinary Council Meeting, a recommendation was
accepted to advertise the draft Public Art and Percent for Art Policy
to the public for comment. The public comment period for the draft
Policy was from 15 April 2021 for a period of 25 days.
COMMENT
Currently, the approach by the Shire for art projects has been
predominantly community-driven with no clear thematic or strategic
direction on the surrounding environment or site, and although Shire
officers have developed procedures to review submissions, the
Officer recommends a more strategic approach to art project
support, development and funding. Adoption of a Public Art and
Percent for Art policy will embed the recommendations of the
Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan into Shire processes in
order to support and build a healthy, vibrant arts environment
around the Shire.
At the March 2021 Ordinary Council Meeting, Council adopted, for
the purpose of advertising, the Draft Public Art and Percent for Art
Policy. A public comment period from 15 April 2021 for a period of
25 days was advertised in local papers, on social media and the
Shire website. In addition, all relevant community groups were
emailed as well as the Shire’s email mailing list. Nine submissions
were received – detailed in the attached Schedule of Submissions.
Much of the feedback received was used to edit the draft document
to reflect suggested changes, whilst other comments were
Doc Id:
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addressed by Officers. Officers were advised by the Advance
Dandaragan committee that no comments were forthcoming from
their group, however all other ratepayer / progress groups
participated.
CONSULTATION
As a result of the March 2021 OCM recommendation, the draft
Policy was open for public comment for a 25 day period during April
and May 2021. The public was notified of the project open for
comment via:
 Email to individuals registered to receive Shire’s email newsletter
and consultation list (approximately 100 registered)
 Email to 4 x town ratepayers groups
 Available on Shire website in Latest News and Public
Consultation pages
 Shire Facebook newsfeed (16 April 2021)
 Hard copies placed in libraries around the Shire with comment
boxes available
 Hard copy available at Shire Administration office.
Nine submissions were received and available in the Public Art and
Percent for Art Policy Register of Public Submissions document
attached.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Once formally adopted by Council, this policy will be considered a
local planning policy as prescribed in Clause 3 of the Deemed
Provisions of the Shire's Local Planning Scheme No.7 (Scheme).
As such, in making a determination on a development proposal
under the Scheme, Council must have due regard to this policy i.e.
percent for art requirements for listed developments.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
If adopted, the Public Art and Percent for Art Policy would be added
to the Council Policy Manual.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
An allocation of funds for public arts would need to be included in
any future capital project where the capital cost was $500,000 or
more as well as more regular art projects being submitted by Shire
officers for consideration during annual budget development. This
policy does not, by default, apply to capital transport infrastructure
assets, unless determined otherwise by Council.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Strategic Community Plan – Envision 2029
04 Community

Doc Id:
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access to key liveability factors such as
health and wellbeing services and
educational opportunities.
Priority Outcomes
Our roles
A Shire built on the strengths of Recognise the value of creative and
community spirit and resilient, connected cultural arts and support its continued
communities.
growth in our communities.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this
report:
 Shire of Dandaragan Draft Public Art and Percent for Art Policy
(Doc Id: 167862)
 Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan (Doc Id: 163114)
 Public Art and Percent for Art Policy Draft Register of Public
Submissions (Doc Id: 5704)
(Marked 9.4.2)
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council adopt the Public Art and Percent for Art Policy.
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9.4.3

AMEND METHOD OF SALE - CERVANTES INDUSTRIAL LOT
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

11 Gazeley Way Cervantes
Not Applicable
Office of the CEO / Council Properties / Disposals
Nil
17 August 2021
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer
Not Applicable

PROPOSAL
The purpose of this report is for Council to reconsider the asset
disposal method for the Council owned industrial property 11
Gazeley Way Cervantes.
BACKGROUND
11 Gazeley Way is an industrial zoned property in the South East
area of Cervantes. The property is predominantly vacant with the
exception of a telecommunications tower on a 109m2 portion of the
lot which is leased to Optus Mobile Pty Ltd (Optus). In accordance
with the Land Rationalisation Project, in February 2021 Council
resolved to dispose of the property as follows:
COUNCIL DECISION
Moved Cr Clarke, seconded Cr Rybarczyk
That Council:
1. Endorse the proposal to offer for lease or outright sale, in
accordance with Section 3.58(3) of the Local Government
Act 1995, 11 Gazeley Way Cervantes
2. Endorse a minimum 4 weeks public advertising and
response timeframe for the lease or outright sale
opportunity.
3. Authorise the Chief Executive Officer to appoint a local real
estate agent to advertise the lease or outright sale proposal,
collate and evaluate offers for the property.
CARRIED 5 / 0
The disposal process was delayed while staff sought confirmation
from the Department of Planning Lands and Heritage that the Shire
held unencumbered free title of the site after queries were raised by
the Valuer. This process was resolved in July 2021.
The original methodology recommended by staff was to dispose of
the property by private treaty in accordance with Section 3.58(3) of
the Local Government Act 1995 to allow a range of offers to be
considered by Council following an advertising period. In
progressing the asset disposal the alternate methodology of
auctioning the property has been recommended by the preferred
local real estate which will simplify the process and encourage a
greater participation from buyers with certainty provided for the
nature of tenure being offered.
Doc Id:
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COMMENT
Changing the method of disposal for this property to an auction will
expedite the sale process and avoid further advertising and Council
decision making processes which are required under Section
3.58(3) of the Local Government Act 1995. It will also provide
opportunity for buyers to submit multiple bids on the property as
opposed to the private treaty process which would only yield one
bid without open competition.
Undertaking a disposal via auction does however limit Council’s
discretion in considering multiple offers and their relative broader
value to the community beyond the sale value. For example the
winning vendor may continue to utilise the property as storage
space while a non-winning bid may have yielded new business and
job opportunities for the town/region. An alternate option for sale is
a public tender process which would facilitate Council discretion in
accepting the most acceptable tender, whether or not it is the
highest tender. Undertaking a public tender process is currently
beyond staff resources due to competing project workloads so if this
option is preferred it would be delayed until later this year.
On the balance of options it is recommended that Council
reconsider their initial decision to offer the property for either lease
or sale and instead confirm its preference to put the property on the
market for sale by public auction.
CONSULTATION
 Local real estate agents
 Griffin Valuation Advisory
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Government Act 1995 S3.58 – Disposing of Property
Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 1996
Section 30
3.58.

Disposing of property

(1) In this section —
dispose includes to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of,
whether absolutely or not;
property includes the whole or any part of the interest of a local
government in property, but does not include money.
(2) Except as stated in this section, a local government can only
dispose of property to —
(a) the highest bidder at public auction; or
(b) the person who at public tender called by the local
government makes what is, in the opinion of the local
government, the most acceptable tender, whether or not it
is the highest tender.
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(3) A local government can dispose of property other than under
subsection (2) if, before agreeing to dispose of the property —
(a) it gives local public notice of the proposed disposition —
(i) describing the property concerned; and
(ii) giving details of the proposed disposition; and
(iii) inviting submissions to be made to the local
government before a date to be specified in the notice,
being a date not less than 2 weeks after the notice is
first given;
and
(b) it considers any submissions made to it before the date
specified in the notice and, if its decision is made by the
council or a committee, the decision and the reasons for it
are recorded in the minutes of the meeting at which the
decision was made.
(4) The details of a proposed disposition that are required by
subsection (3)(a)(ii) include —
(a) the names of all other parties concerned; and
(b) the consideration to be received by the local government
for the disposition; and
(c) the market value of the disposition —
(i) as ascertained by a valuation carried out not more than
6 months before the proposed disposition; or
(ii) as declared by a resolution of the local government on
the basis of a valuation carried out more than 6 months
before the proposed disposition that the local
government believes to be a true indication of the value
at the time of the proposed disposition.
(5) This section does not apply to —
(a) a disposition of an interest in land under the Land
Administration Act 1997 section 189 or 190; or
(b) a disposition of property in the course of carrying on a
trading undertaking as defined in section 3.59; or
(c) anything that the local government provides to a particular
person, for a fee or otherwise, in the performance of a function
that it has under any written law; or
(d) any other disposition that is excluded by regulations from
the application of this section.
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30. Dispositions of property excluded from Act s. 3.58
(1) A disposition that is described in this regulation as an
exempt disposition is excluded from the application of
section 3.58 of the Act.
(2) A disposition of land is an exempt disposition if —
(a) the land is disposed of to an owner of adjoining land (in
this paragraph called the transferee) and —
(i) its market value is less than $5 000; and
(ii) the local government does not consider that
ownership of the land would be of significant benefit
to anyone other than the transferee;
or
(b) the land is disposed of to a body, whether incorporated
or not —
(i) the objects of which are of a charitable, benevolent,
religious, cultural, educational, recreational,
sporting or other like nature; and
(ii) the members of which are not entitled or permitted to
receive any pecuniary profit from the body’s
transactions;
Shire of Dandaragan Local Government (Council Meetings) Local
Laws - Part 16 – Revoking or Changing Decisions
16.1 REQUIREMENTS TO REVOKE OR CHANGE DECISIONS
The requirements to revoke or change a decision made at a
meeting are dealt with in regulation 10 of the Regulations
Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996 s10 –
Revoking or changing decisions (Act s.5.25(1)(e))
10. Revoking or changing decisions (Act s. 5.25(1)(e))
(1) If a decision has been made at a council or a committee
meeting then any motion to revoke or change the decision
must be supported —
(a) in the case where an attempt to revoke or change the
decision had been made within the previous 3 months
but had failed, by an absolute majority; or
(b) in any other case, by at least 1/ 3 of the number of
offices (whether vacant or not) of members of the
council or committee,
inclusive of the mover.
(1a) Notice of a motion to revoke or change a decision referred
to in sub-regulation (1) is to be signed by members of the
council or committee numbering at least 1/ 3 of the number
of offices (whether vacant or not) of members of the
council or committee, inclusive of the mover.
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(2) If a decision has been made at a council or a committee
meeting then any decision to revoke or change the
first-mentioned decision must be made —
(a) in the case where the decision to be revoked or
changed was required to be made by an absolute
majority or by a special majority, by that kind of
majority; or
(b) in any other case, by an absolute majority.
(3) This regulation does not apply to the change of a decision
unless the effect of the change would be that the decision
would be revoked or would become substantially different.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
No additional costs are expected as a result of changing the
method of disposal.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
Strategic Community Plan – Envision 2029
02 – Prosperity

The Shire will experience broad economic
and population growth with decreasing
economic barriers, diversified agriculture
and fisheries output and vibrant visitor
economy
Priority Outcomes
Our Roles
Our Shire has a contemporary land use Ensuring that our planning framework is
planning system that responds to, and modern and meets the needs of industry,
creates, economic opportunities
small business and emerging opportunities.
Identify and activate under-utilised
economic and land assets to promote
employment and economic activity.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil
VOTING REQUIREMENT
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 1 ⅓ of Council
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 2 Absolute Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 3 Simple Majority
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 1
That Council agree to consider revocation of the Cervantes
Industrial Lot Lease – Lot 11 Gazeley Way, Cervantes item 9.4.1
endorsed by Council on 25 February 2021.
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 2
That Council revoke the following decision on item 9.4.1 of the
Council Meeting held 25 February 2021.
That Council:
1. Endorse the proposal to offer for lease or outright sale,
in accordance with Section 3.58(3) of the Local
Government Act 1995, 11 Gazeley Way Cervantes
2. Endorse a minimum 4 weeks public advertising and
response timeframe for the lease or outright sale
opportunity.
3. Authorise the Chief Executive Officer to appoint a local
real estate agent to advertise the lease or outright sale
proposal, collate and evaluate offers for the property.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 3
1) Endorse the proposal to offer for outright sale by public
auction, Lot 11 Gazeley Way in accordance with Section
3.58(2)(a) of the Local Government Act 1995.
2) Authorise the CEO to nominate the auction reserve price
with due regard for the property valuation report as
prepared by Griffin Valuation Advisors.
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9.5 COUNCILLOR INFORMATION BULLETIN
9.5.1

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN – JULY 2021 COUNCIL STATUS
REPORT
Document ID: [180782]

Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire’s status report from
the Council Meeting held 22 July 2021. (Marked 9.5.1)
9.5.2

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN – BUILDING STATISTICS – JULY
2021
Document ID: [SODR- 2045798944-296]

Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire of Dandaragan
Building Statistics for July 2021. (Marked 9.5.2)
9.5.3

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN – PLANNING STATISTICS – JULY
2021
Document ID: [SODR- 877026889-1214]

Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire of Dandaragan
Planning Statistics for July 2021. (Marked 9.5.3)
9.5.4

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN TOURISM / LIBRARY REPORT FOR
JULY 2021
Document ID: [SODR-1876983588-355]

Attached to the agenda is monthly report for Tourism / Library for
July 2021. (Marked 9.5.4)

10

NEW BUSINESS OF AN URGENT
RESOLUTION OF THE MEETING

NATURE

–

INTRODUCED

BY

11

CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS FOR WHICH MEETING IS CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC
Section 5.23 of the Local Government Act 1995 stipulates that all Council
Meetings are generally open to the public. Section 5.23 goes on to identify
specific situations in which the Council or committee may close to members of
the public the meeting, or part of the meeting.
In situations where it is deemed that a meeting or part of a meeting must be closed
to the public, Section 5.23 (3) states “A decision to close a meeting or part of a
meeting and the reason for the decision are to be recorded in the minutes of the
meeting.”
For a decision to be recorded in the minute a formal motion must be passed by
Simple majority clearly stating the reason for the closure in accordance with
Section 5.23 of the Local Government Act 1995.
Local Government Act 1995
5.23. Meetings generally open to public
(1) Subject to subsection (2), the following are to be open to members of the
public —
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(a) all council meetings; and
(b) all meetings of any committee to which a local government power or
duty has been delegated.
(2) If a meeting is being held by a council or by a committee referred to in
subsection (1)(b), the council or committee may close to members of the
public the meeting, or part of the meeting, if the meeting or the part of the
meeting deals with any of the following —
(a) a matter affecting an employee or employees;
(b) the personal affairs of any person;
(c) a contract entered into, or which may be entered into, by the local
government and which relates to a matter to be discussed at
the meeting;
(d) legal advice obtained, or which may be obtained, by the local
government and which relates to a matter to be discussed at
the meeting;
(e) a matter that if disclosed, would reveal —
(i) a trade secret;
(ii) information that has a commercial value to a person; or
(iii) information about the business, professional, commercial or
financial affairs of a person, where the trade secret or information
is held by, or is about, a person other than the local government;
(f) a matter that if disclosed, could be reasonably expected to —
(i) impair the effectiveness of any lawful method or procedure for
preventing, detecting, investigating or dealing with any
contravention or possible contravention of the law;
(ii) endanger the security of the local government’s property; or
(iii) prejudice the maintenance or enforcement of a lawful measure for
protecting public safety;
(g) information which is the subject of a direction given under
section 23(1a) of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1971; and
(h) such other matters as may be prescribed.
(3) A decision to close a meeting or part of a meeting and the reason for the
decision are to be recorded in the minutes of the meeting.
Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996
4A. Meeting, or part of meeting, may be closed to public — s. 5.23(2)(h)
The determination by the local government of a price for the sale or purchase of
property by the local government, and the discussion of such a matter, are
matters prescribed for the purposes of section 5.23(2)(h).
11.1 GOVERNANCE & ADMINISTRATION
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That the meeting be closed to members of the public at _:__pm in
accordance with Section 5.23 (2) (h) of the Local Government Act 1995
and Regulation 4A of the Local Government (Administration)
Regulations 1996 to allow Council to discuss Item 5.1.1 Disposal of
Property – Lot 13 on Deposited Plan 173770 Dandaragan Road,
Dandaragan.
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11.1.1 DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY - LOT 13 ON DEPOSITED PLAN
173770 DANDARAGAN ROAD, DANDARAGAN
Location:
Folder Path:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

3517 Dandaragan Road, Dandaragan
Office of the CEO / Council Properties / Disposals
16 August 2021
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate and
Community
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

This report has been abridged due to the confidential nature of the content that
is contained within this report.
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11.1.2 APPOINTMENT OF SENIOR EMPLOYEE
MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

-

EXECUTIVE

Shire of Dandaragan
Not applicable
Office of the CEO / Human Resources / Recruitment
/ EM Development Services
Nil
13 August 2021
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer
Not applicable

This report has been abridged due to the confidential nature of the content that
is contained within this report.
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11.1.3 JURIEN BAY FORESHORE PAVILION CONTRACT – REQUEST
FOR PRICE VARIATION
Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Not Applicable
Not applicable
Infrastructure Services / Suppliers / RFT 001-21
Nil
23 August 2021
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer
Not applicable

This report has been abridged due to the confidential nature of the content that
is contained within this report.
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12

ELECTED MEMBERS MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN
GIVEN

13

CLOSURE OF MEETING

Doc Id:

ATTACHMENTS
FOR SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING 26 AUGUST 2021

Attachment: 9.1.1

Shire of Dandaragan
ACCOUNTS FOR PAYMENT
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING
31/07/21

SUMMARY OF SCHEDULE OF ACCOUNTS JULY 2021
FUND

AMOUNT

MUNICIPAL FUND
CHEQUES

-

EFT'S

EFT

532

DIRECT DEBITS

GJBDEB 4515

BPAY

BPAY

16/07/21

-

-

$0.00

EFT

$1,435,995.50

GJBDEB 4542

$50,551.64

BPAY

$15,715.91

TOTAL MUNICIPAL FUND

TRUST FUND
CHEQUES

538

30/07/2021

$1,502,263.05

-

$0.00

EFT'S

EFT

-

EFT

$0.00

TRANSFER

Trust

-

Muni

$0.00
$0.00

This schedule of accounts to be passed for payment, covering vouchers as detailed above,
which was submitted to each member of Council has been checked and is fully supported by
vouchers and invoices which are submitted herewith and which have been duly certified as to
the receipt of goods and the rendition of services and as to prices, computations, and costings
and the amounts shown the amounts show are due for payment.

Posting Date
Document Type
1/07/2021
1/07/2021
1/07/2021
1/07/2021
1/07/2021
1/07/2021
1/07/2021
5/07/2021
5/07/2021
8/07/2021
8/07/2021
15/07/2021
15/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
20/07/2021
22/07/2021
22/07/2021
26/07/2021
26/07/2021
28/07/2021

Document No.
GJBDEB-4517
GJBDEB-4518
GJBDEB-4519
GJBDEB-4520
GJBDEB-4521
GJBDEB-4522
GJBDEB-4523
GJBDEB-4524
GJBDEB-4525
GJBDEB-4515
GJBDEB-4516
GJBDEB-4528
GJBDEB-4529
GJBDEB-4530
GJBDEB-4531
GJBDEB-4532
GJBDEB-4533
GJBDEB-4534
GJBDEB-4535
GJBDEB-4536
GJBDEB-4537
GJBDEB-4538
GJBDEB-4539
GJBDEB-4526
GJBDEB-4527
GJBDEB-4540
GJBDEB-4541
GJBDEB-4542

Description
BWA - Paper Trans Fee - June 21
BWA - BPay Maintenance Fee - June 21
BWA - Over the Counter Fee - June 21
BWA - BPay Trans Fee - June 21
BWA - Maintenance Fee ex 117-005816-7 - June 21
BWA - OBB Record Fee - June 21
ANZ - Merchant Fee - JB Admin - June21
BWA - CBA Merch Fee TCVC - June 21
BWA - CBA Merch Fee JB Admin - June 21
Salary Packaging
SuperChoice - June 21
SecurePay Trans Fee - June 21
Wex Fuel Cards - June 2021
M/C - Staff Training Accommodation
M/C - Staff Training Accommodation
M/C - Fuel PLV257
M/C - Staff Gift
M/C - Accidental spend - Reimbursed
M/C - Aircon Repairs to PLV264
M/C - W'Power applic. - Lot 3482 Dand Rd
M/C - Advert. Appt of BFCO's
/C - Staff Police Check
M/C - Building Serv. Reg Renewal
Salary Packaging
SuperChoice - July 21
AusPost Commission June 21 - TCVC
AusPost Commission June 21 - Jurien Admin
BWA - Deposit Books x 2

Amount
$23.40
$15.00
$42.00
$132.80
$20.00
$9.25
$102.25
$59.80
$192.10
$2,538.60
$19,461.75
$4.00
$653.66
$700.00
$700.00
$187.23
$102.35
$17.07
$1,729.00
$497.92
$177.36
$55.80
$974.00
$2,538.59
$19,499.40
$74.79
$34.52
$9.00
$50,551.64

No Cheques Issued for the Month of July 2021

Date

Bpay Number

16/07/2021

BPAY160721

Vendor

Amount

Invoice

Description

7863675800/JUN21

JB shared office data 20/3 to 19/06/21

2175531686/JUL21

Mobile Usage to 01/07/21

2175531868/JUL21

Fuel systems to 01/07/21

$29.98

2503689339/JUL21

Library usage to 02/07/21

$134.97

V80818 - Telstra Corporation

16/07/2021

$7,605.99
$954.89

Total V80818

$8,725.83

Total BPAY160721

$8,725.83

BPAY160721A
V81671 - Water Corporation

23/07/2021

9007258558/JUL21

31A Dandy rd S/Charge 01/07-31/08/21

$45.69

9007258566/JUL21

31B Dandy rd S/Charge 01/07 to 31/08/21

$45.69

9007258531/JUL21

7A Dandy rd 05/05-07/07/21

$74.92

9007257

3 Quin Pl 05/05-07/07/21

$70.03

9016739556/JUL21

Lot 31C Dandy Rd S/Charge 01/07 to 31/08/21

$45.24

9007258232/JUL21

13 Dandy Rd S/Charge 01/07-31/08/21

$45.69

9007258523/JUL21

7B Dandy Rd 05/05-07/07/21

9008594764/JUL21

Badgy Standpipe 03/05-05/07/21

$338.56

Total V81671

$764.47

Total BPAY160721A

$764.47

$98.65

BPAY230721
V81671 - Water Corporation

23/07/2021

9007258355/JUL21

Dandy rd standpipe 05/05-07/07/21

$329.79

9007258646/JUL21

Dandaragan community centre 05/05-07/07/21

$423.26

9007258494/JUL21

Dandy depot 05/05-07/07/21

$479.16

9007248739/JUL21

BCC 03/05 - 05/07/21

$702.77

9024264677/JUL21

Corporate real estate lease 04.03.21-03/03/031

$550.00

Total V81671

$2,484.98

Total BPAY230721

$2,484.98

BPAY230721A
V84421 - Optus Billing Services Pty Ltd
61939377/JUL21

30/07/2021

Sat Phone plan 05/06-04/07/21

$30.00

Total V84421

$30.00

Total BPAY230721A

$30.00

BPAY300721
V81507 - City Of Stirling
4192

Provision for Long Service Leave

$3,710.63

Total V81507

$3,710.63

Total BPAY300721

$3,710.63

Grand Total - Other

$15,715.91

Date
EFT Number Vendor
8/07/2021 532
Payroll

Payment / Invoice

Description

Payroll F/NE 06/07/21

Payroll F/NE 06/07/21
Total EFT 532

9/07/2021

Amount
$99,793.54
$99,793.54

533/1061
V80021 - BOC Gases
5005416528

Cylinder Hire/Usage June 21
Total V80021

$77.62
$77.62

10244624
10246205
10246548
10246551

B & S Engine oil
Oil Seal
Ball Bearing
Diesel fuel pump
Total V80033

07/JUNE21

Refreshments - June 21 Council Meeting
Total V80043

SI1558626
SC0086540
SI1560523

Repairs to air compressor housing
Credit - Warranty - Repairs to air compressor house
1000 hour service - PCR013
Total V80102

2021#80

General Maintenance Contract June 21
Total V80163

$3,400.10
$3,400.10

119748
119749
119750

Legal Expenses - Dog Act Prosecution
Legal Expenses - Property Local Law Prosecutions
Legal Expenses - Property Local Law Prosecutions
Total V80910

$725.93
$726.48
$719.33
$2,171.74

4481
4472

Hire of Cat D9R dozer, push & stockpile gravel
Hire of CatD9R dozer to rip, push & stockpile gravel
Total V81031

$15,807.00
$11,506.00
$27,313.00

182490

Hire of Ammann roller
Total V81252

5322

Staff Uniforms - Polo Shirts
Total V81352

106753-F6C6V0
106746-Z6J1D9
106743-M3T9T4
106742-Z5B3F6
106744-P5Z8S3
106751-P5L5J4
106752-Q0P3R8
106749-J6Q2M2
106748-Q06G8
106750-S5R4L6

BCITF - 300621114216
BCITF
BCITF - 300621112332
BCITF - 300621111958
BCITF - 106744-p5z8s3
BCITF - 300621113801
BCITF - 300621113949
BCITF - 300621113401
BCITF - 300621113203
BCITF - 300621113541
Total V81374

167190
167179
166998
166969

Speedfeed trimmer head cover
Speed feed trimmer head
Stanley knife blades
Hand cleaner & chain oil
Total V81382

$57.20
$57.20
$6.60
$46.75
$167.75

2018657
2021654

Filter element
Solenoid Valve, Elec connector housing & terminal
Total V81506

$229.92
$682.01
$911.93

9036266634
9036322465
9036335022
9036336750
9036346770

Various Library Craft Supplies
Various Library Craft Supplies
Various Library Craft Supplies
Naiiawilli Bt White CN A4 80gsm paper
Chair, table
Total V81545

$40.59
$75.28
$6.07
$1,711.60
$936.10
$2,769.64

178

2019/20 Tronox Grant - Installation of Security Sy
Total V81699

$4,179.00
$4,179.00

117A

Tronox Grant - Senior playground extension
Total V81702

$5,591.91
$5,591.91

10712

Building redesign
Total V81740

$2,167.00
$2,167.00

PJ003533

Child Support
Total V81874

$171.91
$171.91

G'TEE FEES JUNE 2021

Govt. G'tee Fees @ 30/06/2021
Total V81916

$943.54
$943.54

44696

Fortnightly rubbish removal 07/06-18/06/21
Total V82028

IN52-1
IN17-1

2021/22 Firebreak Notice design & print
Recycling Brochure Total V82131

$330.00
$715.00
$1,045.00

37173
39219
39220
CR36384

Design & build new website for TCVC
Advertising disposal of 2 Dandaragan rd
Advertising Executive Manager
Early Settlement discount Jan 21
Total V82228

$26,499.00
$223.83
$662.56
-$51.73
$27,333.66

17092

Shire Mowing June 21
Total V82274

$14,422.39
$14,422.39

P0609
P0612

Convert beacons to operate with keys on,
Locate & report on battery drain
Total V82362

350388

Bearing wheel, seal & brake shoe
Total V82497

OPERATOR RETURN 9684837

BookEasy Booking 9684837
Total V82672

$577.50
$577.50

4411

Repairs to shower - Memorial Park
Total V82823

$388.30
$388.30

560238
560541
560607
560618
560860
560924

Jumbo Toilet Rolls
Pressure pipe & cap
Bremick bolt & nut cup zinc plated
Conduit - Grey & orange
Lubricant silicone spray & toilet rolls
Stihl Carby - Blower

V80033 - Derricks Auto-Ag & Hardware Plus
$41.80
$8.00
$31.19
$270.00
$350.99

V80043 - Jurien Bay IGA
$1,091.89
$1,091.89

V80102 - Westrac Equipment
$9,226.12
-$9,226.12
$3,335.88
$3,335.88

V80163 - Badgingarra Community Assn

V80910 - Mcleods Barristers And Solicitors

V81031 - AN & A Whybrow

V81252 - Brooks Hire Service Pty Ltd
$2,214.06
$2,214.06

V81352 - Jurien Signs
$201.00
$201.00

V81374 - Building and Construction Industry Training Fund
$523.41
$231.75
$51.75
$521.36
$34.75
$705.12
$291.75
$41.75
$145.66
$614.59
$3,161.89

V81382 - Cervantes Hardware and Marine

V81506 - Afgri Equipment Australia Pty Ltd

V81545 - Winc Australia Pty Limited

V81699 - Cervantes Community Recreation Centre

V81702 - Dandaragan P & C Association

V81740 - Engineering Technology Consultants

V81874 - Child Support

V81916 - Western Australian Treasury Corporation

V82028 - Avon Waste
$12,657.73
$12,657.73

V82131 - Market Creations

V82228 - Marketforce Pty Ltd

V82274 - Vari-Skilled

V82362 - Jurien Auto Electrics
$204.00
$150.00
$354.00

V82497 - Conplant Australia
$1,564.10
$1,564.10

V82672 - Jurien Bay Tourist Park

V82823 - The Last Drop Plumbing Co

V82993 - Jurien Bay Mitre 10
$110.00
$3,523.00
$6.30
$6,500.00
$120.95
$210.00

$165.00
$110.00
$38.00
$77.00
$97.00
$8.60
$8,903.00
$59.95
$48.50
$7,342.20
$156.50
$27,476.00

560945
561458
561587
561702
561782
561800
562301
562343
562344
562367
561902

Jumbo toilet rolls
Jumbo Toilet Rolls
HIVs flags & PVC rope
Pressure pipe
Stihl Chain loop & guide bar
Post Crete
Reticulation fittings & sprinklers
Brass nipple, dual check valve
Valve ball brass tested
PVC Fittings, sprinklers
Termite Bifenthrin Treatment
Total V82993

156-021548

Regional Risk Co-Ordinator Program 2020/21 2nd ins
Total V83085

$7,791.97
$7,791.97

124191

Cleaning & Maintenance Contract June 21
Total V83121

$1,320.92
$1,320.92

TRAVEL ALLOW APRIL/JUNE 21

Members Travel April - June 2021
Total V83188

$717.60
$717.60

124291P

Tube quick hitch
Total V83201

$725.82
$725.82

590

Digitisation of all path segment polygons - Shire
Total V83264

76844

Legal Expenses - 22/06-28/06/21
Total V83310

$297.00
$297.00

21374
21373
21377

Bike network plan review
Survey and detailed design - JER
Survey & detailed design
Total V83420

$10,436.25
$1,512.50
$14,767.50
$26,716.25

32523

Office 365 Datto Backup - 01/07/21-30/06/22
Total V83427

SN00035130062021

Farwell Card
Total V83480

SI006487
SI006464
SI006474

CF Front Office Licences
Office 365 01/07-31/07/21
CF Front Office Licences
Total V83507

$15,629.64
$1,083.94
$1,083.50
$17,797.08

2940
2938
2939

Earthworks Turquoise path - Jetty Path
Exposed aggregate path - Skate Park to Adventure park
Trenching & backfill Turquoise & Jetty Path
Total V83571

$13,948.40
$7,118.00
$2,505.00
$23,571.40

84161
84294

Electrical services - Dobbyn Park
Supply & install power point for camera
Total V83694

$209.00
$114.06
$323.06

IV00000000216

Refreshments workshop morning tea
Total V83835

$160.00
$160.00

OPERATOR RETURN 08/07/21

BookEasy Booking 9684899
Total V83914

$201.25
$201.25

A0082

Supply of water
Total V83978

$900.90
$900.90

65091
65854

Pre employment drug & alcohol test
Pre-employment medical
Total V84058

$44.00
$148.50
$192.50

223

Supply & installation of culverts, clearing vegetation
Total V84136

21-00017797
21-00017605
21-00017751
21-00017607
21-00017755
21-000017805
21-00017848
21-00018092
21-00018305
21-00018356
21-00018428
21-00018488
21-00018496
21-00018502
21-00018550
21-00018667
21-00018685
21-00018693
21-00018862
21-00018869
21-00018893
21-00018962
21-00019154
21-00019370
21-00019212
21-00019620
21-00019841
21-00020009
21-00019975
21-00020223
21-00020483
21-00020449

9kg gas refills
Cutting disc, rapid set cement
Brass ball valve, camlock
Camlock aluminium dust cap
Motortech carby cleaner
Rapid set cement
Protective Clothing
Multix garbage bags
Tie wire dispenser pack
Valve ball brass, poly nipple bush & elbow
ACU-Water - blueline
Bruch flat handle
Protective clothing
Protective clothing
Rapid set cement
Bullets
Rechargeable torch
9kg gas refills
Protective Clothing
Lawn seed
Poly cap, Connector, joiner
Poly fittings
9kg gas refills
PVC Pipe
9kg gas refills
Dropper steel, click on hose
PVC Fittings, duct tape
Hose clamps
Poly joiner
Rapid set cement
WD40 with smart straw
Valve box round
Total V84155

$66.50
$40.85
$343.90
$29.45
$8.55
$8.08
$143.10
$10.26
$8.08
$23.00
$408.50
$4.75
$189.95
$413.70
$16.15
$20.90
$265.90
$99.75
$71.25
$28.50
$16.72
$16.34
$99.75
$4.75
$99.75
$96.90
$81.53
$9.50
$7.98
$24.22
$12.82
$27.31
$2,698.69

JUN21/83

Cleaning Toilets & Barbecues - Sandy Cape
Total V84175

$2,275.00
$2,275.00

DANDARAGAN BSL JUNE 21

BSL remittance June 21
Total V84273

$5,389.29
$5,389.29

0808575447

Advertising - Moora Directory
Total V84291

JUN20/20
JUN20/21

Waste Management Dandy tip June 21
Loader hire - Dandy Tip June 21
Total V84327

TRAVEL ALLOW APRIL - JUNE 21

Members travel April to June 2021

V83085 - LGIS Risk Management

V83121 - Dandaragan Community Resource Centre Inc

V83188 - Leslee Holmes (Cr)

V83201 - JCB CEA

V83264 - Asset Infrastructure Management Pty Ltd
$13,725.80
$13,725.80

V83310 - AMPAC Debt Recovery (WA) Pty Ltd

V83420 - Porter Consulting Engineers

V83427 - Bridged Group Pty Ltd
$198.00
$198.00

V83480 - Jurien Bay Newsagency
$14.99
$14.99

V83507 - Council First

V83571 - Jurien Concrete Services

V83694 - Elite Electrical Contracting Pty Ltd

V83835 - Family Affair Cafe

V83914 - Turquoise Safaris

V83978 - GJW & SJ Howard

V84058 - Jurien Bay Medical Centre

V84136 - J Bay Concreting
$15,735.50
$15,735.50

V84155 - Jurien Hardware - Thrifty Link

V84175 - Ni Luh Eyden

V84273 - Building And Energy

V84291 - Australian Community Media
$330.00
$330.00

V84327 - Lyall Ward
$2,112.00
$247.50
$2,359.50

V84329 - Rudolf Rybarczyk (Cr)
$224.64

Total V84329

$224.64

V84371 - Nessa Hall - Nessy Cleaning Management Services
7326
7327

Cleaning Contract Jurien Bay June 21
Cleaning Contract Cervantes June 21
Total V84371

$5,334.29
$3,474.63
$8,808.92

2291

BookEasy gadget word press plugin integration
Total V84406

$5,500.00
$5,500.00

1189B

Progress Payment
Total V84434

270721

Staff Housing 14/07-27/07/21
Total V84458

115833

Councillor laptop lease 01/07-30/09/21
Total V84478

010-20-2

Alterations to hydraulic services drawings
Total V84482

$990.00
$990.00

75

Brochure distribution - QLD camping show
Total V84503

$330.00
$330.00

17057

Contract Labour - 31/05-27/06/21
Total V84531

1000215704A

34BTZ Boom Lift Hire
Total V84535

INV0670

Installation of Balustrading - JB Skate Park
Total V84545

20325

Concept design of shade structure
Total V84546

2523

Certificate of design compliance
Total V84547
Total EFT 533/1061

10246850
10247204
10247422
10247772

Spring brakes
Century Battery
Hardiplank & pine screws
Ryco crimp fitting, hydraulic hose
Total V80033

295333350/JUN21
089860550/JUN21
919109010/JUN21
610385240/JUN21
825693390/JUN21
298673950/JUN21
415004990/JUN21
438517550/JUN21A
15353590/JUN21A
185507110/JUL21
182506710/JUL21
164741840/JUL21
113698450/JUL21
721287150/JUL21
317260610/JULY21
317260610/JUL21A
317260610/JUL21A

Zendora rd standpipe 24/04-24/06/21
Badgy Fire Station 28/04-24/06/21
Powerwatch security lighting 01/06-30/06/21
Cambewarra standpipe 24/04-24/06/21
Creek pump 05/05-25/06/21
Badgy oval lights 28/04-24/06/21
Dandy Depot 28/04-24/06/21
Pioneer park toilets 28/04-24/06/21
Badgingarra oval 28/04-24/06/21
Adriana 4A Park 28/05-27/06/21
Jurien Bay Vista Fire Hydrant 28/04-29/06/21
Ocean View Pde fire hydrant 29/04-29/06/21
Canover standpipe 29/04-29/06/21
Street Lights 25/05-24/06/21
JCC 03/06-04/07/21
JCC 03/06-04/07/21
JCC 03/06-04/07/21 - Adjustment
Total V80087

$117.52
$158.09
$399.21
$118.67
$95.92
$116.18
$1,033.60
$622.28
$1,627.58
$118.56
$120.52
$114.37
$179.82
$15,890.16
$309.88
$121.76
-$309.88
$20,834.24

I3087740
C3012547
C3012501

WALGA Membership & Subscriptions 2021/22
Credit - Breakfast with Minister Carey
Legal Expenses credit - Coastal Hazard Issues
Total V80137

$35,240.59
-$110.00
-$158.82
$34,971.77

6326

Raise water meter and install valve
Total V80202

1108190

Other DLI Invoices
Total V81002

1010701568

Postage - Jurien Admin June 21
Total V81097

275632
276036
275983

Switch assy, primer pump & switch assy
Switch assy, Cab tilt
Air filters & lube kits
Total V81172

$370.06
$151.46
$538.88
$1,060.40

7224
6439
6638
6440
6751

Magnetic DX 5W40 5L
Service grader, replace filters, change oil
3" Spray valve drop in assy
Service water truck, replace filters change oil
Pin equalisers, poly bushes
Total V81343

$153.55
$643.50
$459.80
$308.00
$497.40
$2,062.25

5369

Corflute - disabled toilet sign
Total V81352

353810

Photocopier lease 08/08-07/09/21
Total V81490

22210

2021-22 Full membership
Total V81778

$531.00
$531.00

1702

Print electrical plans - foreshore
Total V81795

$134.70
$134.70

146553

Music Licence 2021-22
Total V81820

$374.56
$374.56

4501552

Replace windsock lamps, check all lights
Total V81860

$165.00
$165.00

481003485

Diesel - Dandy Depot
Total V81973

$19,598.18
$19,598.18

44902

Fortnightly Rubbish removal 21/06 to 02/07/21
Total V82028

$13,359.68
$13,359.68

I587596
I587826

Dark Green & Light Green Bins
Bin lid pins
Total V82166

V84406 - Impart Media Pty Ltd

V84434 - Convic Pty Ltd
$160,546.03
$160,546.03

V84458 - Ray White Jurien Bay
$670.00
$670.00

V84478 - Vestone Capital
$2,700.20
$2,700.20

V84482 - Carrington Associates

V84503 - CF Global Trust

V84531 - Mills Corporation Pty Ltd
$6,500.24
$6,500.24

V84535 - Access Hire Australia
$752.40
$752.40

V84545 - Lord Fishing & Fabrication Pty Ltd
$13,161.50
$13,161.50

V84546 - Lantern Architecture
$5,808.00
$5,808.00

V84547 - Tecon Australia

16/07/2021

$1,320.00
$1,320.00
$476,793.98

534/1062
V80033 - Derricks Auto-Ag & Hardware Plus
$253.00
$600.00
$134.75
$59.50
$1,047.25

V80087 - Synergy

V80137 - Western Australian Local Government Association

V80202 - Jurien Plumbing
$1,450.90
$1,450.90

V81002 - Landgate
$53.40
$53.40

V81097 - Australia Post
$503.03
$503.03

V81172 - WA Hino Sales & Service

V81343 - Dandaragan Mechanical Services

V81352 - Jurien Signs
$70.00
$70.00

V81490 - Ricoh Finance
$1,337.60
$1,337.60

V81778 - Local Government Professionals Australia WA

V81795 - Jurien Bay Community Resource Centre

V81820 - OneMusic Australia

V81860 - Shadbolt Electrical

V81973 - Fuel Distributors of WA Pty Ltd

V82028 - Avon Waste

V82166 - David Gray & Co Pty Ltd
$2,833.60
$77.00
$2,910.60

V82282 - Isweep Town & Country
2584

Sweeping towns
Total V82282

$9,949.50
$9,949.50

OPERATOR RETURN 120721

BookEasy booking 9603879
Total V82672

$126.87
$126.87

IV0000001041

Heavy Duty Rocker switches
Total V82702

$36.00
$36.00

4430
4439
4447

Clear blocked drain - Memorial Park Toilets
Clear blocked drains & replace urinal parts - Dobb
Replace Hot water unit
Total V82823

125039P

Air elements, oil filters
Total V83201

$798.36
$798.36

107057

After hours call June 21
Total V83340

$201.63
$201.63

C56/JUN21

Dandy Depot Consumables - June 21
Total V83495

SI006509

CF Front Office Licences (Approx.)
Total V83507

REFUND CAT/FOX TRAP BOND

Refund Cat/Fox trap bond
Total V83600

1345

20kg asphalt
Total V83654

$3,437.50
$3,437.50

JUN21/22

Badgingarra waste management June 21
Total V83660

$1,280.00
$1,280.00

04169079/P024982559-7

Whispir usage June 21
Total V83705

CD-3148327
CD-3148328

Water Filter & Ice Machine Lease June 21
Water Filter Lease June 21
Total V83736

IV00000000217

Refreshments - Farewell morning tea
Total V83835

RSL-17914

RAMM annual support & Maintenance 01/07/21-30/06/2
Total V83851

19752

BookEasy Min monthly fee - June 21
Total V83925

$330.00
$330.00

TF019015
DL004397

Controlled Waste tracking 16/06-30/06/21
Controlled Waste Licence Renewal
Total V84004

$396.00
$60.00
$456.00

30261

Storage & distribution of holiday planner
Total V84117

$187.75
$187.75

3999

Supply of gravel
Total V84125

$22,176.00
$22,176.00

1689

Replace Sump Fence
Total V84242

$26,080.00
$26,080.00

54453

Replace 2 tyres
Total V84422

2459

Variations to drawings
Total V84430

32309

Consumable pack
Total V84435

APA2594

Legal Expenses - SAT Mediation
Total V84548

$1,100.00
$1,100.00

JUN21/11
JUL21/4

Removal of septics & slab
Install culvert Wolba rd
Total V84549

$4,500.00
$3,000.00
$7,500.00

710

Fabricate shaft for mulcher
Total V84550
Total EFT 534/1062

$1,105.50
$1,105.50
$202,455.17

GST Settlement June 2021
Total V81611
Total EFT 535/1063
Payroll F/NE 20/07/21

$64,995.00
$64,995.00
$64,995.00

V82672 - Jurien Bay Tourist Park

V82702 - Tim Broad Auto Electrics

V82823 - The Last Drop Plumbing Co
$209.00
$330.00
$4,701.40
$5,240.40

V83201 - JCB CEA

V83340 - CONNECT Call Centre Services

V83495 - Dandaragan Store
$21.98
$21.98

V83507 - Council First
$1,083.94
$1,083.94

V83600 - A N Manns & S L Wood
$100.00
$100.00

V83654 - Asphalt in a Bag

V83660 - D Greenwood

V83705 - Telstra
$159.50
$159.50

V83736 - Waterlogic Australia Pty Ltd
$877.80
$678.70
$1,556.50

V83835 - Family Affair Cafe
$67.50
$67.50

V83851 - thinkproject Australia Pty Ltd
$8,666.33
$8,666.33

V83925 - BookEasy Pty Ltd

V84004 - Department of Water and Environmental Regulation

V84117 - Vanguard Press

V84125 - Top Cattle Company

V84242 - Flame N Roopaw

V84422 - Jurien Tyre & Auto
$60.00
$60.00

V84430 - MCG Architects Pty Ltd
$10,037.50
$10,037.50

V84435 - Reface Industries Pty Ltd
$231.85
$231.85

V84548 - Altus Planning

V84549 - Peter Chapman

V84550 - Straightline Welding

19/07/2021

535/1063
V81611 - Australian Taxation Office

22/07/2021 536

Payroll

Payroll F/NE 20/07/21

Total EFT 536
23/07/2021

$97,737.99
$97,737.99

537/1064
V80087 - Synergy
261265300/JUL21
411619200/JUL21
906148990/JUL21
713393800/JUL21
017389700/JUL21
513665230/JUL21
317207730/JUL21
553162190/JUL21
114850720/JUL21
589405930/JUL21
124478710/JUL21
538463750/JUL21
429026190/JUL21
246525150/JUL21
976944290/JUL21
732141310/JUL21
853497790/JUL21
454515450/JUL21
263827240/JUL21
902806950/JUL21
111890000/JUL21
111890190/JUL21
113142450/JUL21
V80102 - Westrac Equipment

New Fauntleroy park 14/05-13/07/21
New admin centre 17/06-14/07/21
Pioneer park 14/05-13/07/21
Pioneer park nth 14/05-13/07/21
Family Resource Centre 12/05-09/07/21
Dam pump 09/06-13/07/21
Jurien Airstrip 12/05-09/07/21
Jurien hall GWN 12/05-09/07/21
Lot 306 Pinetree Cct 13/05-12/07/21
Dobbyn park sth 14/05-13/07/21
Passamani park 13/05-12/07/21
Dobbyn park nth 14/05-13/07/21
Jurien Depot 17/06-14/07/21
Retic Eric Collinson Park 13/05-12/07/21
Weld Park retic pump 15/05-15/07/21
Jurien F/S amenities 15/05-13/07/21
Cervantes depot 19/05-19/07/21
Marinefields standpipe 19/05-16/07/21
Beachridge estate entry 18/05-15/07/21
Baudin Park 18/05-16/07/21
Pacman park 18/05-16/07/21
5A park 18/05-15/07/21
Cervantes waste transfer stn 19/05-19/07/21
Total V80087

$252.70
$3,545.52
$115.54
$113.82
$1,173.54
$134.13
$153.16
$170.43
$794.68
$224.75
$114.93
$216.11
$1,527.78
$119.83
$191.54
$164.99
$114.98
$115.12
$109.33
$155.62
$153.59
$112.51
$156.84
$9,931.44

PI5958039

Tensioner & fan belt
Total V80102

$478.78
$478.78

44560

Freight - Jurien Depot
Total V80150

$222.64
$222.64

711827

Cemetery Plaques
Total V80228

$306.08
$306.08

29582

Meter plan charge July 21
Total V80240

BOOKING ID 9834165

BookEasy Booking 9834165
Total V80279

7129

Remove shade sail from Cervantes
Total V80405

9766

Supply set of floor mats
Total V80549

10/2021

Leadership funding year 6 camp 2021/22
Total V80626

4365

Freight - Dandy depot
Total V81348

2042093

Service & repair PCL009
Total V81506

$3,748.86
$3,748.86

JUN21/21

Tronox Grant - replace shelter & storeroom
Total V81646

$3,181.82
$3,181.82

22396
22325
22649
22481

2021-22 Full membership
LG Pro Membership 2021/22
2021-22 Affiliate Membership
2021-22 Full membership
Total V81778

$531.00
$531.00
$185.00
$531.00
$1,778.00

PJ003538

Child Support
Total V81874

$171.91
$171.91

0520-D583590
0522-D583590
0523-D583590

Freight WE 27/06/21
Freight WE 11/07/21
Freight WE 18/07/21
Total V81924

$421.96
$86.65
$103.57
$612.18

339398

20l kerosene
Total V81973

$171.60
$171.60

101

Hire of temporary fencing 28/04-07/07/21
Total V82025

$1,479.72
$1,479.72

062-211027
062-211026

Marine Hull Insurance (pontoon) 30/06/21-30/06/22
Marine Cargo Insurance 30/06/21-30/06/22
Total V82406

$1,153.68
$693.00
$1,846.68

5308247

Element & freight
Total V82470

2193

Drainage maintenance
Total V82474

RI029008

Better beginnings 2021/22
Total V82567

$143.00
$143.00

1229

Ordinary membership 2021-22
Total V82607

$125.00
$125.00

JUL21/19

Supply 13 shrubs
Total V82649

OPERATOR RETURN 190721

BookEasy Booking 9682856
Total V82672

$358.75
$358.75

29962

Full membership July 21-June 22
Total V82687

$325.00
$325.00

R008111

Replace air conditioner
Total V82767

102750#12

Handle asm
Total V82774

100-142228
100-142229
100-142230
100-143361
100-143363
100-143367
100-144185
100-142231
100-143365
100-143366A

Bush Fire Insurance 30/06/21 to 30/06/22
Crime & Cyber insurance 30/06/21-30/06/22
Management Liability Insurance 30/06/21-30/06/22
LGIS Travel insurance 30/06/21-30/06/22
LGIS Personal Accident Insurance 30/06/21 to 30/06
Public Liability Insurance 30/06/21-30/06/22
2021/22 M/ship contributions credit 1 instalment
Vehicle & Plant Insurance 2021/2022
Property Insurance 50% premium 2021/22
Workers Compensation 30/06/21-30/06/22 1st Install
Total V83144

2122012

CCTV Quarterly Maintenance - QTR 1 2021/22
Total V83457

SI006526

Professional Services May 21
Total V83507

OPERATOR RETURN 190721

BookEasy booking 9758037
Total V83715

$74.80
$74.80

BOOKING ID 9123604

BookEasy Booking 9123604
Total V83914

$275.62
$275.62

2730

Supply water meter including tails & nuts
Total V83979

$820.00
$820.00

TF019129

Controlled Waste tracking forms 07/07 to 14/07/21
Total V84004

$176.00
$176.00

1568

200t of red sand
Total V84103

2837

Marketing fee May & June 21

V80150 - RDI Transport

V80228 - Arrow Bronze

V80240 - RBC Rural
$2,460.09
$2,460.09

V80279 - Jurien Sport and Recreation Centre
$32.00
$32.00

V80405 - Coastal Trimming
$495.00
$495.00

V80549 - BP Jurien Bay
$95.80
$95.80

V80626 - Jurien Bay District High School
$500.00
$500.00

V81348 - Russ - Hills Contracting
$57.75
$57.75

V81506 - Afgri Equipment Australia Pty Ltd

V81646 - Cervantes Tennis Club

V81778 - Local Government Professionals Australia WA

V81874 - Child Support

V81924 - Toll Transport Pty Ltd

V81973 - Fuel Distributors of WA Pty Ltd

V82025 - Northlea Homes

V82406 - Lgis Insurance Broking

V82470 - D A Christie Pty Ltd T/as Christie ParkSafe
$921.69
$921.69

V82474 - Direct Contracting Pty Ltd
$4,880.70
$4,880.70

V82567 - State Library of WA

V82607 - Cemeteries & Crematoria Association of WA

V82649 - Jurien Garden Soils
$1,400.00
$1,400.00

V82672 - Jurien Bay Tourist Park

V82687 - Environmental Health Australia (W A) Inc.

V82767 - Fowler Electrical Contracting
$3,363.16
$3,363.16

V82774 - T-Quip
$189.00
$189.00

V83144 - LGISWA
$7,524.00
$5,612.32
$13,441.29
$825.00
$467.50
$30,800.00
-$5,077.90
$133,841.95
$66,199.00
$48,125.00
$301,758.16

V83457 - Spyker Business Solutions
$2,172.50
$2,172.50

V83507 - Council First
$16,912.50
$16,912.50

V83715 - Pinnacles Holiday Park

V83914 - Turquoise Safaris

V83979 - Turquoise Coast Plumbing Gas & Excavation

V84004 - Department of Water and Environmental Regulation

V84103 - Breakaway Earthmoving Pty Ltd
$6,380.00
$6,380.00

V84221 - Holiday Guide Pty Ltd
$71.17

Total V84221

$71.17

V84233 - Jolin Consulting
58

Executive management - Coaching
Total V84233

$262.50
$262.50

676

CBP review
Total V84264

54680

Stop/tail light globe
Total V84422

100821

Staff Housing 28/07 to 10/08/21
Total V84458

17097

Contract Labour -28/06-11/07/21
Total V84531

$2,522.67
$2,522.67

59272

Unscreened river sand
Total V84551

$5,421.50
$5,421.50

300129345

MDU Development stage
Total V84552
Total EFT 537/1064

10247821
10248232
10248797

Lube filter
D2 unloader valve
Housing, roller bearing, adaptor sleeve
Total V80033

$52.80
$55.00
$2,004.30
$2,112.10

125055780/JUL21
108788340/JUL21
903907310/JUL21
905537000/JUL21
818063790/JUL21
686912910/JUL21

Weston st 21/05-20/07/21
Cervantes CBD rest area 20/05-20/07/21
Cervantes F/S amenities 22/05-21/07/21
Memorial Cnr 22/05-21/07/21
Cervantes F/S amenities 22/05-21/07/21
Cervantes oval 22/05-21/07/21
Total V80087

$113.18
$115.60
$231.03
$114.36
$145.84
$622.93
$1,342.94

2021#81

Shire Matters - June 2021
Total V80163

$165.00
$165.00

MA2021 037

Analytical Services 2021/2022
Total V80509

$839.97
$839.97

119921

Legal Expenses - Jurien Bay Caravan Park Lease ext
Total V80910

$817.30
$817.30

366804-10000935

Gross rental valuations chargeable
Total V81002

$230.84
$230.84

177415

Hire Bomag roller
Total V81252

166714

Herbicide, SS Clamp & brass fitting
Total V81382

$563.20
$563.20

470

Leadership funding - 2021
Total V81475

$800.00
$800.00

9035103961A
9036572742
1601162586
1601162596

Business Cards
Refreshments - Council meeting school visit
Electronic order rebate/early settlement dis
Electronic order rebate/early settlement dis
Total V81545

$66.00
$90.37
-$48.51
-$82.41
$25.45

1716

Shire Matters - Issue 393
Total V81795

32568

Library barcode labels
Total V81889

$385.00
$385.00

0524-D583590

Freight W/E 25/07/21
Total V81924

$219.62
$219.62

481003515

Diesel - Jurien Depot
Total V81973

$10,171.27
$10,171.27

45195

Fortnightly Rubbish Removal 05/07-16/07/21
Total V82028

$12,312.29
$12,312.29

ZJ7628846

Publication of Shire Matters 2021/22
Total V82116

6632

2 x pallets Asphalt
Total V82381

2195
2195A

Multi tyred roller for maintenance grading
Multi tyred toller for maintenance grading
Total V82474

JUL21/18

Mixed plants & soil
Total V82649

$1,320.00
$1,320.00

1928

Professional Valuation Advisory - Desktop Market V
Total V82689

$2,970.00
$2,970.00

4452

Repairs to water supply - Dobbyn Park toilets
Total V82823

$1,593.90
$1,593.90

61347
61354A

4 x tyres
Invoice PI63162
Total V83012

$1,306.00
$95.00
$1,401.00

159257

Repairs to roof
Total V83051

$1,980.00
$1,980.00

13368480

Staff Uniforms
Total V83278

$361.60
$361.60

SI006521
SI006542

STP Transactions June 21
Record Project - implementation
Total V83507

DAN1-055

5 cartons of degradable dog waste bags
Total V83634

1356

20gk asphalt
Total V83654

V84264 - Consulting Great Southern
$2,183.50
$2,183.50

V84422 - Jurien Tyre & Auto
$1.80
$1.80

V84458 - Ray White Jurien Bay
$670.00
$670.00

V84531 - Mills Corporation Pty Ltd

V84551 - Midland Sand & Soil Supplies

V84552 - NBNCo Limited

30/07/2021

$800.00
$800.00
$379,779.37

538/1065
V80033 - Derricks Auto-Ag & Hardware Plus

V80087 - Synergy

V80163 - Badgingarra Community Assn

V80509 - Local Health Authorities Analytical Committee

V80910 - Mcleods Barristers And Solicitors

V81002 - Landgate

V81252 - Brooks Hire Service Pty Ltd
$1,208.77
$1,208.77

V81382 - Cervantes Hardware and Marine

V81475 - Cervantes Primary School

V81545 - Winc Australia Pty Limited

V81795 - Jurien Bay Community Resource Centre
$1,206.00
$1,206.00

V81889 - ABCorp Australasia Pty Ltd

V81924 - Toll Transport Pty Ltd

V81973 - Fuel Distributors of WA Pty Ltd

V82028 - Avon Waste

V82116 - Pinnacles Express
$200.00
$200.00

V82381 - AAA Asphalt Surfaces
$2,145.00
$2,145.00

V82474 - Direct Contracting Pty Ltd
$8,987.00
$4,752.00
$13,739.00

V82649 - Jurien Garden Soils

V82689 - Griffin Valuation Advisory

V82823 - The Last Drop Plumbing Co

V83012 - Moora Tyres

V83051 - Central West Building Pty Ltd

V83278 - The Workwear Group Pty Ltd

V83507 - Council First
$12.10
$19,393.00
$19,405.10

V83634 - Woodlands Distributors & Agencies P/L
$602.25
$602.25

V83654 - Asphalt in a Bag
$1,375.00
$1,375.00

V83680 - Bent Logic
34883

Plastic membership cards
Total V83680

$199.65
$199.65

508561

Legal Expenses - Jurien Bay Kiosk/Cafe
Total V83767

102

Supply traffic controllers & traffic management
Total V83780

IV00000000219

Refreshments July Council Meeting
Total V83835

$455.00
$455.00

VERGE BOND REFUND 230721

Verge Bonds refund - BA113/2020
Total V83912

$500.00
$500.00

4980020551
4980018238

Toilet rolls
Return - Brakleen brake cleaner
Total V84419

$92.40
-$52.80
$39.60

54457

Remove & replace globes
Total V84422

PS830812
PS825288

Set smooth compactor OTR
Set smooth compactor OTR
Total V84487

$2,171.40
$542.85
$2,714.25

17155

Contract Labour - 12/07 - 25/07/21
Total V84531

$1,119.49
$1,119.49

2021-320D

Jurien Admin Shredder
Total V84539

$4,784.77
$4,784.77

8
9
10
11

Dig grave - Jurien Bay Cemetery
5hrs excavation hire at nature playground
2.5hrs dingo hire at nature playground
Excavator hire to lay water pipe
Total V84553

$300.00
$500.00
$250.00
$250.00
$1,300.00

2452

Payment Hub Set Up 2021/22
Total V84554

$3,300.00
$3,300.00

21235

Resurvey Dandaragan Rd boundaries
Total V84555

$1,320.00
$1,320.00

REFUND OVERPAYMENT

Refund overpayment inv 4593 - BA56/2021
Total V84556
Total EFT 538/1065

V83767 - Civic Legal Pty Ltd
$15,400.00
$15,400.00

V83780 - Pinnacles Traffic Management Services
$3,085.50
$3,085.50

V83835 - Family Affair Cafe

V83912 - WA Country Builders

V84419 - Repco

V84422 - Jurien Tyre & Auto
$44.95
$44.95

V84487 - Tyres4U

V84531 - Mills Corporation Pty Ltd

V84539 - Complete Office Supplies Pty Ltd

V84553 - Jurien Trenching & Excavations

V84554 - Cloud Collections Pty Ltd

V84555 - F.M. Surveys Pty Ltd

V84556 - Meliador WA Pty Ltd

Grand Total - EFT Payment

$684.64
$684.64
$114,440.45
$1,435,995.50

Attachment: 9.1.2
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SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
FINANCIAL ACTIVITY STATEMENT by Department
as at 31 July 2021

Leg.

Budget
2021/2022

Note

Y-T-D Budget
2021/2022

5

Actual
2021/2022

$

Variance

$

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Adjusted net current assets at start of financial year - surplus/(deficit)

FMR34(2)(a)

1,437,244

1,466,706

1,466,706

Revenue from operating activities (excluding rates)
10,876

42

10

1,001,030

3,000

2,510

84%

415,592

924

1,051

114%

Health

14,690

13,190

16,240

123%

Education & welfare

20,000

0

0

100%

1,265,337

23,452

14,733

63%

Recreation and culture

451,912

18,934

20,293

107%

Transport

327,522

1,292

31,729

2456%

Economic services

245,147
136,028

8,443

11,411

135%

14,282

11,858

83%

3,888,134

83,559

109,836

Governance

(632,696)

(83,294)

(87,280)

General purpose funding

(220,674)

(14,464)

(11,909)

82%

(1,472,914)

(93,688)

(80,134)

86%

Health

(357,450)

(29,965)

(21,079)

70%

Education & welfare

(122,643)

(6,287)

(4,797)

76%

Community amenities

(2,295,672)

(130,407)

(117,554)

90%

Recreation and culture

(3,439,818)

(216,656)

(196,619)

91%

Transport

(5,671,766)

(398,298)

(403,305)

101%

Governance
General purpose funding
Law, order & public safety

Community amenities

Other property and services

25%

Expenditure from operating activities

Law, order & public safety

105%

Economic services

(789,288)

(51,019)

(41,139)

81%

Other property and services

(646,728)

(181,379)

(188,833)

104%

(15,649,649)

(1,205,457)

(1,152,650)

Non-cash amounts excluded from operating activities
Amount attributable to operating activities

5,805,209

486,047

541,065

(4,519,061)

830,855

964,957

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Non-operating grants, subsidies and contributions

11

6,280,449

0

0

Proceeds from disposal of assets

3

404,900

0

0

Purchase land and buildings

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

(2,815,185)

0

0

(258,048)

0

0

(1,246,500)

0

(5,832,756)

0

(1,284,628)

0

Purchase furniture and equipment
Purchase plant and equipment
Purchase infrastructure assets - roads
Purchase infrastructure assets - parks & reserves
Purchase infrastructure assets - other
Purchases - Works in Progress (Not Capitalised)
Amount attributable to investing activities

(1,246,620)

0

0
0
0
0

0

(61,745)

(66,400)

(5,998,388)

(61,745)

(66,400)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from new borrowings

4

2,393,000

0

0

Repayment of borrowings

4

(193,266)

0

0

Payment of self supporting loan to community group

4

(35,100)

0

0

Self-supporting loan principal income

4

80,132

0

0

(32,716)

(2,784)

(3,685)

Payment of right of use lease
Transfer to reserves

8

(180,933)

0

(413)

Transfer from reserves

8

(1,233,428)
(3,264,545)

(0)
2,784

(0)
4,098

(7,252,905)

766,326

894,459

6,607,075
(645,830)

0
766,326

(27)
894,432

645,830
0

1,412,156

Amount attributable to financing activities
Budgeted deficiency before general rates
Estimated amount to be raised from general rates
Adjusted net current assets at end of financial year - surplus/(deficit)
Budget adjustment - Provisions
Budget Surplus / (Deficiency)

FMR34(2)(a)
FMR32(f)

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
FMR = Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996
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6
5

645,830

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 31 July 2021

Description

Note

for the year
ended 30
June 2021

for the period
ending 31
July 2021

$

$

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables
Other financial assets at amortised cost
Other current assets
Inventories
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

7

6,966,878
2,008,825
45,032
406
25,612
9,046,754

6,974,013
456,783
45,032
0
37,135
7,512,964

Other financial assets at amortised cost
Trade receivables
Land
Buildings and improvements
Furniture and equipment
Plant and equipment
Right of use assets
Infrastructure
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

170,153
56,707
2,884,000
28,911,064
880,587
3,029,675
48,951
251,487,602
287,468,739

170,153
0
2,884,000
28,814,497
870,391
2,984,657
46,409
251,223,967
286,994,074

TOTAL ASSETS

296,515,493

294,507,038

(1,107,261)
(754,587)
(21,007)
(120,957)
(645,830)
(2,649,642)

(146,633)
(779,587)
(17,322)
(120,957)
(619,530)
(1,684,029)

(28,612)
(81,127)
(115,444)
0
(225,183)

(28,612)
(81,127)
(115,444)
0
(225,183)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

(2,874,825)

(1,909,212)

TOTAL NET ASSETS

293,640,668

292,597,827

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Trade and other payables
Contract liabilities
Lease liabilities
Borrowings
Employee related provisions
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Lease liabilities
Borrowings
Employee related provisions
Other provisions
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILTIES

EQUITY

Retained earnings
Reserves - cash backed
Revaluation surplus

8

TOTAL EQUITY

(199,966,305) (198,923,051)
(5,027,337)
(5,027,751)
(88,647,025) (88,647,025)
293,640,668 292,597,827

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME by Nature or Type
as at 31 July 2021
Y-T-D
Budget
2021/2022

Budget
2021/2022

Note
$
Revenue
Rates
Operating grants, subsidies and contributions
Fees and charges
Interest earnings
Other revenue

$

6

Expenses
Employee costs
Materials and contracts
Utilities
Insurance
Other expenses
Depreciation

Borrowing costs expense
Grants & Subsidies (towards non-operating activities)
Fair Value adjustment through profit and loss
Profit / Loss on Disposal of Assets
Net result

$

6,607,075
1,350,599
2,319,775
53,420
78,813
10,409,682

0
11,016
64,309
1,750
6,484
83,559

(4,128,559)
(4,172,337)
(392,847)
(326,554)
(710,830)
(5,832,564)
(15,563,690)
(5,154,008)

(303,718)
(148,632)

(1,889)
(486,047)
(1,205,393)
(1,121,834)

(27,786)
6,280,449
0
27,355
1,126,010

(65)
0
0
0
(1,121,899)

(1,042,841)

0
0

0
0

0
0

1,126,010

(1,121,899)

(1,042,841)

4

3

Other comprehensive income
Changes on revaluation of non-current assets
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes

5

Actual
2021/2022

(28,233)
(236,873)

(27)
42,237
62,438
598
4,563
109,809
(230,634)
(151,147)
(27,977)
(260,580)
(236)
(484,358)
(1,154,932)
(1,045,123)
2,282
0
0
0

SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME by Department
as at 31 July 2021

Y-T-D
Budget
2021/2022

Budget
2021/2022

Note
$
Governance
General purpose funding
Law, order & public safety
Health
Education & welfare
Community amenities

Actual
2021/2022

$

$

5,625

42

10

7,608,105

3,000

2,483

401,592

924

1,051

14,690

13,190

16,240

20,000

0

0

1,265,337

23,452

14,733

Recreation and culture

451,912
290,833

18,934
1,292

20,293

Transport
Economic services

245,147

8,443

11,411

Other property and services

106,441

14,282

11,858

31,729

10,409,682

83,559

109,809

Expenses excluding finance costs
Governance

(628,742)

(83,229)

(88,766)

General purpose funding

(220,674)

(14,464)

(11,909)

(1,472,914)

(93,688)

(80,134)

Health

(357,450)

(29,965)

(21,079)

Education & welfare

(117,835)

(117,554)

Law, order & public safety

(4,797)

Community amenities

(2,289,672)

(6,287)
(130,407)

Recreation and culture

(3,438,625)

(216,656)

(197,038)

Transport

(5,639,675)

(403,291)

Economic services

(789,288)

(398,298)
(51,019)

Other property and services

(608,816)

(181,379)

(15,563,690)

(1,205,393)

(189,224)
(1,154,932)

(5,154,008)

(1,121,834)

(1,045,123)

Governance

(3,954)
(4,808)

(65)
0

1,486

Education & welfare
Recreation and culture

(1,193)

0

419

(41,139)

Finance costs

Transport
Other property and services

0

0

0

(17,831)

0

(14)
391

(27,786)

(65)

2,282

Non- operating grants and subsidies
Health
Recreation and culture
Transport

2,000

0

0

577,937

0

0

5,700,512

0

0

6,280,449

0

0

Profit / (loss) on asset disposal
Governance

5,251

0

0

Law, order & public safety

14,000

0

0

Community amenities

(6,000)

0

0

Transport

4,598

0

0

Other property and services

9,506

0

0

27,355

0

0

1,126,010

(1,121,899)

(1,042,841)

Changes on revaluation of non-current assets

0

0

0

Total other comprehensive income

0

0

0

Total comprehensive income__________________________________________________ 1,126,010

(1,121,899)

(1,042,841)

Net result
Other comprehensive income

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes
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SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
as at 31 July 2021
Reserves
Note

Balance as at 30 June 2021

Retained

Cash

Revaluation

Total

Surplus

Backed

Surplus

Equity

$

$

$

$

199,966,305

5,027,337

88,647,025

293,640,668

Comprehensive Income
Net result

(1,042,841)

0

0

(1,042,841)

Changes on revaluation of non-current assets
Total comprehensive income

0
(1,042,841)

0
0

0
0

0
(1,042,841)

Transfers from/(to) reserves

(413)

413

0

0

Balance as at 31 July 2021

198,923,051

88,647,025

292,597,827

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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5,027,751

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021

2 DETAILED ACQUISITION

Land & Buildings
Description

Plant & Equipment

2021/2022

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022

Governance

Reception Foyer Refurbishment

Governance

235,000

PURCH larqe SUVMWD

Governance

60,000

60.000

PURCH Larqe SUVMWD
PURCH Utility

Governance
Law Order & Public Safety

60,000
60.000

60.000
60.000

0
Education & Welfare

Tip Fence - Other - NewSLK-

Community Amenities

0

Family Resource Centre-Replace A/C Unit
Badginqarra Toilet-New inverted leachdrain

Community Amenities

0
0

Cervantes CBD Toilet-Paint

Community Amenities
Community Amenities

Power Connection to JB Tip - Other - NewSLKPURCH Larqe SUV
Foreshore Path - Other - RenewaISLKDand.Strcetscape - Lanscapinq
Jurien Irrigation Protect - carryover
Foreshore Power Upgrade
Collinson Foot Bridge - Other - RenewaISLKFshore landscaping various
Fshore shelter, scaling, bbq dad,
Bball Court Foreshore
Band. BMX Pump carryover
Dand. Public Art carryover
JB Youth Precinct carryover
TWP Kill River Bridge
BBQ Gas modification Sandv Cape
Tank modification Sandv Cape
COVID Community Building Program
Ablution Pavlllion carryover

Community Amenities

1.200

7,000
643.000

2021/2022

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022

2021/2022
Budget

Roads
2021/2022
Actual

s
2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022
Budget

643,000
30,000

5,000
57,549
60,000

& Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture

40.000

Recreation

2021/2022

13,500
10,000

Community Amenities

Recreation & Culture

1,200

Parks & Reserves

S
2021/2022
Budget

Jurien Bay Administration Centro-External Painting

Generator - Wellness carryover
Dandaraqan House (GROH)

Furniture & Equipment

S

Schedule

57,549
60,000
40,000

122

800.000
0
15.619

20,000

0

78,000
30.000

800.000

15.619

75,000

63,400
23,190
20,000

74,915
8,970
0

Recreation & Culture

7,525
5,000
1,281,685

JSRC Playground Replacement

& Culture
& Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture
Recreation & Culture

Turquoise Way - Other - RenewalSLKO-1.35

Transport

JB Footpaths - Other - NewSLK-

Transport

105,000

105,000

Cervantes Footpaths - Other - NewSLK-

Transport

60.000

60.000

TWP Realign fCoastwest)
Beachridge Swales - Other - NewSLK-

Transport
150.000

150,000
55,131

CCRC-Main roof replacement
CCRC-Accoustics
BCC-Pavinq
Building Renewal Backlog
Fshore Playground carryover
Civic Centre Fit-Out Carryover

Recreation
Recreation

9.852
0

9.852

1,281,685

65.000
20,000
12,000

0
21,036

200,000

0

128,012
12,135

0

100,000

200,000

100.000
202,500

500

Turquoise Way - Other - NewSLK-

Transport
Transport

CCC Carpark - Other - RenewaISLK-

Transport

55.131

Taxi ways

Transport

185,000

PURCH 6Wheel Prime Mover
PURCH Grader 12H Equiv.
PURCH Pedestrian Roller

Transport

290.000

290,000

Transport
Transport

385.000
25.000

385.000
25,000

PURCH Pedestrian Roller Trailer
PURCH Sion Trailer

Transport

10,000

10.000
20.000

0
0
0

Gillinoarra Road - Gravel ResheetSLKO-4

Transport
Transport

Marchaqee Track - Gravel ResheetSLK4-8
Waddi Road - Gravel ResheetSLK4-6.5

Transport
Transport

0

138.438
118,501

Wolba Road - Gravel RcshcetSLKO-4

Transport

16.724

148,702

Mckays Road - Gravel ResheotSLK3-4.6

Transport

64.375

Capitela Road - Gravel ResheetSLK1-3

Transport

87,788

Lesueur Drive - ReconstructionSLKO-1

Transport

Vino Cottage Lane - Gravel ResheetSLKO-1.3
Northwest Road - SeaIingSLK25-26.7

Transport
Transport

Rowes Road - SeaiinqSLK4-7

Transport

185,000

16.724

50,078

0
0

36,976

36,976

50,000

50,000

Bluewater Drive - SealinqSLKO-0.1

Transport

o

35,600

35,600

Passmore Close - SealinqSLK0-0.18

Transport

o

80,000

80,000

Toledo Street - SealinqSLKO-O.15

Transport
135.000

Green Street - SealinaSLKO-O.15
Aauilla Street - SealinqSLKO-0.15

Transport
Transport
Transport

135.000

Castilla Wav - SealinoSLK0-0.1
Sierra Court - SealinqSLK0-0.05

Transport

Watheroo West Road - Other - NewSLK10.74-39.26

Transport

0

35.000
85,664

Watheroo West Road - Other - NewSLKO-8.11

Transport

0

24,330

24,330

Jurien East Road - ReconstructionSLK23.85-31
Catabv Road - ReconstructionSLK3-6

Transport

0

2.100,000

2,100,000

Catabv Road - SealinqSLKO-6
Dandaraqan Road - ReconstructionSLK55.35-58.85

Transport

0

192.000

192,000

Transport

512.870

Roberts Street carryover

Transport

0
0

251.566

512.870
251.566

PURCH MctroCount VT5900 Plus

Transport

17.901

Dandaraqan Road - ReconstructionSLK0.3-0.73

Transport
Transport

287.000

287,000

Dandaraqan Road - ReconstructionSLK4.95-7

360.000

Rowes Road - ReconstructionSLK25.5-26
DesLMarket. Shire Entry Siqns

Transport
Economic Services

116.000

360,000
116.000

House 16 Lot 234 York Street-External palntlnq

Other Property & Services

10.000

10,000

House 16 Lot 234 York Street-Replace doors
Depot Buildinq - Other - NewSLK-

Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services

15.000
250,000

15,000
250.000

PURCH Multi Roller
PURCH Larqe SUV/4WD

Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services

165,000

PURCH Spray Unit
PURCH Verti-Mower
PURCH Convert PTC023

Other Property & Services

55,000

Transport

85,664

554.385

Other Property & Services
Other Property & Services

165,000
60,000

o

25,000
9.500

0

Total________ 65,200

12.689,657__________ 9,852

1,887.185______________ 0

1,059,500

CAPITALISED

65,200

TOTAL

65,200

21,038

258,048

17,086

1,290,548

16,724

5,832,756

500

1,246,620

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021

3 ASSET DISPOSAL AND CHANGEOVER

Proceeds from Sale
Description
Other Property and Services

Cost of Replacement

Net Cost for Change Over

Written Down Value

Profit/(Loss) on Disposal

2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

2021/2022
Actual

2021/2022
Budget

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

135,000
500
15,000
35,000
8,500
8,000
8,000
34,000
31,000
48,000
45,000
28,000
7,500
1,400

2012 Caterpillar 12M Motor Grader
Wacker Pedestrian Roller
Ammann AP 240 Pneumatic Tyred Roller - DN7556
Iveco Powerstar Prime Mover - DN009
DN053 - ICV Nissan Patrol
2014 Colorado T/Top - DN015
2014 Colorado T/Top - DN024
2017 Ford Everest SUV 4WD - DN001
2018 Toyota Fortuner DN002
2018 Toyota Prado - DND00
2018 Ford Everest - DN004
2015 Ford Ranger - 1GON796
Vermeer BC700XL2VP Wood Chipper - 1TQP356
Metrocount

0

385,000
35,000
165,000
290,000
-

-

60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
-

17,901

250,000
34,500
150,000
255,000
(8,500)
(8,000)
(8,000)
26,000
29,000
12,000
15,000
32,000
(7,500)
16,501

100,211
-

67,091
-

17,106
1,913
40,000
32,369
46,855
40,894
14,000
17,106
-

404,900-1,192,901-788,001-377,545

10

34,789
500
15,000
(32,091)
8,500
(9,106)
6,087
(6,000)
(1,369)
1,145
4,106
14,000
(9,606)
1,400
27,355

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021

4 INFORMATION ON BORROWINGS
(a) Borrowing repayments
Movement in borrowings and interest between the beginning and the end of the current financial year.

Outstanding

New
loans
2021/2022
2021/2022
Actual
Budget

l-Jul-21

Interest
repayments
2021/2022
2021/2022
Actual
Budget

Principal
repayments
2021/2022
2021/2022
Actual
Budget

Outstanding
for the year
ending 30 June

Governance
Loan 127
Education and Welfare
Loan 136
Recreation and culture
Loan 137
Other property and services

75,925

Loan 138

0
75,925

0
0

250,000
2,393,000

24,668
36,583
19,835
45,072
126,158

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

202,083

0

2,393,000

0

0

Self Supporting Loans
Recreation and culture
Loan 130
Loan 133
Loan 134
Loan 135

0

Cash Advance Repayment
Other property and services
Chamber of Commerce

0

0

3,175

0

75,925

0

643,000

4,808

29,926

613,074

1,500,000

14,847

30,748

1,469,252

11,635
148,234

238,365
2,320,691

24,668

0
29,622

0
0

1,869
24,699

0

918
864
250
276
2,308

6,961
3,500
9,903
45,032

0

27,007

0

193,266

2,401,817

0

0

0

35,100
35,100

35,100
35,100

35,100
35,100

All borrowing repayments, other than self supporting loans, will be financed by general purpose revenue.
The self supporting loan(s) repayment will be fully reimbursed.
The self supporting loan(s) repayment will be fully reimbursed.
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16,335
35,169
81,126

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021

5. NET CURRENT ASSETS
Note

2021

2022

$

$

Composition of estimated net current assets
Current assets

Cash - unrestricted
Cash - restricted reserves
Receivables
Inventories

8

1,939,541
5,027,337
2,054,264
25,612
9,046,754

1,946,263
5,027,751
501,816
37,135
7,512,964

Less: current liabilities

(2,528,685) (1,563,072)
(120,957)
(120,957)
(2,649,642) (1,684,029)

Trade, other payables and provisions
Long term borrowings

6,397,112

Unadjusted net current assets

5,828,935

Adjustments

8

Less: Cash - restricted reserves
Less: Loans recievable - clubs/institutions
Add: Right of use lease liability
Add: Current portion of borrowings
Adjusted net current assets - surplus/(deficit)

(5,027,337) (5,027,751)
(45,032)
(45,032)
21,007
120,957
1,466,706

17,322
120,957
894,431

645,830
2,112,536

619,530
1,513,961

Budget Adjustment

Add: Provisions
Budget surplusZ(deficit)
Reason for Adjustments

The differences between the net current assets at the end of each financial year in the rate setting
statement and adjusted net current assets detailed above arise from amounts which have been excluded
when calculating the budget deficiency in accordance with Local Government
(Financial Management) Regulation 32 as movements for these items have been funded within
the budget estimates. These differences are disclosed as adjustments above.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021

6 RATES AND SERVICE CHARGES
(a) Rating Information
Budget 2021/2022
Number of
RATE TYPE

Rate in

properties

$

Rateable
value

rate
revenue

interim

back
rates

total
revenue

rate
revenue

rates

$

$

$

$

$

$

Actual 2021/2022
back
rates

interim
rates

total
revenue
$

General rate
Gross rental valuations

GRV - General

8.3362

1,898

31,764,066

2,669,155

0

0

2,669,155

0

Unimproved valuations

UV - General

0

358

405,363,396

2,826,265

0

2,256

437,127,462

5,495,420

0

0

2,826,265
5,495,420

985
744

976
31

5,330,901
118,252

961,360
23,064

0
0

0
0

961,360
23,064

0

930
744

88
388

1,789,977
32,270,700

81,840
288,672

0
0

0
0

81,840
288,672

0
0

1,483

39,509,830

1,354,936

0

0

1,354,936

0

0

3,739

476,637,292

6,850,356

0

0

6,850,356
(245,000)

0

0
(27)

0.6638

Sub-Totals

0

0

0

Minimum
Minimum payment

$

Gross rental valuations

GRV - General
GRV - Lesser (Dandaragan & Badgingarra)

0

Unimproved valuations

UV - Mining
UV - Lesser
Sub-Totals

Discount refer (note 1 (c))
Ex Gratia Rates

6,605,356
1,719

(27)
0

Total rates

6,607,075

(27)

Total amount raised from general rates
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021
Note
7 CASH, INVESTMENTS & RECEIVABLES

2021

2022

$

$

Cash And Cash Equivalents
Unrestricted
Restricted

8

1,653,919

1,946,263

5,821,414

5,027,751

7,475,333

6,974,013

Receivables
Rates outstanding

352,891

331,050

Sundry debtors

428,031

1,441,469

GST receivable

(0)
498,715

(0)
1,772,518

Rates Outstanding
YTD

30-Jun-21

399,437

352,891
7,763,596

Equals Current Outstanding

68,387 331,050

7,717,051
399,437

Net Rates Collectable
% Collected

331,050
17.12

Opening Arrears Previous Years
Levied this Year
Less Collections to date

399,437
95.08

Sundry Debtors
Current
$
Receivables General

1,344,308.15

30 days

60 days

$
3,162.00

90 + days

_______ $

$

2,237.00

91,761.71
1,441,468.86

Total Receivables General Outstanding
Amounts shown above include GST (where applicable)
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021

8 CASH BACKED RESERVES
(a) Cash Backed Reserves - Movement

Opening
Balance
Plant Reserve

$
255,578

Building Renewal Reserve
Rubbish Reserve
Community Centre Reserve

Budget

Transfer

In Use

Closing

Transfer to

(from)

Adjustment

Balance

$

$

$

20

255,597

656,958

51

657,009

499,507

39

499,545

395,291

31

395,321

Television Services Reserve

98,182

8

98,189

Information Technology Reserve Reserve

57,282

4

57,287

Land Development Reserve

70,989

5

70,995

Parking Requirements (Lot 1154 Sandpiper Street) Reserve

11,458

1

11,459

Parks and Recreation Grounds Development (Seagate) Reserve

353,053

27

353,081

Sport and Recreation Reserve

163,437

13

163,450

2,659

0

2,659

Aerodrome Reserve

152,218

12

152,230

Public Open Space Renewal Reserve

454,639

35

454,674

Infrastructure Renewal Reserve

710,752

55

710,807

9,428

1

9,429

55,604

4

55,608

Landscaping Reserve

Public Open Space Construction Reserve
Infrastructure Construction Reserve
Building Construction Reserve

116,730

9

116,739

Leave Reserve

261,411

45

261,456

Economic Development Initiatives Reserve

647,650

50

647,700

52,006

4

52,010

2,506

0

5,027,337

413

Turquoise Way Path Reserve
Cash in lieu of landscaping - Lot 1146 Sandpiper Street Reserve

15

2,506
0

0 5,027,751

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021

9 TRUST FUNDS
Funds held at balance date over which the local government has no control and which are not included in
the financial statements are as follows:
Trust Fund
Balance
Detail

Cash In Lieu POS - L9000 Valencia

Movements

30-Jun-21

Inwards

$

$

Balance
as at 31 July
2021

Outwards

$
200,277

200,277
200,277

16

0

0

200,277

NOTES TO AND FORMNG PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021
10 BUDGET AMMENDMENTS

Description
Budget Adoption
Permanent Changes

CouncB
Resolution

Schedule

Classification

Non-Cash
Adjustment

Increase in cash available

Decrease In cash available
Opening Surplus

Amended Budget Running Balance

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS
as at 31 July 2021
11 GRANTS & CONTRIBUTIONS

Program I Details
Operating
Other General Purpose Income
Grants Commission - General
Grants Commission - Roads
Fire Prevention
ESL Operating Grant
Swimming Areas and Beaches
CHRMAP
Streets Roads Bridges Depots Maint
MRWA Direct Grant
Street Light Subsidy

Grant Provider

WALGGS
WALGGS

In Advance
payments

Budget 2021/22

387,022
452,185

Received
$

Recoup Status
Revenue/
Expenditure
Liability
S

FESA

24,804
50,000

MRWA

264,605
3,400
1,262,119

25,000

25,000

232,207
5,620
1,001
52,519
63,400
23,190
80,000

1,018,611
100,000
RRG
SBS
WSFN
WABN
RTR
Federal Drought

798,025
508,667
2,275,569
82,500
752,091
133,949
58,600

RAP

839,207

18

24804.00

25,000

25000.00

25,000

264605.00
3400.00
2,076,326

-

2,000
LotteryWest Grant
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
Federal Drought
CSRFF Grant

Not Received

712558.00
1045959.00

325,536
593,774

839,207
Non-Operating
Other Health
Generator - Practice contribution
Other Recreation and Sport
Badqinqarra Cricket Nets BCA contribution
JB Youth Precinct
Band. Landscaping/fence etc
JB Picnic Area
Faunt. Power Upgrade
Band. BMX Pump
Band. Public Art
JB Playground
Badqingarra Cricket Nets
Other Recreation and Sport
Local Roads and Comm Inf
LobsterHut Contribution
Streets Roads Bridges Depots Maint
Regional Road Group RRG
SBS Grant
WSFN
WABN
RTR Grant
JB Footpaths
TWP Realign (Coastwest)(herbarium)
Airfields
RAD Grant-Taxiway

2021/22 Budget
Amendments
$

232,207
5,620
1,001
52,519
63,400
23,190

5,620
1,001
52,519
63,400
23,190

0

80,000

243,342

243,342

775,269

798,025
508,667
2,275,569
251,566
113,949

251,566
113,949

500,525
20,000

92,500
6,280,449

754,586

754,586

92,500
5,282,763

7,542,568

779,586

779,586

7,359,088.63

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS

as at 31 July 2021

12 VARIANCES

Repotlnq Program
Operating Revenue
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Lav/, Order & Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Community Ammenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

Var $

Var %

Var

(31)
(490)
127
3,050
0
(8,719)
1,359
30,437
2,968
(2,424)

25%
84%
114%
123%
100%
63%
107%
2456%
135%
83%

▼
▼
▲
▲
▲
▼
▲
▲
▲
▼

Operating Expenses
Governance
General Purpose Funding
Law, Order & Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Community Ammenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

(3,986)
2,555
13,555
8,885
1,490
12,853
20,038
(5,007)
9,880
(7,453)

105%
82%
86%
70%
76%
90%
91%
101%
81%
104%

▼
▲
▲
▲
▲

Timing / Permanent

Permanent

Timing

A
A
▼
A
▼

19

Explanation of Variance

Insurace reimbursement for previous financial years claim

Administration Allocations

Attachment: 9.1.3
5.1

C-5CG01 – Community Grants
Previous Policy Number 1.6

PART A - Policy
Objective
To establish an equitable and transparent process for the determination of the provision of
funds to community based organisations and individuals, to support the promotion and
development of social, economic, recreational, art and cultural benefits for the residents of the
Shire of Dandaragan (Shire).
Policy Statement
The Council and Shire acknowledges the valuable and positive contribution made by
community organisations and individuals in the provision of services and facilities to enhance
the quality of life within the district for the benefit of the residents and visitors to the Shire.
To support these organisations and individuals, the Council will allocate 0.5% of the gross
yield of budgeted rates income, to fund recurring and annual community grants in order to
assist with;






programs, activities and initiatives delivered by community groups;
support community development initiatives;
increase the range of events, activities and services in the Shire;
encourage the development of excellence and leadership in recreational, sporting,
economic, tourism and cultural pursuits; and
encourage the promotion of the Shire’s positive attributes.

A mix of recurring and annual grants will be provided, with recurring grants provided for the
following purposes:






Local Community Newspaper publications;
Schools - Student awards;
Australia Day;
Arts and Culture;
Mid-West Group of Affiliated Agricultural Societies Inc; and
Jurien Beach Mission and Cervantes Family Festival

PART B – Management Procedures
Definitions
Nil.
Detail
1. Recurring Grants
1.1

Local Community Newspaper publications
Each year the Shire will incorporate within the budget a grant to be provided in
September of each year to the community newspapers. The grant of $250 each is
to cover the cost of community service announcements by the Shire in the various
local publications.
Advertising by the Shire is to be invoiced separately.

1.2

Schools - Student awards
Each year the Shire will contribute:
 $100 to the Jurien Bay District High School;
 $100 to the Central Midlands Senior High School; and
 $50 each to the Dandaragan Primary School, Badgingarra Primary School,
Jurien Bay Primary School and Cervantes Primary School, award nights.

1.3

Australia Day
Each year the Shire will grant:
 $1,000 to the Jurien Bay Progress and Tourism Association;
 $1,000 to the Cervantes Ratepayers & Progress Association;
 $750 to the Badgingarra Community Association; and
 $750 to Advance Dandaragan for Australia Day festivities.
These grants are to assist organisations with conducting an Australia Day event and
are not intended to meet the total cost of the event

1.4

Arts and Culture
Each Cervantes Art Festival, the Shire of Dandaragan will contribute $1,500 to the
Cervantes Cultural Committee to purchase art, as the Shire of Dandaragan Art
Prize.
The chosen piece will be determined by the Shire President or delegate, who will
seek guidance from the judges. The artwork will be acquired by the Shire as part
of its art collection.

1.5

In addition to the Art Prize, the Shire will donate $2,000 towards the cost of
delivering the Art Show. These funds will be spent at the discretion of the Cervantes
Cultural Committee.
Mid West Group of Affiliated Agricultural Societies Inc

Each year the Shire will contribute to the Mid-West Group of Affiliated Agricultural
Societies Inc $200, to showcase the Shire’s products and attractions.
1.6

Jurien Beach Mission and Cervantes Family Festival
Each year the Shire of Dandaragan will contribute $1,500 to each of the Jurien Bay
Beach Mission and the Cervantes Family Festival to continue their summer holiday
program.

2. Annual Grants
Annual grants will be determined in accordance with the following process:
2.1

In April of each year, advertisements will be placed in each of the four local
community newspapers inviting written applications for grants.

2.2

Applications will be assessed against the following criteria with recommendations
to Council no later than June of each year:

2.3

Extent to which project / activity benefits Shire community

50%

Level of volunteer participation and wider community participation

15%

Extent to which applicant is funding the project / activity

15%

Extent to which project / activity involves other community organisations

20%

Funding will be deemed ineligible for the following
(a) applications that are eligible for the Shire of Dandaragan / Tronox Management
Fund or CSRFF;
(b) political organisations or events;
(c) commercial enterprises;
(d) any activity or project already underway or completed;
(e) events or activities that are the responsibility of another level of government;
(f) for the openings or celebration of new community groups or premises;
(g) for applicants seeking to host an event for the specific purpose of raising funds
for re-distribution to other non-profit community groups/clubs or charitable
causes;

2.4

Requests for grants outside this policy are to be declined.

2.5

An applicant will not be excluded from applying for future grant rounds if a project
remains incomplete at 30 June providing they can provide substantive evidence the
funded project is substantially compete or will be completed shortly after the
financial year end.

2.6

The maximum annual grant payable under this policy will be $2,000.

2.7

Writing, assistance with writing, or preparation of, planning or strategic documents
is eligible for funding under this Policy.

Attachment: 9.1.4
MINUTES OF THE TRONOX MANAGEMENT AND SHIRE OF
DANDARAGAN SPORTING AND RECREATION FACILITIES FUND
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, JURIEN
BAY ON WEDNESDAY 4 AUGUST 2021
1.

DECLARATION OF OPENING
The Shire President, Councillor Leslee Holmes, declared the meeting
open at 11:05 am.
Councillor Holmes welcomed Ms Gabby Maynard from Tronox and
thanked all present for their attendance.

2.

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE / APOLOGIES
Councillor Leslee Holmes
Ms Michelle Perkins

Shire President
Manager Customer & Community
Services (Apologies)
Economic Development Manager
Community Development Officer

Mr Tony O’Gorman
Mrs Cristi McPhee
Tronox Representative:
Ms Gabby Maynard

Community and Stakeholder
Relations

Community Representatives:
Mr Andrew Kenny
Mr Graham Lethlean
Mr Sandra Randall
Mrs Judy Peacock
Ms Emma Hancock
Ms Jane Roberts
Mr Pam Johnson
Mrs Sue Lowe
3.

Badgingarra
Badgingarra
Cervantes
Cervantes
Dandaragan
Dandaragan
Jurien Bay
Jurien Bay

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES FROM THE 2021/2022 TRONOX/SOD
GRANT ROUND
That the minutes of the previous Tronox Management and Shire of
Dandaragan Community Sporting and Recreation Facilities Fund
Committee Meeting held on 6 August 2020 is a true and accurate record.

4.

DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY AND GRANT ALLOCATIONS
The Committee considered each of the applications submitted by
sporting clubs and community organisations. The sum of all requests
was $23,310.05.
There were unspent grants to be carried over from allocations of last
year – 2020/2021, as well as funds when clubs were unable to complete
projects, the unspent funding has been brought forward and combined
with the 2021/22 budget allocation, totalling to available funds of
$35,978.30.
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The Committee considered each of the grant applications as follows:
Badgingarra Community Association (BCA): the application for the
purchase and installation of a solar system was compliant and all
documentation was completed appropriately. Despite the significant
amount of previous funding through this grant, it was noted that BCA
function as an auspicing group for a number of other community groups,
therefore should be taken in context. The committee recommended for
funding.
Cervantes Golf Club: the application for replacement of sand greens
cups was compliant and all documentation was completed appropriately.
The committee recommended for funding.
Cervantes Historical Society: the application for community depiction
banners was compliant and all documentation was completed
appropriately. It was noted that the community depiction banners will
provide an inclusive and educational approach towards promotion of the
Shire’s local towns / communities. The committee recommended for
funding.
Cervantes Horse Club: the application for a fire pit with barbeque swivel
plate was compliant and all documentation was completed
appropriately. It was noted that Cervantes Horse club attracts club /
community members as well as visitors, and that the project will improve
the basic facilities currently available onsite, provide warmth during
colder months, and increase appeal to others. The committee
recommended for funding.
Dandaragan Community Gym: the application for gym equipment
storage rack was compliant and all documentation was completed
appropriately. The committee recommended for funding.
Jurien Bay Football Club: the application for limestone retaining walls
was compliant and all documentation was completed appropriately. The
committee recommended for funding.
Our Lady Star of the Sea Catholic Church: the application for a
landscaped passive recreation park / carpark was compliant and all
documentation was completed appropriately. Concerns about how often
the space will be utilised as a passive recreation park as opposed to a
carpark was discussed, as well as clarification of location and the
Shire’s previous decline in funding the carpark. The committee
recommended for funding.
Scripture Union Australia, Jurien Bay Beach Mission (JBBM): the
application for a water slide was compliant and all documentation was
completed appropriately. It was noted that this group receive an annual
standing Community Grant from the Shire as well as an annual donation
of an unknown amount from the Badgingarra Family Worship Service. It
was also noted that the wider community benefit from their annual
program / activities and that JBBM are willing to share the water slide
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with Cervantes family Fest and other community groups, given that it
doesn’t clash with JBBM’s January program. The committee
recommended for funding.
Turquoise Coast Basketball Association: the application for custom
basketball backboards was compliant and all documentation completed.
The committee recommended for funding.
Turquoise Coast Table Tennis Association Inc: the application for
badminton racquets and robo-pong was compliant and all
documentation completed. The committee recommended for funding.

Wolba Wolba Heritage Site Management Committee (WWHSMC): the
application for a water tank was compliant and all documentation
completed as well as relevant approvals granted prior to committee
meeting. The committee recommended for funding.

4.

COMMITTEE DECISION
That it be recommended to Council that the following list of Grant
Applications be approved:
Organisation

Project Description

Badgingarra Community Association
Cervantes Golf Club
Cervantes Historical Society
Cervantes Horse Club
Dandaragan Community Gym
Jurien Bay Football Club
Our Lady Star of the Sea Catholic
Church
Scripture Union Australia – Jurien Bay
Beach Mission
Turquoise Coast Basketball Association
Turquoise Coast Table Tennis
Association
Wolba Wolba Heritage Site
Management Committee

Purchase & installation of
solar system
Replacement sand greens
cups
Community depiction banners
Fire pit with barbeque swivel
plate
Gym equipment storage rack
Limestone retaining wall
Landscaped passive
recreation park / carpark
Water slide
Custom basketball
backboards
Badminton racquets & robo
pong
Water tank

Total

5.

Project Cost
($)

Grant ($)

$9,354.55

$4,677.27

$2,101.00

$1,050.50

$1,347.50

$673.75

$495.00

$247.50

$714.55
$7,850.00

$357.28
$3,925.00

$9,175.00

$4,587.50

$1,181.82

$590.91

$11,000

$4,999.00

$1,675.40

$837.70

$2,727.27

$1,363.64

$47,622.09

$23,310.05

GENERAL BUSINESS
Councillor Leslee Holmes discussed undersubscription of this year’s
Tronox/SOD SRFF grant round. It was identified that while we didn’t
necessarily see a decrease in applicants, there was a decrease in grant
requested amounts in comparison to previous years. The committee also
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identified possible barriers for clubs / organisations in applying for the
grant - including clubs / organisations hesitant to apply due to wanting
other clubs / organisations to have an opportunity to receive funding; the
inability for some clubs / organisations to match the 50% as required; the
timeframe to apply for funding may be too short amongst other work /
community commitments; and that the grant should be promoted more
directly. The committee also discussed possible options, if a grant round
is undersubscribed - including Shire Officers contacting community
groups directly to encourage submission of applications and the
possibility of a second grant round.

6.

APPRECIATION
Councillor Leslee Holmes thanked Tronox Representative Gabby
Maynard and Tronox for their participation and the delegates from each
of the towns for their attendance and consideration of the applications for
this year.
Meeting Closed at 11:45am.
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TRONOX MANAGEMENT & SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
SPORTING AND RECREATION FACILITIES FUND
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1.

The Council may allocate a sum of money each year for the purpose of assisting local organisations to
provide or improve sporting and recreational facilities and to purchase or improve items of durable
equipment, (maintenance of buildings or equipment will not be considered).

2.

The allocation shall be known as the “Tronox Management and Shire of Dandaragan Community
Sporting and Recreation Facilities Fund”.

3.

Each year, Council will invite all local organisations to make written applications for assistance from the
fund.

4.

Applications will open in April of each year. Groups have until 31 May to submit an application. Only
applicants who have submitted an application before midnight on 31 May are eligible to apply for a grant.
A Shire of Dandaragan officer will work with applicants during June each year to ensure that applications
are eligible and complete. Supporting documentation or changes to applications will not be accepted
after 30 June. Late applications (for any of these dates) will be deemed ineligible for funding.

5.

Applications are to be accompanied by a copy of the organisation’s financial statements as at the 31
March of the year of the application. To be eligible for the maximum grant of 50% of the project cost,
the organisation should provide evidence that they have sufficient funds in their account to demonstrate
their commitment to the successful completion of the project.
Otherwise grants to organisations will only be issued to 50% of the maximum held by the organisation at
the date of the annual committee meeting, provided the committee is satisfied that the organisation can
complete the project given the grant reduction.

6.

Any application not containing ALL the required information will be deemed ineligible for funding
(e.g. quotations and financial statements).

7.

Organisations may submit applications for as many projects as they desire. If an organisation is applying
for two or more projects, then each application is required to be on a separate application form.

8.

Applications for completed projects, such as equipment already purchased, will not be considered.

9.

Council’s assistance will not be greater than 50% of the total cost of the project described in the
application and the grant is on the basis that the organisation will match the grant on a dollar for dollar
basis. (If the items purchased are less than the grant amount, 50% of the purchase price will be
reimbursed to the organisation).

10.

The organisation, when calculating the total cost of the project, shall exclude the value of any members’
labour being used and shall exclude the cost of donated materials being considered as part of the
group’s contribution to the project.

11.

Applications
must
be
supported
by
a
quotation
in
writing
from
business/companies/contractors/suppliers for all funding requested under this scheme.

12.

Grants from the Department of Sport and Recreation and any other source shall not be used towards the
matching contribution being made by the organisation.

13.

The organisation’s cash on hand may be used to attract grants from both the Department of Sport and
Recreation and the Tronox Management / Shire of Dandaragan fund.

14.

When the project requires the use of Council plant, the organisation is required to contact the Chief
Executive Officer prior to submitting an application, to ascertain an estimate of cost. Every effort will be
made to do the work within this estimate, however actual costs will be charged.

15.

When projects involve the use of Council plant, the organisation shall pay their contribution to the
Council, prior to the work commencing.

recognised
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16.

The organisation concerned shall manage all project purchases and construction.

17.

On completion of the project, the organisation shall submit a Tronox Management & Shire of
Dandaragan Sporting and Recreation Facilities Fund Acquittal Statement including supporting invoices
from project suppliers, plus a (tax) invoice from the grant applicant to the Shire of Dandaragan to enable
the Fund’s contribution to be paid to the organisation. Funds must be recouped by 30 June of the
financial year in which the grant was approved.

18.

Any application that is not funded one year will not automatically be considered the following year. The
organisation must re-apply.

19.

Parents and Citizens Associations are eligible for assistance, but such assistance will only apply to
development of sporting and recreation facilities on school grounds.

20.

All Service clubs and emergency organisations are eligible for assistance under this grant scheme.

21.

All applications received will be considered on their merit, however the Committee will take into
consideration:
a)
The numbers supporting the organisation.
b)
The need for the facility.
c)
The stability of the organisation.
d)
The amount of self help provided in the past by the organisation’s numbers.
e)
The amount of previous assistance given to the organisation by the Council and/or the
Department of Sport and Recreation.
f)
The amount of other Government grant monies, such as the Department of Sport and Recreation
Grants, that project will attract into the Shire district.
g)
Local organisations will not be eligible for Council assistance unless they provide proof that they
have applied for financial assistance from another source or they can demonstrate that there is no
alternative financial assistance available. The organisation must explain what other funds have
been explored.

22.

Applications must have a total project cost of less than $40,000.

23.

Large applications, (total grant request of $5,000 or more) must provide written evidence that at least
one application to another funding body has been made at the time of submitting an application to this
grant program (a letter of confirmation will suffice, as the project may not yet be funded). The committee
may request the status of the other application at the time of assessing these grants.

25.

Applications from local schools are required to demonstrate that they have applied for funding through
the Tronox School Partnership Program.

26.

Day Care Centres and After School Activities Programs will be required to provide evidence that they
have applied for funding through Lotterywest.

27.

Funding applications from organisations that are the responsibility of another level of Government will be
deemed ineligible.

28.

Future applicants must demonstrate that they have discussed their project with Local Government
authorities where necessary, to ensure that their project complies with regulations or is eligible for
approvals. Building approval costs are the responsibility of the applicant.
Applications that involve modifications or additions to Shire-controlled buildings must have the approval
of the Building Services Manager prior to the application being submitted. If buildings or facilities are
managed by a Centre Management Committee, applications must be submitted to that Committee for
approval of works prior to submitting grant application to Shire Building Services Manager.
Applications that involve projects on Shire-owned and/or vested land must comply with the Shire of
Dandaragan Community Projects on Council Reserves / Road Reserves - Project Guidelines.
Requests for funding for shade structures over Shire-owned playgrounds must be in accordance with
Shire of Dandaragan Policy 6.2.6 Reserves: Shade Structures over Playgrounds - Community Requests.

29.

Lower consideration will be given to items that have been funded in previous grant rounds. Community
Groups and organisations should be forward planning with their asset management, ensuring that
replacement costs are set aside.

30.

To reduce the amount of irrelevant information received through the grant process, a maximum of one
(1) quote for each item relevant to project grant requests under $5,000, plus one financial document to
demonstrate the applicants’ ability to meet their financial commitment to the project is required. For
project grant requests $5,000 and over, three (3) quotes for each item are required plus the
organisation’s financial position with reconciliation and most current bank statement.
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Attachment: 9.3.1

BE

……………

APPLICATION NO:
DATE RECEIVED:
RECEIPT NO:

CLAUSE 9.1.1

LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME NO.7
DISTRICT ZONING SCHEME
APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
Owner details:
Name:

Brock Allan and Jessica Allan (nee Patterson) as trustees for the B & J Superannuation Fund

ABN (if applicable)

17 826 808 962

Address:

Postcode:

Unit 6, 2-8 Ventnor Street, Scarborough, WA

Phone Home:
Work:
Mobile:
0408 033 327
Contact person for correspondence:

Fax:

6019

Email:

brocksta22@icloud.com
Brock Allan

Signature:

Date:

19/07/21

Signature:

Date:

19/07/21

The signature of the owner(s) is required on all applications. This application will not proceed without that signature. For the
purposes of signing this application an owner includes the persons referred to in the Planning and Development (Local Planning
Schemes) Regulations 2015 Schedule 2 Clause 62(2)

Applicant details:
Name:

As above/owners

Address:

Postcode:

Phone Home:
Work:
Mobile:
Contact person for correspondence:

Fax:

Email:

The information and plans provided with this application may be made available by local government for public
Only if required
viewing in connection with the application. Yes No
Signature:
Date:
Property Details:
Lot No:

House/Street No:

118

Diagram or Plan No:

RRN 444

Certificate of Title Vol. No:

25320

Title encumbrances (e.g. easements, restrictive covenants):
Street Name:

Suburb:

Canover Road

Nearest street intersection

Jurien Bay Vista

Proposed development:
Nature of development:

X Works
Use
Works and use

2206

Location No:
Folio:

851

Restrictive covenant 1712877

Jurien Bay

Is an exemption from development claimed for part of the development?
If yes, is the exemption for:

Works

Yes

X No

Use

Description of the proposed works and/ or land use:
Shed extension - see attached submission
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Description of exemption claimed (if relevant)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Nature of any existing buildings and/ or land use:
2xsheds / special rural - olive grove
Approximate cost of proposed development:
Estimate time of completion:

Approx. $50,000.00

Approx. three weeks from commencement of works

Acceptance Officer’s initials:

OFFICE USE ONLY
Date received:

Local Government Reference No:
THIS FORM IS TO BE SUBMITTED WITH TWO COPIES OF PLANS COMPRISING THE INFORMATION
SPECIFIED IN THE PARTICULARS REQUIRED WITH APPLICATION AS SHOWN BELOW.
THIS IS NOT AN APPLICATION FOR A BUILDING LICENCE
Accompanying material
Unless the local government waives any particular requirement every application for planning approval is to be
accompanied by —
(a) a plan or plans to a scale of not less than 1:500 showing —
(i) the location of the site including street names, lot numbers, north point and
the dimensions of the site;
(ii) the existing and proposed ground levels over the whole of the land the subject of
the application and the location, height and type of all existing structures, and
structures and vegetation proposed to be removed;
(iii) the existing and proposed use of the site, including proposed hours of operation,
and buildings and structures to be erected on the site;
(iv) the existing and proposed means of access for pedestrians and vehicles to and
from the site;
(v) the location, number, dimensions and layout of all car parking spaces intended to
be provided;
(vi) the location and dimensions of any area proposed to be provided for the loading
and unloading of vehicles carrying goods or commodities to and from the site and
the means of access to and from those areas;
(vii) the location, dimensions and design of any open storage or trade display area and
particulars of the manner in which it is proposed to develop the same; and
(viii) the nature and extent of any open space and landscaping proposed for the site;
(b) plans, elevations and sections of any building proposed to be erected or altered and of any
building it is intended to retain;
(c) any specialist studies that local government may require the applicant to undertake in
support of the application such as traffic, heritage, environmental, engineering or urban design studies;
and
(d)

any other plan or information that the local government may require to enable the application to be
determined.

The Council reserves the right to request an electronic version of the application to make a complete
assessment of the development application.

Brock Allan and Jessica Allan
ATFT B & J Superannuation Fund
Owners and applicants for development approval in respect of

Lot 118/RRN 444 Canover Road, Jurien Bay

Submissions in support of
development application

BROCK & JESSICA ALLAN
B & J Superannuation Fund | BJ Investments (WA) Pty Ltd | Olivwa
Lot 118/RRN 444 Canover Road, Jurien Bay, Western Australia 6516
Unit 6, 2-8 Ventnor Street, Scarborough, Western Australia 6019 (post)
Brock Allan + 61 408 033 327 | Jessica Allan (nee Patterson) +61 409 599 093
brocksta22@icloud.com | jessica.patterson24@icloud.com

Lot 118/RRN 444 Canover Road, Jurien Bay

1.

Introduction and background

1.1

This is an application by Brock and Jessica Allan (applicants), the owners and
occupiers of lot 118/RRN 444 Canover Rd Jurien Bay (property).

1.2

The property, which comprises approximately 12 acres, is situated within Jurien
Bay Heights in the “special use - rural development” zone as prescribed under the
Shire of Dandaragan Town Planning Scheme No 7 and referred to in the
Development Guide Plan No. 1A.

1.3

The applicants originally obtained development approval for the property in
2003.

1.4

Since obtaining the original development approval the applicants have
developed the property as intended, in accordance with the approval. Two
multi-purpose buildings have been constructed and approximately 700 olive
trees, plus a mixed range of other fruit trees, have been planted on the property.
The photograph below depicts part of the property as it currently appears from
the entrance on Canover Rd.

1.5

The applicants’ activities at the property and the demands of the property in
terms of primary production output have continued to increase and expand such
that the existing buildings are no longer sufficient and have been outgrown. The
applicants require additional space to accommodate their pursuits of the land.

2

Outline of proposed development

2.1

The applicants propose to extend the two multi-use buildings currently on the
property for the same, ongoing purposes with expanded capacity, including
better and increased accommodation for machinery, equipment and storage.

Brock and Jessica Allan ATFT B & J Superannuation Fund
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2.2

The applicants have considered the Jurien Bay Heights Development Guidelines
(Guidelines) in preparing their application for development approval and have
sought to address all of the relevant issues referred to in the Guidelines.

Location of buildings/structures
2.3

The proposed works comprise an extension of the eastern side of the original
structure and the southern side of the other structure.

2.4

The Google Map aerial image below shows the location of the existing buildings
and proposed extensions:

Eastern side to
be extended

Southern side to
be extended

2.5

Upon completion of the extensions, the buildings and building envelope will be
setback from the rear boundary of the property by at least 50 metres in
compliance with the Guidelines.

Building design and colour
2.6

The same design and materials and similar colours that were used in the
construction of the existing buildings will be used in the extensions.

2.7

The exterior colours will be a dark dusty blue colour and raw metal on the walls
with gum-leaf green on the roof and gutters, these colours blend into the existing
environment extremely well.

2.8

The floor will be a concrete slab.

Brock and Jessica Allan ATFT B & J Superannuation Fund
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2.9

The design and shape of the new extensions will be virtually the same as the
existing.

Vegetation and revegetation
2.10

The land upon which the extensions are to be constructed is currently entirely
vacant and cleared. This fact is illustrated in Google Map aerial image provided
earlier on in this document.

2.11

Minimal preparatory site works will be required to accommodate the proposed
works.

2.12

The addition of the new structures will have no effect on any vegetation and no
revegetation will be required.

3

The plans

3.1

Plans have been prepared by a suitably experienced builder and are attached.
The following images are extracts from the plans:

Brock and Jessica Allan ATFT B & J Superannuation Fund
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3.2

The following are extracts from the specifications provided by the builder:

Brock and Jessica Allan ATFT B & J Superannuation Fund
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3.3

It is clear from the plans that the designs are simple and should not pose any
complication. They have been designed to accommodate the purpose for
which the buildings are required. The length has been carefully determined to
allow safe and convenient access and egress on site.

3.4

The new extensions will be the same height as the original and will not impose on
or otherwise adversely affect the amenity. The extensions will probably not even
be noticeable to any neighbour nor anyone passing-by. There will be no street
frontage. The building envelope is setback several hundred metres from the
street and also several hundred metres of the nearest building on a neighbouring
property. The near 1,000 trees on the property which surround the building
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envelope considerably restrict visibility into the building envelope. The limited
visibility is constantly decreasing further as the trees grow.

4

Cost and timing

4.1

The applicants are ready to proceed with the development immediately upon
approvals being granted. The timing for site and building works is estimated to be
approximately three weeks from when works commence.

4.2

It is anticipated at this stage that works could begin in spring 2021.

4.3

It is estimated that the development will cost approximately $50,000.

5

Other matters

5.1

The applicants have had regard for other matters identified in the Guidelines,
Shire policies and the Scheme. Those other matters which have some relevance
to the development application are addressed in the following paragraphs.

5.2

The proposed development is entirely consistent with the scheme because it will:
5.2.1

facilitate maximising economic output of the land;

5.2.2

facilitate a range of rural residential opportunities and recreational uses;

5.2.3

haver regard for the relative capabilities of the land;

5.2.4

be consistent with the original planning approval; and

5.2.5

accord with the specified development criteria.

Bushfire management and control
5.3

The applicants are very mindful of bush fire management and control. They have
adopted a vigilant approach to maintaining fire breaks and being otherwise alert
to and prepared for potential fire. In this regard they have considered the
proposed development in terms of any potential impact of any factors of bush
fire management and control.

5.4

It has been confidently determined that the proposed development will have no
impact on the applicants’ bush fire management and control and will not pose
any risk to the property or the wider area.

5.5

The applicants intend for building works to be completed outside of the peak fire
season.

Location requirements
5.6

The building envelope will not exceed 3,000m2.

5.7

The building envelope will remain setback a minimum of 30 metres from the front
lot boundaries, 50 metres from the rear lot boundaries and 15 metres from side lot
boundaries.

5.8

There will not be more than one dwelling on the property.

Brock and Jessica Allan ATFT B & J Superannuation Fund
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Other amenity issues
5.9

The applicants have considered the physical aspects of what is proposed in
terms of the potential impact of the proposed development on the amenity of
the area and have confidently determined that the extensions will have no
adverse impact whatsoever. As stated earlier on in this document, the extensions
and in fact the entire building envelope is and will be barely visible from outside
the property.

5.10

The extensions will be entirely compatible with the locality in terms of shape, style,
colour and function. They will be modest in size and appearance and will
complement the existing buildings.

5.11

The proposed use and purpose for the extended structures is totally consistent
with the zoning.

5.12

Neither the applicants nor the property have ever been the subject of neighbour
complaint as far as the applicants are aware.

5.13

There are no sensitive amenity issues to be addressed.

6

Conclusion

6.1

The applicants have addressed all relevant planning and related considerations
in their application for development approval.

6.2

The proposal is totally consistent with the Scheme, the Guidelines and Shire
policies and the proposal.

6.3

This application is also consistent with the original development approval in
respect of the property and entirely in keeping with the zoning and nature of the
area.

6.4

The proposed extensions will enable further development, enhancement and
serviceability of the property which will facilitate increased economic output and
advancement of the activities at the property. This will in turn benefit the local
community through having land used as intended and local agricultural
produce.

6.5

The applicants and their property contribute positively to the surrounding area
and fulfill the spirit and intention of the scheme as regards the Jurien Bay rural
areas.

6.6

There is nothing known to the applicants which should prevent approval for the
development being given and the shire is respectfully invited to approve the
application.

Dated 19 July 2021

___________________________
__________________________
Brock Allan
Jessica Allan
as trustees for the B & J Superannuation Fund

Brock and Jessica Allan ATFT B & J Superannuation Fund
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VISION STATEMENT
Shire of Dandaragan: A dynamic, diverse and
desirable region delivering sustainable growth
and socially connected communities.

REGANS FORD

This document is available in alternative formats, such as
Braille, large print, digital (on disk or by email) upon request,
and on the Shire’s website at www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF PEOPLE
AND COUNTRY
On behalf of our community, the Shire of Dandaragan
respectfully acknowledges the past and present
traditional owners of this land, the Yued people.
It is a privilege to be living on Nyungar country.

Photo credit: WA Opera

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT

Cr Leslee Holmes

When our Strategic Community Plan - Envision 2029 was first released in 2019,
nobody would have forecast the events that would transpire over the coming
two years. Despite the impacts of a pandemic and trade difficulties in the crayfish
industry, our local economy and communities have continued to progress and
prosper. The careful preparation of Envision 2029, and prioritisation of projects
in our Corporate Business Plan enabled the Shire to maximise the benefit of the
significant rounds of stimulus funding which have been announced in 2020
and 2021. This version of Envision constitutes the minor review, where Council
has considered changes in our operating environment and strategic direction
and again sets out to achieve ambitious targets and projects to build better
communities and opportunities for our residents and visitors.
As part of the Shire’s Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework, this plan plays
an integral part in the Council’s decision-making processes and will help create
real benefits to our communities through expressing the community’s vision and
priorities for the future. These priorities with determine how Council, Shire staff, and
the community will achieve these outcomes.
Following on from the consultation undertaken in the development of Envision
2029, the Shire continues to monitor community sentiment and feedback through
a biennial community survey. I was glad to see the outcomes of this survey
showed positive growth in community satisfaction levels, both in the Shire’s
service delivery and leadership, but also in the satisfaction with our communities
as places to live. Feedback and comments from these survey outcomes have
been utilised in the updating of Envision and the Corporate Business Plan.
We are very fortunate to be living in such a safe, inclusive Shire that is taking
advantage of our great natural assets. We will come through this very difficult
time stronger and more aware of the need for close communities and important
planning for the future.
Cr Leslee Holmes
SHIRE PRESIDENT
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INTRODUCTION
The Shire has undertaken the first Minor Review of Envision 2029 in line with the adopted review standards.
In presenting this plan, the Shire wishes to acknowledge the participation of members of the community who
provided a substantial amount of feedback through the MARKYT Scorecard survey. It is this feedback, as well
as community members direct contact with Councillors and Shire staff, that has shaped our shared vision.
The key findings from the community scored card highlight the Top 5 Priorities of our community:
1. Health and Community Services
2. Coastal area Management
3. Economic Development and Tourism

4. Youth Services and Facilities
5. Responsible Growth and Development

These priority areas are consistent with the feedback and key actions established through several recently
developed strategies:
• Economic and Tourism Development Plan;
• Disability Access and Inclusion Plan
• Sport and Recreation Plan
• Jurien Bay CBD Masterplan
• Arts and Culture Pla
• Foreshore Masterplans.
• Youth Plan
Envision 2029 is supported by the Shire’s Corporate Business Plan which contains greater levels of detail
on specific projects and strategies. The above-mentioned strategies have been integrated into the Shire’s
Corporate Business Plan along with the community score card findings to allow Council to weigh up
competing priorities and manage limited financial and human resources.
Envision 2029 continues to:
• Guide Council’s detailed plans and annual budgets
• Provide the basis for working with our community and partners to achieve the vision
• Enable us to pursue funding by showing how projects align with our community and the Plan
• Provide a framework for monitoring progress
The Shire looks forward to ongoing collaboration with the community in the delivery and future reviews of
this plan.
The Plan was formally adopted by the Shire of Dandaragan at the Council meeting of the XXXXXXX by
Absolute Majority. Update date of adoption – *when reviewed

VISION
A dynamic, diverse and
desirable region delivering
sustainable growth
and socially connected
communities.
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ENVISION 2029 OVERVIEW
INFRASTRUCTURE
a dynamic
The Shire
Shirewill
willsustain
work cooperatively
with private enterprise
and
infrastructure
network responsive
to
government agencies to
usage demand that attracts and retains
develop and maintain a dynamic
residents
and businesses.
infrastructure
network responsive
to usage demand that attracts and
retains residents and businesses.

ENVIRONMENT
The Shire will be a responsible
custodian of the environment, working
with community groups and other
entities to increase renewable energy
initiatives, vegetation cover and
rehabilitate degraded public land
throughout the local region.

Figure 6 Envision 2029 Key Aspirations
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PROSPERITY
The Shire will experience broad economic
The region will experience economic
and population growth with decreasing
and population growth with
economic barriers,
diversified
agriculture
increasing
economic
opportunities,
and fisheriesprimary
output and
a vibrant and
visitor
diversifying
production
a
vibrant
visitor
economy.
economy.

A dynamic,
diverse and desirable
region delivering
sustainable growth
and socially connected
communities.

COMMUNITY
The Shire’s resident population will
be the fastest growing population in
the region supported by increased
community recreation and cultural
opportunities and access to key
liveability factors such as health and
wellbeing services and educational
opportunities.

The Council recognises the importance of partnership in the delivery of this plan. To achieve the ambitious
outcomes we will need to work together with a wide variety of stakeholders including:
• Residents and visitors

• Local businesses and industry groups

• Federal Government

• Non-government organisations

• State Government

• Developers

• Community groups

• Chambers of Commerce

• Neighbouring Local Governments
The Shire’s Strategic Community Plan is the upper layer of our integrated planning documentation. Under
the Local Government Act 1995, all local governments must develop a Strategic Community Plan and suite
of supporting strategic documents. The Integrated Planning and Reporting (IPR) framework is depicted
below:

STRATEGIC
COMMUNITY
PLAN

CORPORATE
BUSINESS
PLAN

LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY

ANNUAL
BUDGET

ANNUAL
REPORT

ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
OTHER SoD STRATEGIES

Photo Credit – C. Thackray

This Strategic Community Plan has been produced with consideration of the Shire’s current capacity
and resources, and the anticipated capacity of future resources. As the Shire refines it’s suite of integrated
planning and reporting documents, the Strategic Community Plan will continue to be refined to ensure the
plan remains realistic and highly achievable.
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OUR COMMUNITY
The Shire of Dandaragan has a unique blend of agricultural and coastal environment. Located within 200km
north of Perth, the five townsites of Badgingarra, Cervantes, Dandaragan, Jurien Bay and Regans Ford offer
a diverse range of experiences and is home to approximately 3315 residents. The region is also an attractive
travel destination so throughout the year the Shire is actively servicing a significantly higher population that
easily doubles in peak seasons.

The Shire’s overall age profile has a median average age of 48 compared to the regional WA average of 39. It
has increased by 5 years since the 2011 census indicating an aging population.

This chart provides an overview of the Shire’s inland region which has a higher prevalence of males
compared to the regional WA average. The age profile also indicates a much higher percentage of men
between 50 and 74 compared to the regional WA average.
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This chart provides an overview of the Shire’s coastal population which has experienced significant growth
attributed to people retiring to the coast. The graph highlights from a population percentage perspective,
most age groups below 54 are less than the regional WA average. The Shire’s overall population of older
couples without children is 15% which is 6% higher than the state average.
Future Population Growth – Demand Analysis
The Strategic Community Plan is currently designed based on the aspiration that the Shire will achieve
greater than average population growth. Further analysis of population and demographic trends to identify
future demand based on low, medium and high scenarios is currently being completed. This demand
analysis will be included in future versions of the Strategic Community Plan.
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REPORTING
MEASURING, MONITORING AND REPORTING SUCCESS
Each year, the Shire will report on the progress made on the Strategic Community Plan in the Annual
Report. Carefully developed measurements will be correlated against actual performance to keep
the organisation on track and focused to deliver the aspirations established by the community.

REVIEW
Our Strategic Community Plan will be reviewed on a two-year cycle with alternating ‘Minor’ and ‘Major’
reviews.

MAJOR REVIEW
Every four years, Council will review the vision, aspirations and priorities of the plan. Wide-ranging
community engagement will ensure that the plan reflects contemporary community views. The
methodology will be similar to the process followed to develop Envision 2029.
This will also be in accordance with the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries’
published ‘Strategic Community Plan Consultation Methodology’ and the International Association for
Public Participation (IAP2) ‘core values’ including:
• Public participation is based on the belief that those who are affected by a decision have a right to be
involved in the decision-making process;
• Public participation includes the promise that the public’s contribution will influence the decision;
• Public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognising and communicating the needs and
interests of all participants, including decision makers;
• Public participation seeks out and facilitates the involvement of those potentially affected by or interested
in a decision;
• Public participation seeks input from participants in designing how they participate;
• Public participation provides participants with the information they need to participate in a meaningful
way; and
• Public participation communicates to participants how their input affected the decision.

MINOR REVIEW
Every two years following a major review, a ‘desktop’ review will be implemented in accordance with the
following methodology:
1. The review will be undertaken using internal staff resources with technical assistance from appropriately
qualified external personnel if required;
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2. The review will consider results of Council’s community engagement occurring during the measuring,
monitoring and reporting phase, in the period since the last review. In particular, the review will take into
account the impacts of projects completed - issues identified and documented by community members,
staff and other key stakeholders, and new aspirations identified; and
3. Elected members are chosen by the community to be their representatives and therefore serve as one of
the most important engagement gateways for community. Council will be consulted during the desktop
review process as part of a series of briefing sessions. Council will consider, provide feedback, and once
satisfied, adopt the reviewed Strategic Community Plan.

INFRASTRUCTURE

PROSPERITY

ENVIRONMENT

COMMUNITY

Asset condition /
closing renewal
gap

Employment
statistics and
trends

Vegetation
changes, flora and
fauna surveys

Population trends

Capital grant
maximisation

Business statistics
and trends

Sustainable
design practices

Development
approval statistics
and trends

Coastline changes
and infrastructure
impacts

Community event
participation
Volunteering rates

Community Satisfaction Survey
Customer Requests, Written Feedback and Complaints
Social Media
Annual Report and Audit
Community Newspapers, Website, Forums, Community Events

Figure 01: Data Sources for monitoring and reporting success
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THE CONSULTATION PROCESS
The active participation from the community in Envision 2029 demonstrated a desire for growth, balanced
against the need to retain our identity and lifestyle. There were a number of significant projects brought
forward that will require our community to grow significantly before they are viable.

Strengths of our town?
Volunteers

R el ax ed
li fe st y le

Cl os e
co m m un ity ,
ha pp y pe op le!

Safe

Welco

What do you like?

ming

T he
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an d oc ea n

B ea ut if ul
ar ea
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To be with
my fami ly
and frien ds

N ot
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F ee l
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Co m m u n it y

Sa fe &
fr ie nd ly
Cl im at e
Su pp or t
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Near the
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Fa m il y
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sa fe

Sa fe
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M an y
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gr ou ps an d
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Co m m un it y
sp ir it

L if es ty le

WHAT’S IMPORTANT TO YOU?
During the engagement process we asked our community to participate in the ‘My Little Idea: My Big Idea’
drawing competition. This page provides a snapshot of some of the 124 Little Idea / Big Idea cards that
contributed towards the development of Envision 2029. Many of the projects and initiatives will filter through
to our Corporate Business Plan, annual budget considerations and operations planning
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More public toilets
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untain bike strategy

Verge pickup for items too large for bins
Complete Turquoise Way from Hill River to
Cervantes

Shade cover for jetty playground
Wind turbines for Cervantes /
Jurien Bay to power towns

Mobile phone tower at Grey/Wedge
Shark deterrents and emergency
beacons in coastal locations

s

ervante

on in C

ponto
imming

Sw

More street

lights in

Badgingarra

re blocks in
Release 5 ac ential
id
es
l/r
ra
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r
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Badgingarra

os directing to
Billboards with phot
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Dandaragan & Badg

Need brand ambassador for Shire of
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Beautifyantes
in Cerv

Front lawn ver at
the Dandaragan
Primary Schoolge
converted to car
park
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Create employmen
Badgingarra Rese t at
arch Station
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ENVISION 2029 TIMELINE
AUGUST 2018
Envision 2029 Launched
OCTOBER 2018
‘My Little Idea: My Big Idea’ Drawing
Competition and ‘Community, People
& Faces’ Photo Competition opened

SEPT 2018 - JAN 2019
Community Information Tables held
around the Shire with ‘My Little Idea: My
Big Idea’ suggestion boxes available
NOVEMBER 2018
‘My Little Idea: My Big Idea’ Drawing
Competition and ‘Community, People
& Faces’ Competition closed

MARCH 2019
My 5-point Plan Focus Groups

APRIL 2019
Contributions to Envision 2029 closed
for evaluation and review

OCTOBER 2020
Community Scorecard Survey opened

DECEMBER 2020
Community Scorecard Survey closed,
and results evaluated

APRIL 2021 - MAY 2021
Council Workshops held to
update minor review
TBC
Strategic Community Plan finalised
and presented for adoption at Ordinary
Council Meeting
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AUGUST 2021
Draft Strategic Community Plan
released to public for comment

OUR ASPIRATIONS

PROSPERITY

ENVIRONMENT

COMMUNITY

Photo credit: Aggies Cottage

INFRASTRUCTURE
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INFRASTRUCTURE

The Shire will work cooperatively with private enterprise
and government agencies to develop and maintain a
dynamic infrastructure network responsive to usage
demand that attracts and retains residents and businesses.

PRIORITY OUTCOMES

OUR ROLES

Our agricultural industry is
supported with an effective
road infrastructure network that
facilitates an efficient and safe
supply chain.

Continued improvements to the rural road network by
maximising external funding sources and delivering
infrastructure projects to a high standard.

Our communities contain vibrant,
activated public open spaces
and buildings with high levels of
utilisation and functionality.

To manage and facilitate community assets that are flexible,
vibrant, adaptable and enjoyable places to occupy employing
the principals of place-making and design-thinking.

Our investments in public assets
are based on responsible and
sustainable asset custodianship.

Modernise the Shire’s Asset Management Planning framework
to sustainably manage our existing asset network and consider
asset expansion within sustainable levels of service.

Implementing an effective, proactive road maintenance
program that is sensitive to industry seasonality.

Work with community groups to review existing facilities, plan
for renewal and ascertain the feasibility of any proposed new
facilities.
Increase activation of our public open spaces and buildings
rather than increasing quantity without a demonstrated need.
Our built environment
responds to the accessibility
and connectivity needs of all
residents providing equitable
access and opportunity for
participation.
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Provide a well-designed and safe transport and shared path
network that connects people to their destinations and
encourages non-motorised journeys within townsites.
Progressively implement the accessibility recommendations
from our Age Friendly Community Plan and Disability Access
and Inclusion Plan.

PROSPERITY

PRIORITY OUTCOMES

OUR ROLES

Our Shire has a
contemporary land use
planning system that
responds to, and creates,
economic opportunities.

Ensuring that our planning framework is modern and meets the needs
of industry, small business and emerging opportunities.

Our region is celebrated as
a major contributor to the
State’s food production
with a diverse range of
agricultural, fishery and
horticultural enterprises.

Advocate and facilitate the reduction in economic barriers
such as access to water, electricity, logistics infrastructure and
telecommunications.

The Shire is home to a
successful and growing
market for domestic and
international tourism.

Collaborate with local stakeholders and facilitate an independent
tourism association to develop and implement a destination marketing
strategy and information service.

Identify and activate underutilised economic and land assets to
promote employment and economic activity.

Collaborate with local industry to maximise economic returns by
supporting and advocating research and development initiatives that
have local relevance.

Facilitate and support events that promote the region and deliver a
positive economic impact.
Support the development of new products and services that increase
the attraction of the region to the tourism market, in particular
Indigenous cultural experiences.

Jurien Bay continues to
grow as a regional centre
that services and delivers
benefits throughout the
Shire.

Implement a modern economic growth plan which harnesses the
economic potential of existing and emerging industries.
Leverage public and private sector partnerships to deliver new
infrastructure required to achieve sustainable economic and
population growth.
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Photo credit: Glynn Jones ABC News

The region will experience economic and
population growth with increasing economic
opportunities, diversifying primary production
and a vibrant visitor economy.

ENVIRONMENT

The Shire will be a responsible custodian of the
environment, working with community groups and
other entities to increase renewable energy initiatives,
vegetation cover and rehabilitate degraded public
land throughout the local region.

PRIORITY OUTCOMES

OUR ROLES

The Shire will be prepared
for and respond to the
challenges of climate
change.

Implement effective planning and projects that reduce the risks to
property, infrastructure and the environment.

Our region is recognised
as the centre of renewable
energy in WA.

Support renewable energy initiatives and encourage further renewable
industry development.

Our region is
acknowledged for
environmental practices,
projects and initiatives that
enhance the environment
and our liveability within it.

Collaborate with the community to improve our waterways, coastal
reserves, road reserves and bushland.

Increase community awareness and preparedness for the impacts of
climate change and its major local risks such as bush fires.

Advocate for the improvement to local electricity distribution network
and linkages to the numerous renewable energy sources within the
Shire.

Develop a strategic approach to waste management and minimisation.
Promote programs to increase the quality and prevalence of appropriate
trees and vegetation in town site public open spaces and road verges.
Increased usage of renewable energy and energy saving technologies
on Council assets.
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Photo credit: J. Triffitt

The Shire’s resident population will be the fastest
growing population in the region supported by increased
community recreation and cultural opportunities and
access to key liveability factors such as health and
wellbeing services and educational opportunities.

COMMUNITY

PRIORITY OUTCOMES

OUR ROLES

A Shire built on the
strengths of community
spirit and resilient,
connected communities.

Support and promote inclusive events that enhance and celebrate
community and cultural spirit that bring our communities together.
Recognise the value of creative and cultural arts and support its
continued growth in our communities.
Recognise and support the value of our community volunteers and
provide meaningful opportunities to contribute to Shire projects and
improving local living.

A safe, healthy, smart
and active community
that values its history and
supports intergenerational
relationships.

Advocate for continued improvements in medical, education and
support services from other levels of government and the private sector
that facilitates aging, living and learning within the Shire.
Increase community building by providing sustainable recreation
infrastructure and services, off-peak events, community building
programs and place-making concepts in our public spaces.
Take an asset based community development approach to working with
community groups, youth, seniors and people with disability within the
Shire.

A region that develops
and supports community
leadership and collective
values.

Provide governance support for community groups to deliver their
objectives.
Progressively implement our Youth Plan to support youth leadership,
development and involvement.
Provide an industry leading local government organisation promoting
community confidence and support in our decision-making processes.
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PROJECT DELIVERY
This diagram provides an overview of the Shire’s role in delivering projects within the community. Increased
levels of involvement and commitment deliver projects faster with greater control and at a greater cost due
to the lack of contributions from external sources. Conversely, advocating for other agencies to increase
their service delivery within the community comes at a lower cost but with less control over outcomes or
timeframes. The examples provided are taken from projects identified in the community consultation phase
of Envision 2029 and will be explored further in the Corporate Business Plan and individual project plans.
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IMPLEMENTING ENVISON 2029
RESOURCE PROJECTIONS
The Shire’s resources are a key determinant of the levels of service it can deliver to the community. The
following table provides an overview of the anticipated changes to the Shire’s resource requirements
during Envision 2029’s implementation. Resourcing will be further explored through the development
and delivery of the Corporate Business Plan.

RESOURCES

CURRENT CAPACITY FUTURE CAPACITY

Human Resources

51 FTE’s

Stable

Infrastructure Assets (Fair Value)

$248m

Stable

Property, Plant and Equipment (Fair Value)

$37.1m

Stable

Cash Backed Reserves

$5.7m

Stable

Annual Operating Revenue

$11.7m

Increasing

Annual Rates Revenue

$6.2m

Increasing

Western Australian Local Government Grants
Commission. Commonwealth Grant Funding

$1.75m

Increasing

Annual Operating Expenditure

$15.9m

Increasing
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DANDARAGAN BY THE NUMBERS IN 2018/19
OUR PEOPLE

*Reference ABS 2020

MEDIAN
INCOME
$
752

HOUSING
TENURE
Owned
40.2%
Mortgage 23.2%
Renting 24.5%

Weekly Income

Estimated
Population**

OUR ECONOMY

3,315

Construction

$

113 MILLION

$

73 MILLION

$

33 MILLION

OUR ASSETS

560,000
GRP

$

Public Open Spaces
Hectares of Parks,
Gardens + Ovals*

EMPLOYMENT

JOBS

MEDICAL FACILITIES

6725

1,706

Local Jobs^

10+

ROADS

Sealed & Unsealed*

providing
9 Facilities
Medical Services
*

1666

within the Shire

SCHOOLS
4
Including a District High School*
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361

528

Gross Regional Product^

Including Badgingarra, Cervantes,
Dandaragan, Jurien Bay, Regans Ford and
the settlements of Grey and Wedge Island*

POS

Local
Businesses++

International and
Domestic Visitors

*Reference Annual Report 19/20

KMS2

LAND
AREA

BUSINESSES

VISITORS

KMS

Agriculture

Couple without Children 33%
Loan Person
23.5%
Couples with Children 19.6%
Visitor Only Household 8.9%
One Parent Families
6%
Other
9%

*Reference Economic and Tourism Plan

TOP 3 INDUSTRIES

Tourism

HOUSEHOLD
TYPES

POPULATION

45.7%
40.7%
10.5%
7.9%

FOOTPATHS *
28

KMS

Australia
England
Scotland
Ireland

MEDIAN
AGE
49

MILLION

COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN

ANIMALS
Registered
334 Animals*
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Jurien Bay Administration Centre
69 Bashford Street, Jurien Bay
9652 0800
council@dandaragan.wa.gov.au
www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au
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CORPORATE BUSINESS PLAN
CORPORATE BUSINESS PLAN
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This document is available in alternative formats,
such as Braille, large print, digital (on disk or by
email) upon request, and on the Shire’s website at:
www.dandaragan.wa.gov.au

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF
PEOPLE AND COUNTRY
On behalf of our community, the Shire of Dandaragan
respectfully acknowledges the past and present
traditional owners of this land, the Yued people.
It is a privilege to be living on Nyungar country.

SHIRE PRESIDENT’S
AND CEO’S FOREWORD
The Shire of Dandaragan’s Corporate Business Plan sets out Council’s
direction and priorities for our communities over the coming five years.
At the heart of our short term business strategy is the pursuit of growth.
The Shire seeks to invest in projects and initiatives that actively grow our
population while retaining the environmental and historical values that are
integral to our sense of community and character.

Cr Leslee Holmes
PRESIDENT

The Shire is experiencing growth in a range of sectors including intensive
agriculture, renewable energy and tourism infrastructure and marketing.
This expansion has supported our community through the economic
shocks of COVID-19. These industries will assist the Shire in retaining and
increasing our residential population and create new opportunities for
families and business to thrive in our communities.
The Corporate Business Plan responds to the current operating climate
and seeks to address the issues that matter most within the Shire. Our most
recent community survey highlighted the following top five priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brent Bailey
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

Health and Community Services
Coastal Area Management
Economic and Tourism Development
Youth Services and Facilities
Responsible Growth and Development.

These priorities are addressed throughout this document which links
individual projects and initiatives with the broader strategic themes
embedded in the Shire’s Strategic Community Plan – Envision 2029.
Projects identified in the Corporate Business Plan flow through to
operational areas of the Shire’s organisation and set out the external and
internal deliverables for the workforce.
Collectively, Council and staff are proud to present this plan to the
community to articulate how we have interpreted past community
engagement and plan to respond to the many opportunities that lie ahead
for the Shire of Dandaragan.
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ABOUT THE SHIRE
OF DANDARAGAN
The Shire of Dandaragan is located
within 1-2 hours drive north of Perth.
The Shire is home to diverse and
productive agricultural and botanical
landscapes including iconic coastal,
marine environments. The Shire is linked
by two major highways (Brand Highway
and Indian Ocean Drive) which provide
strategic thoroughfares between the north
of the State and metropolitan areas while
also delivering a highly efficient logistics
network to export markets.
The Shire’s four main townships are unique
and diverse in their history. Agriculture, forestry
and fishing is the largest industry sector.

OUR PEOPLE

Figure 1 Shire of Dandaragan

*Reference ABS 2020

POPULATION**
Estimated Population

3,315
MEDIAN AGE

49

Figure 2 Our People
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MEDIAN INCOME
$

752

Weekly Income

HOUSEHOLD TYPES
Couple without Children 33%
Loan Person
23.5%
Couples with Children 19.6%
Visitor Only Household 8.9%
One Parent Families
6%
Other
9%

HOUSING
TENURE
Owned
40.2%
Mortgage 23.2%
Renting 24.5%

COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN

Australia
England
Scotland
Ireland

45.7%
40.7%
10.5%
7.9%

OUR ECONOMY

BUSINESSES

*Reference Economic and Tourism Plan

$

MILLION

GRP

VISITORS

International and
Domestic Visitors

361

560,000

Gross Regional Product^

TOP 3 INDUSTRIES
$

73

528
EMPLOYMENT

JOBS

Tourism

$

MILLION

113

Construction

MILLION

$

MILLION

Agriculture

Local Businesses++

33

1,706

Local Jobs^

Figure 3 Our Economy

OUR ASSETS

ROADS

*Reference Annual Report 19/20

Including Badgingarra, Cervantes,
Dandaragan, Jurien Bay, Regans
Ford

MEDICAL FACILITIES

9

Facilities providing
Medical Services
within the Shire*

1666

POS
10+
Public Open Spaces
Hectares of Parks,
Gardens + Ovals*

SCHOOLS

4

FOOTPATHS *

28

KMS

6725

KMS2

LAND AREA

KMS

Sealed & Unsealed*

ANIMALS
Registered
334 Animals*

Including a District High School*

Figure 4 Our Assets
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OUR COUNCIL
The Shire of Dandaragan is represented by 9 elected members
who are responsible for setting policies about the provision of
services and determining how Council money is spent.

Cr Leslee Holmes
PRESIDENT

Cr Peter Scharf
D PRESIDENT

SHIRE OF
DANDARAGAN

Cr Jason Clarke
COUNCILLOR

Cr Ann Eyre
COUNCILLOR

Cr Wayne Gibson
COUNCILLOR

Cr Rudy Rybarczyk
COUNCILLOR

Figure 5 Our Council

Note: One position is currently vacant.
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Cr Rob Shanhun
COUNCILLOR

Cr Darren Slyns
COUNCILLOR
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ENVISION 2029
The Strategic Community Plan, Envision 2029 was adopted by Council on 27 June 2019 and consolidated
the community’s feedback into four key aspirational statements. Beneath each aspiration are a number
of key objectives and the roles that Council can play to guide the organisation towards the community’s
desired future state.

PROSPERITY

INFRASTRUCTURE
a dynamic
The Shire
Shirewill
willsustain
work cooperatively
with private enterprise
and
infrastructure
network responsive
to
government agencies to
usage demand that attracts and retains
develop and maintain a dynamic
residents
and businesses.
infrastructure
network responsive
to usage demand that attracts and
retains residents and businesses.

The Shire will experience broad economic
The region will experience economic
and population growth with decreasing
and population growth with
economic barriers,
diversified
agriculture
increasing
economic
opportunities,
and fisheriesprimary
output and
a vibrant and
visitor
diversifying
production
a
vibrant
visitor
economy.
economy.

A dynamic,
diverse and desirable
region delivering
sustainable growth
and socially connected
communities.

ENVIRONMENT
The Shire will be a responsible
custodian of the environment, working
with community groups and other
entities to increase renewable energy
initiatives, vegetation cover and
rehabilitate degraded public land
throughout the local region.

Figure 6 Envision 2029 Key Aspirations

COMMUNITY
The Shire’s resident population will
be the fastest growing population in
the region supported by increased
community recreation and cultural
opportunities and access to key
liveability factors such as health and
wellbeing services and educational
opportunities.

ENVISION 2029 TIMELINE

AUGUST 2018
Envision 2029 Launched
OCTOBER 2018
‘My Little Idea: My Big Idea’ Drawing
Competition and ‘Community, People
& Faces’ Photo Competition opened

SEPT 2018 - JAN 2019
Community Information Tables held
around the Shire with ‘My Little Idea: My
Big Idea’ suggestion boxes available
NOVEMBER 2018
‘My Little Idea: My Big Idea’ Drawing
Competition and ‘Community, People
& Faces’ Competition closed

MARCH 2019
My 5-point Plan Focus Groups

APRIL 2019
Contributions to Envision 2029 closed
for evaluation and review

OCTOBER 2020
Community Scorecard Survey opened

DECEMBER 2020
Community Scorecard Survey closed,
and results evaluated

APRIL 2021 - MAY 2021
Council Workshops held to update
minor review

AUGUST 2021

TBC

Draft Strategic Community Plan
(minor review) released to public
for comment

Strategic Community Plan finalised
and presented for adoption at Ordinary
Council Meeting
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OVERVIEW OF CORPORATE
BUSINESS PLAN
The Shire’s Corporate Business Plan:

1

Articulates the projects and initiatives that will facilitate the implementation of the Strategic
Community Plan, Envision 2029.

2

Outlines the priority projects and programs the Shire will deliver over the next four years.

3

Links services, projects and programs with Envision 2029.

4

Responds to the wide range of consultation undertaken on key topics and themes for the Shire’s
ongoing growth and development.

5

Provides direction and priorities for the workforce to progress detailed planning, funding programs
and procurement in advance of the annual budget process.

6

Is informed by the Shire’s long term financial plan, asset management plans and workforce plan.

EXECUTIVE MANAGER
CORPORATE &
COMMUNITY SERVICES

SENIOR
FINANCE
OFFICERS

MANAGER
CUSTOMER &
COMMUNITY
SERVICES

RATES &
DEBTORS
OFFICER

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
OFFICER

COMMUNITY
SERVICES OFFICER
(LIBRARY)

RECEPTIONIST

TOURISM CUSTOMER
SERVICE OFFICER

CUSTOMER SERVICE
OFFICERS
(CASUAL POOL)

LIBRARY OFFICERS
(PART TIME)
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PAYROLL &
CREDITORS
OFFICER

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR
JURIEN BAY

JURIEN BAY
OPERATIONS
CREW

COORDINATOR
INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES

WASTE
MANAGEMENT
ATTENDANTS

ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE - JUNE 2021
COUNCIL

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

EXECUTIVE MANAGER
INFRASTRUCTURE

EXECUTIVE
ASSISTANT/HR
COORDINATOR

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
COORDINATOR

EXECUTIVE MANAGER
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR
DANDARAGAN
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OVERVIEW OF THE
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
COVID-19 Recovery
The COVID-19 pandemic declared in March 2020 by the World Health Organisation and
the State of Emergency and Public Health Emergency announced by the Government of
Western Australia have had a significant impact on the current operating environment for
the Shire and our communities.
Significant disruption has been experienced in the tourism and hospitality sectors which
has required adaptation to address new domestic markets. The Shire is well positioned
to benefit from a reversal in the national trend for net tourism exports while international
borders remain closed. The Shire’s towns will also gain from the significant growth in self
drive and camping holidays. When international borders reopen there will be increasing
demand for ‘safe’ destinations which presents a competitive opportunity for our local
tourism industry.
A stimulus-lead acceleration in the construction industry has made construction works
challenging with increased costs. Supply chain impacts will also continue for the
foreseeable future while import/export links are operating under capacity constraints. This
factor is currently impacting the Western Rock Lobster industry which is being amplified by
trade tensions with China.
Growing Metropolitan Footprint – the growth in the northern suburbs of Perth, the
continuing Mitchell Freeway extension, and the new Brand Highway / Muchea interchange
bring our region closer to the metropolitan population. This will present increased market
opportunities and environmental challenges.
Increasing Impacts of a Changing Climate – As our climate continues to change,
the Shire is susceptible to increased risks of natural disasters and coastal inundation. A
warming climate will also impact lifestyle amenity and potentially change the way we
interact with our local environment including driving up costs to maintain existing levels of
public open space infrastructure. Declining water resources in traditional market gardens
surrounding Perth are also likely to result in a shift of horticultural investments into the Shire
of Dandaragan over the medium term.
Globalisation – A growing middle class throughout developing Asian countries and
increased access and affordability to international travel presents great opportunities for
the Shire to increase local visitation. Our proximity to Perth and internationally acclaimed
tourism icons positions us well to leverage state and federal investments in marketing and
promotion.
The Shire’s proximity to key export routes also provides a distinct competitive advantage
for our export produce such as meat, grain and horticultural products. With demand for
food and agriculture exports into Asia expected to double by 2050, the Shire’s agricultural
sector will continue to be presented with opportunities for investment, expansion and
diversification.
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Technology and Internet of Things – There will be a substantial expansion in our
demand for and reliance on integrated connectivity in private and public sector operations.
There will also be increasing shifts towards remote work environments and business
engagement through online platforms reducing the need for travel. This offers the
opportunity for increased residential population while also increasing the labour market
pool for specialised roles.
Increased capacity and functionality of data collection devices and the application of
big data in decision making will also influence the way in which resources are allocated.
It offers the potential to increase agricultural productivity, however, relies on the
telecommunications distribution network to improve in reliability and capacity.
Social License to Operate – Stakeholder and community involvement in industry
will continue to influence strategic direction and have corporate social responsibility
implications. This may see dramatic shifts in consumer demand or the regulatory
environment which can have knock on effects to core local government services such
as logistics networks and environmental health functions or economic impacts such as
increasing or decreasing job availability.
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KEY PRIORITIES FOR THE
SHIRE AND COMMUNITY
In 2020 the Shire undertook a community survey to support the minor review of Envision 2029.
The Shire received 266 community responses. Community members reported improvement
in resident satisfaction in both the Shire as an organisation and our communities as places
to live and visit.
The most improved areas of the Shire’s business were:
• Council’s leadership;
• Local roads;
• Tourism; and
• Tourism Marketing.
The reported improvements reflect on the organisations focus and dedication over the last
two (2) years to implement Envision 2029.
The scorecard also reported that a number of areas still need improvement and attention.
The top five priorities from the latest survey are as follows:
1) Health and Community Services;
2) Coastal Area Management;
3) Economic and Tourism Development;
4) Youth Services and Facilities; and
5) Responsible Growth and Development.
The identified priorities are consistent with the feedback and key actions established
through a number of recently developed strategies:
• Economic and Tourism Development Plan;
• Sport and Recreation Plan;
• Arts and Culture Plan;
• Youth Plan;
• Disability Access and Inclusion Plan;
• Jurien Bay CBD Masterplan; and
• Foreshore Masterplans.
These strategies have been integrated into this Corporate Business Plan to consolidate our
short term priorities and projects. This consolidation allows Council to weigh up competing
priorities and manage limited financial and human resources.
In setting out the priorities of the Corporate Business Plan the Council has sought to address
these key challenges and integrate them with opportunities for community growth and
development by leveraging our unique competitive advantages.
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BROADER ECONOMY

KEY STRENGTHS FOR THE
SHIRE AND COMMUNITY
Proximity to Perth
NorthLink (major infrastructure project that will increase access to the
area and reduce travel time for visitors from Perth to the area)
Unique character of individual towns
Underutilised groundwater
Good soils
Strong renewable energy potential,
solar and wind energy generation projects
Protected offshore waters with pristine/high quality water
Strong community spirit

TOURISM RESOURCES

Strong export-oriented industries (agriculture and tourism)

Nambung (Pinnacles) and Lesueur National Parks
Ocean, beach, coastline, and sunsets
Proximity to Perth
Existing attractions (Lobster Shack, Jurien Skydive, Sea Lion tours
Existing events (Indian Ocean Festival)
Relaxed/laid back lifestyle (Jurien Bay Time)
Snorkelling, diving and other marine activities
Islands, caves, Sandy Cape and North Head
Turquoise Way Path
Family friendly
Authentic ‘Country’ feel
Wildflowers, bio-diversity and walking trails
History and heritage
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SHORT TERM OUTLOOK AND FOCUS
The four-year priorities for the Corporate Business Plan from 2021/22 are shown in the
following pages.
To display the alignment to Envision 2029, the Corporate Business Plan priorities are
shown within their applicable aspirations. The actions and priorities shown here formulate
the key operations for the Shire’s directorates and underpin the operational focus of key
staff members.
The actions and priorities are tracked on a regular basis with reporting provided to Council
to maintain commitment and focus on the community’s desired direction. The Shire reports
on the progress of the Corporate Business Plan in the Annual Report.
The Shire continues to communicate throughout the year on specific matters relevant to
the Corporate Business Plan via the regular communication streams.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

5 Year Road
Construction Plan

Develop and maintain a 5 year major road construction strategy that details the projected
capital investment expected on roads based on forecast demand, resources, funding
partners and capacity to allow forward works to be completed (e.g. environmental
surveys) prior to construction.

2024/25

Overview

2023/24

Additional
Budget

Key Action

2022/23

Our agricultural industry is supported with an effective road infrastructure network that facilitates an efficient and safe supply chain.
2021/22

Infrastructure PO.1

The Shire will work cooperatively with private enterprise and government
agencies to develop and maintain a dynamic infrastructure network responsive
to usage demand that attracts and retains residents and businesses.

Responsible
Business Unit
Infrastructure

Secondary Freight Complete Wheatbelt Secondary Freight Route Projects on Jurien East Road and
Route
Watheroo Road.

Infrastructure

Plant Fleet Review

Undertake a strategic review of plant fleet to establish the most effective acquisition and
replacement strategy, based on forecast roadworks and road maintenance.

Infrastructure

Extractive
Industry Road
Maintenance
Contributions

Review of Extractive Industry licensing process to ensure the process for implementing
road user contributions is fair, transparent and protects the functionality of the road
network from intensive operations.

Development Services

Development
Contribution Road
Maintenance and
Upgrade Policy

Develop a policy to address the impact on local roads from new major developments
including equitable cost recovery model.

Development Services
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Required
External
Funding

Additonal budget required over current local government resources

Will result in additional ongoing operational and/or renewal costs

Percentage of external funding required for project to progress.

Funding required from other agencies

97%

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

Our communities contain vibrant, activated public open space and buildings with high levels of utilisation and functionality
2021/22

Infrastructure PO.2

Responsible
Business Unit

Required
External
Funding

Key Action

Overview

Cervantes to Jurien
Shared Path

Continue to advocate for the 14.5km extension of Turquoise Way from Hill River to
Cervantes.

$3M

Civic Centre
Activation

Develop new programs, activities and partner with the CRC to increase local utilisation
of the Civic Centre including libraries around the Shire. E.g Naidoc Week, Harmony
Week, International Women’s Day.

$25,000

Community Services

Jurien Bay CBD
Urban Design Plan

Undertake detailed design and staged implementation of the Jurien Bay CBD Urban
Design Plan including carpark resurfacing, parking installations, landscaping and public
amenity improvements to increase vibrancy, functionality and appeal of the town centre
area.

TBC

Development Services /
Infrastructure / Economic
Development

Jurien Bay Youth
Precinct

Complete the development of the Jurien Bay Youth Precinct as included within the
Jurien Bay Foreshore Master planning process including the installation of a basketball
court, landscaping, youth meeting space and removal of the old ablutions.

$150,000

Infrastructure
/ Community
Development

Jurien Bay
Foreshore
Development
Stage 2

Complete detailed design and construct the second stage of the Jurien Bay Foreshore
redevelopment including the Foreshore Plaza, public art, electricity upgrades to
Fauntleroy Park and privatising local street light network.

TBC

Development Services /
Infrastructure / Economic
Development

75%

Cervantes
Foreshore
development

Undertake detailed design for the Cervantes Foreshore development in accordance
with the Masterplan and decisions made during the Coastal Adaptation Response plan.

TBC

Development Services /
Infrastructure / Economic
Development

75%

Place Making
Policy

Establish a place making policy to guide the development and improvement of
community spaces executing the fundamentals that are proven to make effective public
places.

100%

Development Services
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INFRASTRUCTURE

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

Our investments in public assets are based on responsible custodianship and sustainable asset custodianship
2021/22

Infrastructure PO.3

CONT.

The Shire will work cooperatively with private enterprise and government
agencies to develop and maintain a dynamic infrastructure network responsive
to usage demand that attracts and retains residents and businesses.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Townsite
signage staged
replacement

Update and replace deteriorating park, street and regulatory signage and consider dual
naming strategy (Yued) for key sites in line with State Government Aboriginal Place Name
Initiative. Support interpretive signage to provide context and information within our
public open space.

Sport and
Recreation Plan

Completion and staged implementation of the Sport and Recreation Plan to address the
long term infrastructure needs of each community and provide for the timely and fit for
purpose renewal of our recreation precincts in line with contemporary standards.

Club Development

Public Toilet Audit
and Replacement
Plan

Complete an audit of existing public ablutions utilisation and plan for staged replacement,
alternative solutions and maximisation of site location and cost benefit.

Club Development

Municipal
Undertake a review and modernisation of the Shire’s municipal heritage inventory.
Heritage Inventory Implement the recommendations of the review to protect historical values of key Shire
review
buildings.

$20,000

$20,000

Infrastructure / Ranger
Services / Community
Development

Development
Services / Community
Development

Playground
Replacement
Strategy

Update the Shire’s playground replacement strategy and levels of service within the
Shire’s asset management plan. Plan for the staged transition towards contemporary
nature based structures and decommissioning of aging plastic equipment.

Development
Services / Community
Development

Asset
Management Plan

Update and maintain an effective Asset Management Plans to guide levels of service
and asset maintenance replacement decisions, in particular finalise the building asset
management plan to review current maintenance and renewal backlog and address
funding gaps for planned renewal works.

Development Services /
Corporate Services
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Infrastructure

Required
External
Funding

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

CONT.
2021/22

Infrastructure PO.3

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Implement the
Jurien Bay Airport
Masterplan

Construction of East/West runway, skydive drop zone, fuel and water reloading stations,
arrival centre and a shared pathway to provide pedestrian link to town. Support private
sector development and hangar sites at all airfields.

$1M

Development Services

Sandy Cape
Campgrounds

Complete the management plan for the Sandy Cape Campground to minimise
environmental degradation while providing an iconic visitor attraction for the Shire.
Replace the aging ablutions (North End) and develop storage for caretakers.

$80,000

Development Services

Jurien
Administration
Centre

Undertake redesign of office administration area to increase availability and functionality
of work spaces.

$225,000

Customer Service /
Development Services

Required
External
Funding
75%
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INFRASTRUCTURE

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

Our built environment responds to the accessibility and connectivity needs of all residents providing equitable access and opportunity for

2021/22

Infrastructure PO.4
participation

CONT.

The Shire will work cooperatively with private enterprise and government
agencies to develop and maintain a dynamic infrastructure network responsive
to usage demand that attracts and retains residents and businesses.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Smart Community
Digital Plan

Develop a Smart Community Digital Plan to guide smart technology investments in the
Jurien Bay townsite.

$35,000

Corporate Services

Shared Path
Network

Maintain and update the Shared walk/cycle path network plans across townsites to
increase connectivity and promote wellbeing to maximise funding from the State
Government’s current WA Bike Network Plan.

$25,000

Infrastructure
Services / Community
Development

Jurien Bay Jetty

Undertake a detailed review of the Jurien Bay Jetty to consider the long term
implications of accretion and asset / functional use preservation.

$30,000

Club Development

Jurien Bay Jetty

Install new and renew railings and southern beach access point in accordance with
safety audit.

$TBC

Development Services

CCRC Carpark
Stage 2

Complete asphalting of CCRC carpark

$40,000

Infrastructure

Rural Estate Bus
Shelters

Review community based installations of weather protective bus shelters in Alta Mare,
Jurien Heights and Marine Fields

Jurien Bay Landfill
Electricity

Install a power supply at the site office at the Jurien Bay Landfill Facility

$50,000

Infrastructure

Hansen Bay
Lookout

Assessment and repair/replacement of existing infrastructure

$25,000

Development Services

Jurien Bay Depot
Building

Undertake detailed design and construct a new depot administration building to replace $250,000
the current aging and non-compliant facility.
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Infrastructure

Development Services

Required
External
Funding

Pro sperity
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PROSPERITY

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

Our Shire has a contemporary land use planning system that responds to, and creates economic opportunities.

2021/22

Prosperity PO.1

The region will experience economic and population growth with
increasing economic opportunities, diversifying primary production
and a vibrant visitor economy.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Collaborative
Development Services
Department

Continue to meet with business owners and investors to discuss their proposals and
provide advice on legislative approvals and processes that are required to deliver
quality developments in the Shire.

Development Services

Badgingarra Vacant
Lot Amalgamations

Adjust local planning and scheme and advocate for Landcorp to amalgamate
existing vacant lots in Badgingarra to deliver a more marketable residential product
with larger land sizes.

Economic Development

Local Planning
Scheme Review

Review LPS7 in the context of the recently adopted Local Planning Strategy and
amend or adopt a new scheme as result of findings.

Development Services

Investigate and define
the purpose of the area
north of Jurien Bay
harbour.

Prepare a strategic plan for Crown land north-east of the Jurien Bay harbour and
west of Indian Ocean Drive identified as “Subject to long term strategic planning in
LPS Figure 3”, that addresses coastal setbacks, flooding, mineral leases, servicing,
recreation and tourism, landscape and environmental matters.

Development Services

Development Policy
Review

Undertake a review of the Development Policies to ensure a contemporary approach
is maintained to decision making in the Development Services Department.

Development Services

Rezoning and
development of the
Shingle Ave Lot.

Investigation and preparation of a business case for the development of residential
lots on Shingle Avenue as set out in the Land Rationalisation Project.

Development Services

Rezoning and
development of the lot
bounded by Seaward,
Hastings & Aquilla
Streets.

Subject to native title outcome, develop a business case for the development of the
UCL lot in accordance with the local Planning strategy.

Development Services

Rezoning Badgingarra
and Dandaragan
townsite

Rezoning the Badgingarra and Dandaragan surrounding lands to Rural Enterprise in
accordance with the Local Planning Strategy

Development Services
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Required
External
Funding

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

Our region is celebrated as a major contributor to the State’s food production with a diverse range of agricultural, fishery and horticultural

2021/22

PROSPERITY PO.2
enterprises.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Mobile Blackspot
Improvements

Ensure the Shire is an active participant in the mobile blackspot program and explores
alternative solutions to leverage funding to address mobile blackspot areas.

Economic Development

Sustainable
Groundwater
Utilisation

Work with the Wheatbelt Development Commission to identify opportunities and
business interests to sustainably leverage the Shire’s underground water resources to
promote jobs and economic activity.

Economic Development

WA Dairy and
Energy Project

Support the state planning and approvals process for the $1.2B WA Dairy and Energy
project in Badgingarra and facilitate planning for a locally based residential workforce.

Development Services /
Economic Development

Electricity Network

Facilitate or advocate for improvements to the local energy grid including connection to
the existing renewable energy suppliers to reduce headworks costs and increase supply
security for local residents and businesses.

Economic Development

Additonal budget required over current local government resources

Will result in additional ongoing operational and/or renewal costs

Percentage of external funding required for project to progress.

Funding required from other agencies

Required
External
Funding
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PROSPERITY

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

The Shire is home to a successful and growing market for domestic and international tourism.

2021/22

PROSPERITY PO.3

CONT.

The region will experience economic and population growth with
increasing economic opportunities, diversifying primary production
and a vibrant visitor economy.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Tourism Association
Support and
Transition

Support the ongoing development of an independent tourism association to provide
leadership and decision making for visitor servicing and destination marketing
campaigns.

Gateway Signage

Renew the Shire’s gateway signage on major highways to provide iconic entry
features for visitors.

$25,000p.a

Economic Development /
Community Services

Astro-tourism

Provide ongoing funding and administrative support to continue growth of the AstroTourism opportunities in the Shire.

$5,800 p.a.

Economic Development
/ Visitor Centre /
Community Services

Visitor Centre
Operations

Support effective Visitor Centre Operations with knowledgeable staff and effective
promotions campaigns and investigate part-time admin officer to minimise casual staff

Visitor Centre

Jurien Bay Marina

Advocate for the Department of Transport to identify and implement business
opportunities to increase utilisation of the Marina. Support private or public investment
to develop the commercial and tourism precincts previously identified. Advocate for a
permanent solution to Jurien Bay Marina deoxygenation issues.

Development Services /
Economic Development

Caravan/Camping
Strategy

Prepare a long-term caravan park and camping site strategy, identifying key existing
and new sites, to address increasing demand in Jurien Bay, Cervantes and for naturebased locations such as Sandy Cape.

Development Services

Cultural Tourism

Support and advocate for local Yued enterprises to establish and develop unique
cultural experiences within the Shire of Dandaragan.

Economic Development/
CommunityDevelopment

National Park
Tourism

Advocate State led agencies to continue the development of tourism products within
National Parks such as walk trails, mountain bike paths and boutique nature based
camping experiences.

Economic Development/
CommunityDevelopment
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Economic Development /
Visitor Services

Required
External
Funding

Trails Development

Support the development of walking, mountain biking and art trails and drives to
enhance visitor experiences across the Shire.

Additional
Budget

2024/25

Overview

2023/24

Key Action

2022/23

The Shire is home to a successful and growing market for domestic and international tourism.

2021/22

PROSPERITY PO.3

Responsible
Business Unit

Required
External
Funding

Economic Development /
Infrastructure

Community
Replace the Shire’s aging Community Noticeboard Sign with a new electronic display
Noticeboard signage sign on Bashford Street Jurien Bay that can also be used for private sector advertising.

TBC

Wayfinding Signage
Improvement

Install wayfinding signage in accordance with the Wayfinding Strategy to increase
local business and key attraction exposure to visitors.

$6,000 p.a.

Destination
marketing
campaigns

Working with partners, contribute to specific, industry led destination marketing
campaigns to attract key market segments as identified in the Tourism Development
Strategy.

$50,000

Infrastructure
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PROSPERITY

Bashford Street
Upgrade

Continue business plan development, funding applications and advocacy for the
progression of the Bashford Street Upgrade to address existing traffic management
issues, street lighting deficiencies and maximise the appeal of the main street of the
regional centre.

Industrial Area
Expansion

Advocate for Landcorp to develop additional stages of industrial zoned land within
townsites to meet required demand.

Support and promote
development of new
events

Work with community groups and partners to create new signature events

$20,000

Investment opportunity
prospectus

Developing marketing material / investment prospectus to support key investment
opportunities in the Shire (i.e. agricultural production, aquaculture, niche market
success stories, visitor accommodation, etc.)

$20,000

$2.5M

Responsible
Business Unit
Economic Development /
Infrastructure

Development Services

Redevelop former APEX Advocate for the State Government to redevelop or release to market the former
campsite
APEX campsite in Jurien Bay.
Facilitate agriculture
and aquaculture
development

Engage proactively with existing growers regarding expansion potential and
other growers and aquaculture producers currently outside the Shire regarding
investment opportunities

Farm Gate Produce

Support and provide links to customers for farm gate enterprises and niche product $5,000
development in agribusiness to enhance market recognition for our growing region.
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2024/25

Overview

2023/24

Additional
Budget

Key Action

2022/23

Jurien Bay continues to grow as a regional centre that services and delivers benefits throughout the Shire

2021/22

PROSPERITY PO.4

CONT.

The region will experience economic and population growth with
increasing economic opportunities, diversifying primary production
and a vibrant visitor economy.

$5,000

Required
External
Funding
90%

Environment
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ENVIRONMENT

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

The Shire will be prepared for and respond to the challenges of climate change.

2021/22

Environment PO.1

The Shire will be a responsible custodian of the environment, working with community
groups and other entities to increase renewable energy initiatives, vegetation cover and
rehabilitate degraded public land throughout the local region.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Townsite Street Tree
Policy and Planting
Program

Implement the Shire’s Street Tree and Verge Policy and actively increase the levels
of tree planting within the town sites both directly and through community based
partnerships.

Infrastructure /
Development Services

Planning Policies
Review

Ensure the Shire has a contemporary policy framework to promote environmental
sustainability through subjects such as rainwater harvesting, drainage water reuse,
urban design and energy efficiency.

Development Services

CHRMAP
implementation

Implement the Shire CHRMAP and development of Council policy to address
inundation management approaches for current and future development in the
coastal hazard zone, particularly at the Cervantes Foreshore. Undertake works based
on the position Council adopts for various coastal segments.
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$25,000

Development Services

Additonal budget required over current local government resources

Will result in additional ongoing operational and/or renewal costs

Percentage of external funding required for project to progress.

Funding required from other agencies

Required
External
Funding

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

Our region is recognised as the centre of renewable energy in WA.

2021/22

Environment PO.2

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Renewable energy
attraction strategy

Support future renewable energy projects with an efficient approvals process and
engage with the proponents to maximise local content and job creation.

Economic Development

Renewable energy
and energy
efficiency upgrades
for community
infrastructure

Undertake energy and carbon footprint study to understand our existing
environmental impact and complete a phased implementation of energy efficient or
renewable alternatives.

Corporate Services

Partnerships with
Industry and
Education Sector

Engage with local renewable energy businesses to facilitate educational opportunities
and research initiatives to be based within the Shire.

Economic Development

Electric Vehicle
Charging Stations

Support private sector installation of Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

Development Services

Required
External
Funding
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ENVIRONMENT

Additional
Budget

Jurien Bay Public
Open Space (POS)
Water Resourcing

Undertake staged implementation of POS water distribution and removal of shallow
aquifer bores.

$200,000
p.a.

Turf area reduction
review

Undertake a review of public open space turf utilisation and plan alternative
landscaping options to reduce maintenance costs and water usage.

2024/25

Overview

2023/24

Key Action

2022/23

Our region is acknowledged for environmental practices, projects and initiatives that enhance the environment and liveability within it.

2021/22

Environment PO.3

CONT.

The Shire will be a responsible custodian of the environment, working with community
groups and other entities to increase renewable energy initiatives, vegetation cover and
rehabilitate degraded public land throughout the local region.

Responsible
Business Unit
Infrastructure

Community Services /
Infrastructure

Stable Fly Monitoring Monitoring of stable fly and development of a management strategy when appropriate
and Strategy
to mitigate the risk of stable fly without causing unnecessary red tape in the
agricultural sector.

Environmental Health

Hill River
management plan

Research and development of an effective environmental management plan for the
Hill River area, evaluate the suitability and feasibility for developing a campground in
the Hill River Mouth Area managed by Yued group.

Community
Development / Economic
Development

Coastal Node
Camping

Support a range of managed, fee paying coastal camping options within the Shire that
balance amenity with reducing damage to fragile coastal environments. Support Yued
enterprises to progress planning and development of managed camping sites on their
lands.

Development Services

Townsite dune
revegetation and
protection

Partner with local community groups and government agencies to undertake dune
system protection and regeneration activities in proximity to townsites. Implement
activities such as fencing, track closure and rehabilitation, signage, formalising and
delineating beach access ways.

Community
Development

Environmental
Grants Round

Contribute to operational and funding partnerships with local landcare organisations
and community groups to monitor and undertake research or rehabilitation programs
to improve our local environment and ecosystems.

Community
Development
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Required
External
Funding

2024/25

2023/24

2022/23

2021/22

Additional
Budget

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Dandaragan
Mistletoe

Develop a management plan for Mistletoe control in Dandaragan

Infrastructure

Infill sewer upgrades

Facilitate and lobby for the provision of infill sewerage to the Jurien Bay Town Centre
and unsewered parts of Cervantes.

Infrastructure /
Development Services

Jurien Bay Landfill
Operations

Groundwater monitoring network installation and ongoing sampling program.

Infrastructure

Jurien Bay Landfill
Operations

Complete an environmental management plan for the Jurien Bay Landfill site.

Environmental Health

Required
External
Funding
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COMMUNITY

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

A Shire built on the strengths of community spirit and resilient, connected communities.

2021/22

Community PO.1

The Shire’s resident population will be the fastest growing population in the region
supported by increased community recreation and cultural opportunities and access to
key liveability factors such as health and wellbeing services and educational opportunities.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Club Development

Continue the provision of club development support to organisations within the Shire
that have a community purpose.

Club Development

Inter-agency
Prescribed Burning

Continuation of an inter-departmental working group with DBCA and DFES to plan,
manage and execute a 5 year prescribed burning program for the region

Emergency Services

DAIP Plan Review

Undertake a review of the Shire’s Disability Access and Inclusion Plan to ensure our
community continues to improve our inclusiveness and accessibility for people with
disabilities. Ensure that information relating to facilities and services available for
people with disabilities is easily accessible.
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$5,000p.a.

Environmental
Health / Community
Development

Additonal budget required over current local government resources

Will result in additional ongoing operational and/or renewal costs

Percentage of external funding required for project to progress.

Funding required from other agencies

Required
External
Funding

2024/25

Additional
Budget

2023/24

Overview

2022/23

Key Action

A safe, healthy, smart and active community that values its history and supports intergenerational relationships.

2021/22

Community PO.2

Responsible
Business Unit

Jurien Bay High Care Advocate for the planning and development of a residential aged care facility within
Facility
the Shire that removes barriers for aged residents wanting to age in place.

Economic Development
/ Community
Development

General Practitioner
Services

Advocate the provision of locally based General Practitioners and the retention of a
female doctor within the community.

Community
Development

Bushfire Risk
Management Plan
Implementation

Actively pursue funding through the Mitigation Activity Fund to resource fire mitigation
strategies in accordance with the Bushfire Risk Management Plan.

Install electronic fire
danger rating signs
to Cervantes and
Jurien Bay.

As part of our fire mitigation strategy install electronic signage to Jurien Bay and
Cervantes to increase awareness of fire danger and burning seasons.

$26,000

Emergency Services

North Head Radar
Station

Undertake conservation activities at the radar station heritage site to prevent ongoing
deterioration of the historic remains.

$9,000pa

Ranger Services
/ Community
Development

Acknowledging
Yued People,
Country and Culture.

Develop and implement a strategy to foster strong relationships and continue the
Reconciliation movement with our traditional owners, the Yued People, incorporating
key symbolic practices such as Welcome to Country and Acknowledgement of
Country at key Shire functions and events.

$3,000

Community
Development

Residential
Retirement Options

Continue support for residential retirement options within the Shire encouraging
existing and new residents to retire in the Shire of Dandaragan.

Required
External
Funding

Economic Development
/ Community
Development
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COMMUNITY

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

A safe, healthy, smart and active community that values its history and supports intergenerational relationships.

2021/22

Community PO.2

CONT.

The Shire’s resident population will be the fastest growing population in the region
supported by increased community recreation and cultural opportunities and access to
key liveability factors such as health and wellbeing services and educational opportunities.

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Acknowledging War
Service

Maintain effective memorials and support local RSL to deliver local commemoration
events and protect the Heritage History and iconic war service locations within the
Shire.

Cervantes Men’s
Shed Development

Support the establishment of a new Cervantes Men’s Shed with seed funding through
Shire grant programs and an appropriately located land lease in the recreation
precinct.

Cervantes Memorial
Wall

Work with the community of Cervantes to develop a niche / memorial wall adjacent to
Hansen Bay Road once native title is cleared.

Development Services

Public Health Plan

As required by the Public Health Act develop and implement a Public Health Plan
to profile and analyse the health status of the population and deliver an overview
of public health needs and risks of the community to guide future public health
initiatives.

Environmental Health

Education and
Learning Services

Advocate with state agencies and industry for continual improvements to local
education opportunities and programs that fit with the needs of local business and
that lead to employment opportunities.

Community
Development

Cervantes Historical
Society

Support the Cervantes Historical Society in their relocation and re-establishment in
Weston Street Cervantes or another appropriate community venue.

Community
Development

Dandaragan
Museum

Support the Dandaragan community to progress planning and development of a local
museum / historical facility.

Community
Development
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Community
Development
$30,000

Community/Club
Development

Required
External
Funding

2024/25

2023/24

Additional
Budget

2022/23

A region that develops and supports community leadership and collective values

2021/22

Community PO.3

Responsible
Business Unit

Key Action

Overview

Youth Development

Review the actions and strategies identified in the Shire’s Youth Plan prioritising
activities that promote leadership and participation in community building. Review
and update the Youth Plan in 2021.

Community
Development

Elected Member
Training Programs

Implement a planned elected member training program that meets the requirements
of the Local Government Act.

Governance

Community Survey

Undertake a biennial survey of residents to monitor the community’s perception of the
Shire’s performance.

$10,000 ea

Youth / community
events action from
Youth Plan / SCP

Deliver family and youth events as identified in the Youth Plan.

$15,000p.a

Required
External
Funding

Community
Development
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MARQUEE PROJECTS
The Shire has identified 6 marquee projects over the scope of this Corporate Business Plan. The term
marquee project, has been applied to those projects that meet one or both of the following criteria:
• Community or Council significance
• Significant and one off financial cost

Marquee Projects Identified:

Turquoise Way
Extension
to Cervantes

Cervantes Foreshore
Inundation
Response Plan

Jurien Bay Airport
Masterplan
Implementation

Cervantes Recreation
Precinct Redevelopment
Plan

Jurien Marina – Breakwall
extension and promotion of
Commercial Development &
AquacuAlture

Completion of
Jurien Bay Foreshore
Redevelopment

RISK MANAGEMENT
Effective risk management is a fundamental component of the Shire’s operational and strategic role delivery.
Local Government has historically operated in a risk averse environment as custodians of public funds. By
integrating an effective risk management framework across the organisation the Shire can identify, consider
and respond to uncertainty within regular operations and new opportunities.
Risk assessment and management is an integral part of project development and in all levels of decision
making.
The Shire’s Audit Committee and Executive Team regularly review the risk register to ensure progress is
made towards bringing risks down to an acceptable level. The following graphic provides an overview of
the range of risks the Shire plans for.
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Strategic Risk
Register

Corporate Risk
Register
Operational Risk
Register

10-Year Strategic
Community Plan

STRATEGIC

CORPORATE

4-Year Corporate
Business Plan

OPERATIONAL

Annual
Operational Plan

COMPLIANCE, PROJECTS AND PROCESSES

Audit

Service Plans, business processes,
improvement projects

Strategic Risk Overview
Risk Area

Risk Description

Risk Management

Asset
Management

Ineffective asset management of Shire owned assets
and facilities – risk for long-term sustainability if the
Shire fails to adequately plan for funding of major
projects and asset management replacement

•
•
•
•

Community
Expectations

Inability to manage community expectations

• Strategic Community Plan – Envision 2029
• Customer Service Charter

Governance
Resourcing

Increasing legislative compliance requiring greater
resourcing

•
•
•
•

ITC
Exploitation

Ineffective Information Security Systems resulting in
malicious or accidental loss or manipulation of data

• ITC Management framework.
• ITC Policies and Procedures

Legal

Exposure to litigation as a result of the actions of
Council or staff

•
•
•
•

Workforce
Instability

Failure to meet organisational objectives through
effective/efficient use of human resources and
effective workforce planning

• Corporate Business Plan
• Workforce Plan

Emergency
Management

Failure to plan for Disaster Recovery Response

• Emergency Management Plan
• Local Emergency Management Committee

Financial
Decline

Reduction in funding available for local government

• Corporate Business Plan
• Annual Budget
• Long Term Financial Plan

Leadership

Inability to attract high calibre executive staff

• Workforce Plan
• Internal Policies

Strategic
Delivery

Change in organisational direction resulting in failure
to follow through on long-term strategic goals

•
•
•
•
•

Economic
Development

Ineffective strategies to optimise economic
development of the Shire

• Economic and Tourism Department Plan

Reputational
Damage

Positive achievements and messaging counteracted
by negative social/mainstream media and word of
mouth

• Annual Reports
• Shire communication updates
• Customer Service Charter

Asset Management Plan
Workforce Plan
Annual Budget
Long Term Financial Plan

Workforce Plan
Corporate Business Plan
Long Term Financial Plan
Lobbying and Community Engagement

Risk Management Framework
Internal Policies
Code of Conduct
Human Resource Management Framework

Strategic Community Plan
Corporate Business Plan
Long Term Financial Plan
Workforce Plan
Asset Management Plan
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REPORTING AND REVIEW
The Shire of Dandaragan Corporate Business Plan is reviewed each year as part of the annual budget
integration process and in accordance with the Local Government Act to roll forward each new financial
year and respond to changes in the operating environment.
The Shire also utilises the Annual Report to monitor the implementation of the Corporate Business Plan and
to provide scorecard-style tracking on our commitments and priorities identified.

RESOURCING COORDINATION

STRATEGIC
COMMUNITY
PLAN

CORPORATE
BUSINESS
PLAN

LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY

ANNUAL
BUDGET

ANNUAL
REPORT

ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
OTHER SoD STRATEGIES

The Shire continues to take a proactive approach to future planning by bringing together a range of long
term plans to guide our investments, service levels and revenue strategy.
The suite of integrated planning documents demonstrate how the Shire will reconcile the community’s
aspirations to the available resources of which the Shire is the custodian. The following resourcing
documents make up the Shire’s integrated planning framework. The documents are under regular review
and updated to respond to the community’s aspirations, external environment and the resources available
and projected for the Shire.
Long-Term Financial Plan - This plan provides an outline of the financial position of the Shire over the next
10 years. It plans for the Shire’s long-term financial sustainability and allows early identification of financial
issues and their longer-term impacts.
Asset Management Plan - This plan identifies how the Shire’s assets will meet the service delivery needs
of the community into the future. It plans for the long-term sustainable management of assets based on a
‘whole of life’ and ‘whole of organisation’ approach.
Workforce Plan - This will provide an outline of the Shire’s workforce requirements and workforce
strategies needed to deliver services into the future. It will plan for the long-term delivery of current and
known future operations of the organisation.
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Jurien Bay Administration Centre
Jurien69
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Public Art and Percent for Art Policy
PART A - Policy
Objective
The objective of this Policy is to:
• Promote public awareness of the cultural, social, and economic value of art and culture
by providing high-quality, innovative, inspiring, and diverse public art within the Shire of
Dandaragan.
• Be aspirational in our vision to enhance the utility and amenity of public places and spaces
by incorporating public art into the built and natural environment to enhance sense of
place and community identity.
• Engage the community, activate imaginations, and generate appreciation of cultural and
natural and built heritage.
• Encourage cultural tourism by increasing the appeal of the region to visitors through a
variety of art forms and cultural practices.
Policy Statement
The Shire of Dandaragan and Council value creative and cultural arts and supports their
continued growth in the public domain such as town centres, main streets, town squares and
parks within the Shire’s boundaries by the installation of public art.
The Shire of Dandaragan Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan (2020) identified a key
action to develop and adopt a Public Art Policy to support co-creation and commissioning of
public art in public spaces. This policy applies to all public art developed and managed by the
Shire of Dandaragan, and the provision of public art commissioned by third parties in public
spaces. The policy defines the process for the provision of:
• Permanent and temporary public art located on Shire land and public open space;
• Public art commissioned by private enterprise, property developers, community
groups, associations, business or other third parties;
• Public art commissioned and produced by third parties transferred or donated to the
Shire;
• Percent for Art cash in-lieu payments.
To achieve these objectives, an allocation of funds for public arts will be included within each
Shire of Dandaragan public building, urban planning, or urban landscape project with a capital
cost of $500,000 or more. One per cent for public art will be applied to urban planning, public
open space and building projects involving either new development or redevelopment.
Percent for art applies to public and private developments.
In addition, the Shire will:
• Support the development of high quality, innovative, inspiring, and diverse public art
on public open space and private land in the Shire of Dandaragan;
• Follow best practice principles in commissioning, managing, maintaining and deaccessioning public art;
• Collaborate with third parties to facilitate the provision of public art on private land and
public open space according to these principles;
• Work with third parties to pursue a range of funding options to encourage the
commissioning, production, and installation of high-quality, inspirational public
artworks in the public realm;
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•
•

Adopt a target of supporting, funding or developing new artwork each year;
Maintain a register of all public art under the Shire’s management.

P A R T B - Management Procedures
1.1

Objective
The objective of these Procedures and the Policy is to provide guidelines for a consistent
approach for all public art support and provision, and percent for art practice for the Shire
of Dandaragan.

1.2

Scope
Public art in the Shire of Dandaragan will include but not be limited to references to:
• Yued Country, culture, people, and history;
• Maritime heritage and settler history;
• The biodiverse natural environment;
• The marine environment;
• Local cultural and social life and contemporary community interests;
• Celebration or commemoration of events;
• Innovative or current topics.
Public art will:
• Consider the context and profile of the location;
• Contribute to sense of place and cultural tourism;
• Promote artistic excellence, quality, and skill, and encourage innovation;
• Reflect diverse forms of artistic practice, materials and approaches including:
o Free-standing
o Integrated
o Applied
o Installation
o Temporary
• Involve consultation with Traditional Custodians, where appropriate;
• Involve community consultation and/or collaboration, where appropriate;
• Consider public access and safety;
• Address maintenance, conservation, and disposal issues.
Wherever appropriate, a professional artist, or artist team lead by a professional artist,
will be commissioned to produce public art that aspires to high standards of creativity,
integrity, and innovation.
The Shire of Dandaragan will adopt a target of budgeting for one new art project at each
annual budget to enable the development of the Shire as a creative, innovative and
proactive local government body. The community and artists are encouraged to
approach Shire staff with ideas and possible art projects. Alternatively, staff will take a
proactive role to developing innovative, creative, and diverse art projects to be
developed and reviewed at annual budget deliberations.

1.3

Definitions
For the purposes of the Policy and these procedures:
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Public art

Refers to artworks in any medium created with deliberate artistic
intent to be clearly visible and experienced in publicly accessible
space. It can be located on public land or private property that
contributes to public space. Public art may be permanent,
temporary, or ephemeral.
Permanent Public Means enduring artworks designed to be situated in a location
Art
for an expected lifespan of 5 to 25 years.
Temporary Public Means installations and artist-led actions that occur in a location
Art
for between 1 day and 5 years.
Integrated Artwork Means works that are incorporated into interior or exterior fabric
of a building such as walls, ceilings, floor surfaces, glazing,
screens, rather than attached or installed in proximity.
Applied Artwork
Means work that is applied or attached to an interior or exterior
surface, and includes commissioned paintings and murals
produced in any medium.
Public
Art Refers to mass produced objects, fixings, functional elements or
Exclusions
equipment made to a standard design by an architect, landscape
architect or design consultant and not designed by the artist or
team of artists selected through a commissioning process.
Ephemeral Art
Refers to work that is not permanent, including temporary
installations, performance art, pop-up exhibitions, or work that is
designed to deteriorate without leaving any trace.
Professional Artist
Refers to someone with an established track record of creating
and exhibiting artworks. Professional artists may be categorised
as established, mid-career or emerging.
Emerging Artist
Refers to someone who has a tertiary qualification in the visual
arts and who is at an early stage of their professional career.
1.4

Exclusions to Public Art
Art projects ineligible for consideration include:
• commercial promotions in any form;
• directional elements such as supergraphics, signage or colour coding;
• ‘art objects’ which are mass produced such as fountains, statuary or playground
equipment;
• most art reproductions;
• landscaping or generic hardscaping elements which would normally be
associated with the project; and
• services or utilities necessary to operate or maintain artworks.

1.5

Commissioning Models
1. Open Invitation refers to a process where individual artists and/or artist teams
respond to a brief following a call for Expressions of Interest (EOI). Two stages will
include:
o Shortlisting a select number of artists from the EOI submissions who develop
their proposal further for an agreed fee.
o Shortlisted artists present their concept to a selection panel who select and
approve one artist or an artist team. Selection panels are structured in the
following way:
a) Shire of Dandaragan officer coordinating the project, plus a staff member
of the Infrastructure, Development, and Community Services
departments and the Chief Executive Officer will meet to review and
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select successful recipient for projects where the total value of the
artwork is up to and including $10,000.
b) Shire of Dandaragan officer coordinating the project, plus a staff member
of the Infrastructure, Development, and Community Services
departments, Chief Executive Officer, a community representative and
one nominated Councillor will meet to review and select successful
recipient from the shortlisted submissions for projects where the total
value of the artwork is between $10,001 and $50,000.
c) Shire of Dandaragan officer coordinating the project, plus a staff member
of the Infrastructure, Development, and Community Services
departments, Chief Executive Officer, a community representative and
one nominated Councillor will meet to review and make a
recommendation to Council for endorsement for projects where the total
value of the artwork is more than $50,000.
2. Limited Invitation refers to a select number of artists being invited to respond to a
brief or present the scope of their practice or concept to a panel as per 1.5.1. This
model can be used for commissions up to $20,000.
3. Community Participatory projects involve input from community members at any
stage from design to installation, under the guidance of a principal artist or
experienced community arts worker.
1.6

Percent for Art
The Shire of Dandaragan will require developers of green field subdivisions, industrial
development projects and other mixed use, commercial, civic, institutional, educational
projects or public works, and all new and revitalisation landscaping projects, to allocate
a minimum of one percent of the capital cost of projects with a capital cost of $500,000
or more, to the installation of public art.
When creating a Percent for Art public art project, developers must use the Open
Invitation model to ensure the artwork demonstrates value for money and encourages
quality submissions.
The creation of a Percent for Art public artwork takes site and context into
consideration as part of the process.
No artist under consideration for a Percent for Art commission may have a familial
relationship to the Developer or a financial interest in the development.
Local artists must be considered using the same selection criteria as non-local artists
for any Percent for Art commission.
It is expected that Percent for Art projects are led by a professional artist who fulfills at
least two of the following categories:
• a tertiary qualification in the visual arts, or other art forms when the brief calls
for it, such as multimedia, writing, performance, writing;
• a track record of exhibiting artwork at reputable art galleries, for example a
State regional public gallery, or recognised commercial gallery;
• their work is represented in major public, corporate or private collections;
• earns more that 50% of their income from arts-related activities, such as public
art commission, teaching, sales of their original artworks;
• has an ABN.
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Emerging artists may not be the lead artist in a Percent for Art initiative, however
emerging artists may be considered to work as part of a project team.
Public Art provided pursuant to these provisions shall be provided on site, or on Shiremanaged land immediately adjacent to the site, in a location approved by the Shire. If
this is not appropriate, the artwork may be developed within the town closest to the
development. If the development is at equal distances from two towns in the Shire,
the developer may elect which town the artwork is to be developed, with approval from
the Shire.
Alternatively, the proponent may choose to satisfy the contribution through a cash-inlieu payment towards public artwork. Cash-in-lieu option refers to a financial payment
made by a developer or landowner to the same value of the Percent for Art requirement
for the purpose of providing an alternative artistic solution.
Such cash-in-lieu payments are to be paid to the Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts Fund
(Percent for Public Art) and expended in accordance with this policy.
Commissioning for art projects funded through the Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts
Fund (Percent for Public Art) from cash-in-lieu contributions, are to be determined by
the Shire of Dandaragan using the relevant Commissioning Models (1.5). Projects
managed by the Shire of Dandaragan utilising funds from the Public Arts Fund (Percent
for Public Art) can be developed in any town or site within the Shire of Dandaragan
and are not limited to the townsite closest to the development from which the original
cash-in-lieu contribution was received. Consideration of the site, location and value of
the artwork is at the discretion of the Chief Executive Officer and the relevant
Commissioning Model (1.5).
Ephemeral artworks, particularly performances, events or activities are not considered
appropriate for Percent for Art (or cash-in-lieu) projects.
1.7

Eligible Costs
Costs associated with the production of an art project may include:
• professional artist’s budget, including artist fees, Request for Proposal,
material, assistants’ labour costs, insurance, permits, taxes, business and
legal expenses, operating costs, and art consultant’s fees if these are
necessary and reasonable;
• fabrication and installation of artwork;
• site preparation;
• structures enabling the artist to display the artwork;
• documentation of the artwork; and
• acknowledgment plaque identifying the artist, artwork and development(s) from
which funding was obtained.

1.8

Authority for Selection of Artwork
1. Minor public art project with a value of up to $10,000
o Shire Project Lead, in consultation with CEO and staff representatives from
development, infrastructure and community services.
2. public art project with a value of up to $50,000
o Shire Project Lead, in consultation with CEO and staff representatives from
development, infrastructure and community services. Representatives of
community stakeholder group/s will have the opportunity to view and make
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comment on shortlisted designs / submissions. Community stakeholder
groups may be the local ratepayer group or other community group as
determined by project engagement plan developed by project lead and
community development representative.
3. Public art project with a value of $50,000 or above
o Shire officers / Project Leader, in consultation with CEO and staff
representatives from development, infrastructure and community services,
community stakeholder group, and if a Percent for Art project, by the project
or landscape architect. The local community stakeholder group may be
local ratepayer group or other community groups as determined by Shire
project engagement plan;
o Council endorsement of recommended project design required.
1.9

Working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists and communities
The Shire of Dandaragan commits to best practice in encouraging consultation with the
Yued Aboriginal community who are custodians of any intended sites of public art in the
Shire. We acknowledge all places in the Shire have a connection to Indigenous
traditional owners, who will hold valuable insights and expertise on the history and
cultural practices associated with project sites. The Shire will recognise and respect
these cultural connections to sites and places and consult with Yued Elders with regards
to both the proposed sites and commissioned artworks.
Where Selection Panels are established as per 1.5.b or 1.5.c, traditional owners will be
invited to sit on the panel in a paid role in recognition of their expert cultural advice. The
payment will not exceed $150 per panel meeting.
If the project contains First Australians themes and histories, Yued, Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander artists will be specifically invited to submit via an Expression of Interest
as per the Open or Limited Invitation commissioning model. Criteria will be ranked to
reflect the preference for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists in addition to the
detailed specification of the requirement and pre-determined evaluation criteria.

1.10 Artist Brief
The Shire of Dandaragan or Percent for Art representative will prepare an Artist Brief
outlining:
• Project background, context, scope, and objectives (social and aesthetic);
• Location and characteristics of the site;
• Reference to relevant master plans and heritage information, where appropriate;
• Technical requirements, constraints, and parameters for the art form and/or
materials;
• Project budget;
• Level of community consultation to be undertaken;
• Submission selection criteria;
• Whether additional weighting will be added for local artists;
• Timeframe for the commencement and completion of the artwork and any other
key milestones;
• Sub-contracting options and responsibilities, where appropriate;
• Contract arrangements;
• Closing date for submission;
• Project contact person and information.
1.11 Expression of Interest (EOI)
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Artist Brief will be released through an EOI process inviting artists to express their
interest in the project by submitting:
• A CV outlining their art practice, qualifications, and relevant arts experience;
• Written responses to the artist brief demonstrating experience relevant to the
selection criteria and intended approach;
• Relevant images of past artworks;
• Indication of availability within proposed timeframe.
The EOI process will involve:
• Distribution of project information via professional visual arts organisations and
networks such as Artsource, NAVA, Arts Hub and Regional Arts WA, through
regional community organisations and local newspapers;
• Percent for Art projects will be advertised on Vendor Panel;
• EOIs will remain open for 3-4 weeks. Large commissions may be open for
longer;
• Submissions received from individual artists and / or artist teams will be
assessed against the selection criteria by the relevant selection authority outlined
in 1.8;
• Following assessment, between 2 and 5 artists / artist teams will be shortlisted
and invited to proceed to the design concept stage;
• All artists will be notified in writing of the outcome of the EOI process;
• All deliberations of the selection process will remain confidential, however
unsuccessful artists may seek feedback on their submission.
1.12 Shortlisting
Selection criteria may include:
• Quality of application and strength and/or relevance of intended approach;
• Calibre and track record of the artist / artist team;
• Evidence of experience, appropriate skills and specialist expertise is required;
• Support material;
• Suitability of the artist’s practice to the context and profile of the project;
• Material selection and maintenance considerations.
1.13 Design Concept
Shortlisted artists will be asked to submit a detailed design concept. An agreed fee will
be paid to all shortlisted artists to assist with the development and production of a design
concept. The fee will not exceed 5% of the project budget. The fee will not include
rights to concepts, drawings, maquettes, or models submitted as part of the process,
which remain the property of the artist.
Artists will be given 4 weeks to submit their design concept. Variations to this schedule
may occur depending on the scope and complexity of the commission.
The design concept will include:
•
•
•
•

A written description of the artwork and response to the project theme;
Drawings, sketches and/or digital images indicating the location, scale, and
materials of the proposed artwork;
3D model, where appropriate;
Material samples, where appropriate;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Methodology for community consultation and/or participation in the project, if
appropriate;
Details of major fabricators, industry collaborators and other professionals
required to produce the artwork;
Preliminary budget or cost estimates;
Work program and payment schedule;
Proof of relevant insurances, including Public Liability, Professional Indemnity
and Workers Compensation;
Safe Work Method Statement;
Preliminary details of installation requirements.

1.14 Final Selection
The design concepts will be selected according to process outlined in 1.8 using a set of
criteria similar to the EOI process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Response to the brief;
Artists understanding of the project objectives;
Quality and creativity of the proposal;
Previous experience and appropriate level of skill to match the project
requirements;
Demonstrated ability to work collaboratively with the project team/community;
Realistic, or within set, budget;
Work program and payment schedule.

1.15 Contract
The successful artist or artist team will be invited to enter into a contract with the Shire.
The contract will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contact details for the artist / artist team;
Concept design approval with image attached;
Attribution details and copyright agreement;
Work program with commencement date, progress milestones and completion /
handover date;
Artist fee, payment schedule and other budget items;
Variations, changes (number, reasons, process to approve), penalties, dispute
resolution procedures;
Insurance requirements;
Indication of preferred sub-contractors, if relevant;
Indigenous cultural and intellectual property rights (copyright) and protocols, if
appropriate;
Maintenance and repair procedures, and defects liability (up to 12 months);
Expected lifespan of artwork;
Terms around change of property management or ownership;
Obligations of all parties and specific requirements of the project, such as who:
o Pays for preparatory site work such as services and fixtures
o Pays for transport, delivery, and installation of the artwork
o Organises and pays for remedial work around the artwork after
installation
o Hire equipment or professional advice required for items such as footings
or installation
o Insures the work in progress and when does the responsibility transfer
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o

Is responsible for maintenance and care of the completed artwork

1.16 Moral Rights
Since 2000, moral rights legislation has protected artists. In brief, an artist’s moral rights
are infringed if:
• their work is not attributed or credited;
• their work is falsely attributed to someone else; or
• their work is treated in a derogatory way by distorting, modifying or removing it
without their knowledge or consent.
In practical terms this means that all artworks should have the artist’s name on or
attached to it, that the Shire cannot change an artwork in any way without seeking the
artist’s permission; likewise, cannot remove or re-locate the artwork without seeking the
artist’s permission. In the case that an artist has moved, and the Shire cannot find them,
evidence that a reasonable attempt to find the artist must be provided on request.
1.17

Acknowledgement of Artwork
In line with moral rights legislation, the Shire (or developer where the artwork is
situated on private land) will install a plaque or plate near each artwork,
acknowledging the name of the artist, and the name of the person, agency or
company who funded the artwork.

1.18

Artist Fees
Fees paid to artists invited to submit a Concept Design, or selected as the successful
artist for a project, will be credited to the value of the Public Art project. The amount
paid will be at the discretion of the proponent and in proportion to the overall artwork
budget. The Concept Design fees will be paid after the proposal has been submitted
and deemed to comply with the requirements. The artist commission fee will be paid
as per the agreed Payment Schedule in the Public Art Commission Agreement
between the artist and the Shire of Dandaragan and will not exceed 20% of the
project budget.

VIBRANT
COMMUNITIES
Arts & Culture Plan
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WHY DO WE NEED
AN ARTS AND
CULTURE PLAN?
Vibrant Communities is the Shire of Dandaragan’s
first arts and culture plan. Coupled with a public
art policy, this plan consolidates the Shire’s
commitment to increase cultural opportunities
across the region. Packed full of insight and
evidence drawn from local knowledge, first-hand
observation and a review of current trends in valuing
the arts, Vibrant Communities presents a vision for
arts and culture that builds on existing networks
and talents and aspires to engaging new creative
endeavours.

Badgingarra, Dandaragan, Cervantes and Jurien
Bay. Triangulating community aspirations with other
Shire plans and compelling evidence about the
value of arts, culture and creativity in communities
strengthens the case for proclaiming a thriving
cultural scene benefits everyone.

VISION: CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS ENRICH LIVES
AND BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER

•

Building on this imagery, a set of inter-related
outcomes emerge:
•
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•
To realise this vision, Vibrant Communities
re-imagines familiar strategies to guide the growth
of arts and culture in the Shire of Dandaragan along
five creative paths:
•
•

•
•

•

People – nurture recognised, emerging and
hidden creative talent
Activities – enliven public spaces with events,
festivals, public art, live performance and
pop-ups
Tourism – develop authentic creative and
cultural tourism products and experiences
Hubs – cultural centres where people come
together to enjoy individual and collective
creative endeavour
Storytelling – embrace history, heritage and
Indigenous culture.

•
•
•

Participation – linking creative producers,
residents and visitors
Lifestyle benefits – quality of life, wellbeing and
health, skills development, life-long learning
Authenticity – distinctive products and activities
that link people and place
Collaboration – community cohesion and
partnerships bringing people together
Engaged experiences – creative expression,
enjoyment, excitement, experimentation
Sense of place and belonging – identity and
inclusion.

Vibrant Communities is a dynamic document
designed to strengthen support for all forms
of creative and cultural activity in the Shire of
Dandaragan. It illustrates the capacity of arts,
creativity and culture to enrich the vitality of the
region, enhance its appeal to residents and visitors,
enliven public spaces and contribute to the local
economy.
Vibrant Communities articulates this vision by:

CREATIVE PATHS LEAD TO CREATIVE PLACES
The concept of creative paths evokes an image of
cultural exploration across the Shire. This visual
framework emerged from discoveries made in the
creation of this document. It draws on a communitydriven proposal for a public art trail through
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•
•
•
•
•
•

establishing links with other Shire plans
exploring the Shire’s cultural landscape
discovering what people like and what they want
identifying common ground and priorities
outlining key projects and action strategies
quoting some of the benefits of arts and culture.

WHAT DO WE
MEAN BY ARTS
AND CULTURE?
Arts, culture and creativity exist everywhere in
many aspects of everyday life. As a stand-alone
concept, culture encompasses material products
and experiences – artefacts, music, performance,
literature – and intangible meanings and memories
embedded in ways of life, social traditions,
celebrations and sense of identity.
Recent research supports using ‘arts and culture’ as
a single term to demonstrate its relevance and value
expressed as:
•
•
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creativity, imagination, inspiration
participation, belonging, community
(A New Approach 2020).

Arts, culture and creative activities embrace many
forms of cultural practice and fields of endeavour
– conventional and contemporary, commercial and
not-for-profit – that take place in designated venues
such as galleries, libraries, museums, theatres,
workshops, studios; community halls and people’s
homes; gardens and public open spaces. Whether
hobby, professional practice, business or social
occasion, arts, culture and creativity connect and
engage people of all ages from all walks of life.
To sustain the widespread relevance of arts, culture
and creativity to individuals and communities,
Vibrant Communities is shaped by a definition
embracing a range of activities:
•
•

•

visual art and craft
public art: multi-disciplinary artworks in public
places or accessible to the public on private
property
community art: grassroots creative production
that sometimes involves collaboration with
professional artists
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

festivals and events
performing arts, theatre, music, dance, circus
writing and storytelling
video, film and photography
digital media, fashion, design
Indigenous culture and history
creative tourism: travel involving creative
experiences, authentic cultural products
characteristic of destination and active
participation in creative skills development at
workshops and masterclasses
cultural tourism: visits to heritage sites,
events, exhibitions, performance and active
participation in cultural experiences – creative
and cultural tourism overlap as part of the
’creative economy’ and ‘experience economy’,
reflecting growing demand for interactive
encounters and co-creation experiences linked
to place and producers (Richards 2018)
creative industries: creative and cultural
products and experiences made with talent,
knowledge and skill
history and heritage interpretation.
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Visiting the South West and seeing the
diversity and vibrancy of arts and crafts
and cultural groups that collaborate to make
a real community (participant).
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HOW DID WE FIND
WHAT WE NEEDED TO KNOW?
The content of Vibrant Communities is shaped by three principal methods of data collection – site visits,
desktop research and community workshops.
Following an informal visit to the Shire of Dandaragan in June 2019 to investigate the context of the project,
desktop research began with a review of relevant Shire planning and policy documents to discern how the
arts and culture plan aligns with other Shire initiatives. This was followed by an extensive review of cultural
sector literature from state, national and international sources to identify current trends, common themes
and best practice models in arts and cultural planning, creative tourism and public art policy.
A formal site visit took place in September 2019. This visit involved a tour of the Shire with the project
manager to survey existing arts and cultural activities, identify key sites and locations, and meet
representatives of cultural groups.
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Community workshops played a pivotal role in this project to ensure Vibrant Communities is grounded in
local input. Following IAP2’s key principles for public participation – inform, consult, involve, collaborate,
empower – all community members with a potential to be affected by the arts and culture plan were invited
to participate, including representatives from the tourism, business, regional development, planning,
education and youth sectors. Broadening the scope of participants was also based on the premise all
Shire residents had a stake in the process and contributions from a diverse range of voices may unearth
imaginative new possibilities and opportunities for collaboration.
Four workshops were held in Dandaragan, Badgingarra, Cervantes and Jurien Bay on 11, 12 and 14 March
2020. 58 participants from a diverse mix of cultural activities and community groups took part. Anyone
unable to attend a workshop was invited to respond to a brief questionnaire on the Shire’s Have Your Say
website link which was open until mid–April. Pre and post-workshop community liaison also took place via
email and telephone.
Covid-19 social distancing and regional travel restrictions introduced in mid–March meant a meeting with
members of the Yued community in neighbouring Moora could not be arranged. However, two members
of the First Nations community attended workshops in Dandaragan and Cervantes, and a telephone
conversation with a prominent Aboriginal spokesperson provided additional input.
STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON DRAFT ARTS AND CULTURE PLAN
Following a presentation to Dandaragan Shire Council on 25 June 2020, the draft Arts and Culture Plan
went out for public comment with a feedback survey. Thirteen responses were received, of which three
were unfortunately deemed invalid due to incomplete submissions or failure to read the draft plan – a
requirement for this stage of consultation.
The draft plan feedback survey identified overwhelming support for arts, heritage and culture as important
aspects of community life and agreement that Vibrant Communities Arts and Culture Plan is a positive step
forward for the Shire, reflecting community desires. This survey also identified the most popular methods
of communication about arts and cultural activities are local papers and online platforms such as the Shire
website and social media.
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SHIRE SNAPSHOT			
Shire vision: a dynamic, diverse and desirable region delivering sustainable growth
and socially-connected communities.

The Shire of Dandaragan covers 6934 square kilometres of Noongar Country traditionally owned by the
Yued people. History of European contact began with nautical exploration in the 17th centuries, followed by
settlement of inland areas in the mid to late 19th century (Badingarra and Dandaragan), and development of
coastal areas in the mid 20th century (Cervantes and Jurien Bay).
Endowed with a spectacular coastline and natural environment featuring the world-famous Nambung
National Park and Lesueur National Park, the Shire of Dandaragan is well-known as a desirable residential
and holiday destination.
Key industries include pastoral farming, rock lobster fishing, mineral sands mining, renewable energy and
tourism. Over 300,000 domestic and international tourists visit each year, causing the resident population of
3259 (2018/19) to double in peak seasons.
P. 8

Demographic trends show a high proportion of the Shire’s current population is aged over 50. Population
growth can be attributed to the ‘sea-change’ phenomenon and appeal of the region’s laid-back lifestyle to
families and retirees. An aging population is a national trend.
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STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
WITH OTHER SHIRE PLANS
Community aspiration: recognise the value of creative and cultural arts
and support its continued growth in our communities.

Vibrant Communities belongs to a suite of planning
documents that inform the Shire’s Corporate
Business Plan and annual budget process which
underpin its capacity to resource operations and
projects.
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ENVISION 2029:
SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN
STRATEGIC COMMUNITY PLAN
Structured around four key themes – infrastructure,
prosperity, environment, community – Envision 2029
endorses the value of creative and cultural arts and
the continued growth of cultural opportunities in the
Shire. Within these four themes a number of specific
aspirations and priority outcomes relate directly and
indirectly to the positive impact arts, culture and
creativity make in communities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

activating public open space
place-making
growing the visitor economy
developing Indigenous cultural experiences
increasing social well-being and opportunities
for life-long learning
supporting inclusive events that celebrate
community and cultural spirit and bring people
together
valuing history.
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RECOMMENDATION
To enhance sense of place, quality of life and
diversify the local economy, harness the potential of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

♦ existing, emerging and hidden creative talents
♦ creative industries
♦ creative and cultural tourism
♦ Yued culture and history
♦ heritage sites, artefacts and settler history
♦ cultural events and festivals
♦ creative workshops and masterclasses.

To create:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

authentic cultural and creative products
connected to place
engaging creative encounters between
producers, residents and visitors
respect for Indigenous culture and history
authentic storytelling
lively public spaces with inspiring public art
creative skills development across all ages and
abilities
social cohesion, inclusion and well-being
confident skilled youth
job opportunities
community awareness of climate change and
other environmental issues.

JURIEN BAY AND CERVANTES
FORESHORE MASTERPLAN REPORT
2020
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Both plans identify numerous opportunities for
incorporating inspiring public art, cultural activity,
creative interpretation and storytelling into aesthetic
and practical improvements.
CERVANTES FORESHORE MASTERPLAN
An ideal location to showcase the talents of
Cervantes’ creative arts and heritage communities:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Catalonia park public art entry statement
co-created or commissioned from a renowned
artist to create a sense of arrival
public artworks and interpretation located
along foreshore path, beach access nodes and
look-outs, linked to place and inspired by local
stories and natural features
public art and interpretation at proposed
Turquoise Way trail head
artistic wildflower interpretation along coastal
wetland boardwalk
foreshore hub with spaces for cultural events
and live performance
playful bespoke furniture and fixings fabricated
locally featuring local stories and links to place.
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JURIEN BAY FORESHORE MASTERPLAN
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An ideal location to install imaginative, innovative
inspiring public art co-created and/or commissioned
public art from renowned artists, showcase the
creative talents of Jurien Bay’s creative arts and
heritage community, collaborate with the Yued
community and youth to ensure they are involved in
storytelling and creative production:
•
•

•

•

creatively-designed wayfinding signs along
Bashford Street to the foreshore
foreshore plaza hub featuring public art entry
statement co-created or commissioned from a
renowned artist to create a sense of arrival
public art and interpretation along Turquoise
Way foreshore promenade signalling beach
access points, co-created or commissioned from
renowned artists, linked to place, Yued culture
and local history
public artworks and interpretation along
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•
•
•
•

foreshore path towards Marina signalling beach
access nodes and look-outs, linked to place and
inspired by local stories and natural features
imaginative playground equipment designed by
an artist as an additional attraction
flexible open spaces for large and small cultural
events, live performance and markets
playful bespoke furniture and fixings fabricated
locally, featuring local stories and links to place
creative elements and artwork incorporated into
ground surfaces.
Other Shire initiatives that illustrate synergies
with Vibrant Communities include plans for a
youth precinct on Jurien Bay foreshore – an ideal
opportunity to use fun creative arts activities in
peer-led community engagement. Cultivating the
benefits of integrated planning across portfolios will
achieve better outcomes and more effective use of
resources.

YOUTH PLAN 2019 – 2024
Harness creative activities to empower youth with opportunities they have identified:
•
•
•
•
•

develop skills, such as photography and video
design projects that appeal to a wide variety of ages and cultural interests
participate in more festivals and events and watch outdoor cinema
develop confidence and self-esteem
stay in the Shire.

DISABILITY ACCESS AND INCLUSION PLAN 2016 AND AGE-FRIENDLY COMMUNITY PLAN 2016 – 2020
Harness creative and cultural activities to provide social benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

establish a creative hub with mixed-use shared facilities to bring people together to create, collaborate,
socialise
encourage participation in creative and cultural activities that generate well-being and social cohesion
ensure people with disabilities have the same opportunities as others
improve respect between older and younger people in the Shire and build intergenerational
relationships
encourage ongoing mentoring and sharing of stories between seniors and children to create
connections.
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CORPORATE BUSINESS PLAN 2020 – 2029
As well as major projects such as the Foreshore Masterplans, Youth Precinct and Turquoise Way extension, this
plan identifies initiatives that already incorporate arts and culture. Further cross-portfolio connections could be
cultivated:
•
•

•

•
•

Jurien Bay CBD revitalisation to increase vibrancy and public amenity
incorporate place-related creative design features and co-created public art
Regional Economic Development Strategy and Tourism Development Plan
embrace the creative economy and experience economy to harness potential of creative industries and
creative tourism, as well as Yued cultural enterprise, in economic development and destination
marketing strategies
renew Shire gateway signs on major highways to provide distinctive entry features; develop attractive
town entry statements to promote community vibrancy and pride; commission public art sculpture,
location to be determined
exploit the parallels between gateway signs, town entry statements and public art commissions and
opportunities for interactive photos
Dandaragan Streetscape Beautification
incorporate place-related creative design features and co-created public art
North Head Radar Station heritage site signage; Cervantes Memorial Wall
incorporate community creativity and storytelling.
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NATIONAL ARTS PARTICIPATION SURVEY 2016
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN HIGHLIGHTS
ENGAGEMENT
98% of West Australians engage with the arts
97% listen to music
80% engage online
77% read books
70% attend festivals, events and live performances
53% music
51% dance and theatre
44% festivals
44% visual arts and crafts
30% First Nations arts
19% literary events
49% participate creatively
34% engage with art as part of their cultural background
13% involved with community arts and cultural development.
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POSITIVE IMPACTS ON DAILY LIFE
69% believe the arts impact their ability to express themselves
66% believe the arts impact child development
63% believe the arts impact their understanding of other people and cultures
59% believe the arts impact their sense of wellbeing and happiness
56% believe the arts shape and express Australian identity.
ATTITUDES
79% agree First Nations arts are an important part of Australia’s culture
77% believe artists make an important contribution to Australian society
74% believe the arts are an important way to get different perspectives
72% believe the arts make for a richer more meaningful life
71% believe the arts should be part of the education of every Australian
70% believe it is exciting to see new styles and types of arts.
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Source: Connecting Australians, Australia Council for the Arts 2017. Data gathered from
commercial and not-for-profit organisations, engagement with public art, and creative
participation at all levels, ie from hobbyist to professional.

		 CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
The Shire of Dandaragan is already blessed with a lively arts and cultural scene in each of its four
main communities – Dandaragan, Badgingarra, Cervantes and Jurien Bay. Individuals, cultural
organisations and community groups produce artworks, exhibitions, festivals and events. They
create, perform, sing, dance, play music, recite poetry, write stories, run workshops and much
more. Whether professional practice, hobby or business, they conceive, plan, design, fabricate,
organise and promote products and events. Collectively and individually they share their creative
skills with the rest of the community and visitors. They collaborate with local historical societies,
Men’s Sheds, collectors, restorers and well-known artists and performers from elsewhere who
come to the Shire to share their talents and expertise. They encourage children and youth to
explore their creativity, and people of all ages and abilities to participate in events they probably
don’t even think of as cultural. These events bring people together to watch, listen, imagine, make,
browse, shop, taste, socialise, celebrate, learn and have fun. The images, sounds and sights
produced by creative people enliven and colour the Shire’s social and cultural fabric, as well as its
physical environment.
Yet some things are missing and opportunities are not being fully explored or cultivated:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

stories and images of Yued culture and history
creative hubs where people can create, participate, socialise and shop
commissioned and co-created public art
the potential of creative and cultural tourism and the creative industries
social benefits generated through participation in arts and cultural activities
stronger connections between communities.

Arts and culture engage people from all walks of life in designing, making, imagining, storytelling
and place-making. Dandaragan Shire 4 Arts (DS4A) ‘coast to country’ public art trail provides
the departure point for a journey through the Shire’s cultural landscape to see what has
been happening in each of its four main communities over the last decade. This trail aims to
link Badgingarra, Dandaragan, Cervantes and Jurien Bay through a series of public artworks
characterising the personality of each community. At this stage Badgingarra and Cervantes are the
only towns with art trails in place.
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BADGINGARRA 		
Launched in 2019, Badgingarra’s 4.2 walk-cycle sculpture trail tells the story of people, place and community
in idiosyncratic steel sculptures produced by Natalie Tonkin and community members who created the little
clay figures that appear in some of the works. The trail starts at the Community Centre and ends at Vern
Westbrook Walk on North West Road. Named after a community member, Vern Westbrook Wildflower and
Heritage Walk features quirky little sculptures made from scrap by local children. You discover them as you
wind your way through bushland to a lookout with stunning views over the natural environment towards
farmland and spectacular wind turbines generating renewable energy.
Artists and creative metalworkers live in the district, and a lively program of repertory theatre, community
choir and social dances take place in the Community Centre, signs of Badgingarra’s unashamedly creative
character.
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DANDARAGAN
Heading south from Vern Westbrook Walk along Badgingarra Road, you arrive in Dandaragan and instantly
sense the district’s settler history through its beautiful stone buildings and plaques telling stories of
pioneers and pastoralists.
Dandaragan is a picturesque country town with a strong sense of community. It labels itself ‘clean and
green’ based on a commitment to innovative agriculture, renewable energy and responsible mining, but
laments that the streetscape does not reflect this image. A series of projects proposed to inject colour and
cultural identity include a new artist-conceived entry statement, murals on walls, silos and water tanks,
aesthetic streetscape improvements, a sculpture trail through the town centre, and using artworks tell the
story of Dandaragan’s history. Some of these ideas such as public art may be picked up in the Dandaragan
Streetscape Revitalisation identified in the Shire’s Corporate Business Plan 2020 - 2029. The community has
also identified five potential sites for water tank murals along Dandaragan Way scenic drive as part of a road
safety campaign devised by the RAC where established public artists to work with communities.
For business and pleasure, digital technology is vital in country communities. Young people’s lives
especially are entwined with digital media. Events such as #shoWcAse in Pixels gives WA schools an
opportunity to exhibit their artworks on the Yagan Square digital tower in Perth. In 2019 it was Dandaragan
Primary School’s turn to take part in this event which rotates around different shire schools each year.
P. 16

Repertory theatre, live music, pop-up markets, craft groups, historical society and desire to share the
Aboriginal culture and history of the area reveal Dandaragan is a productive and cultural community that
would like to promote its lively sense of place and history more creatively.
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CERVANTES
Cervantes’ creativity and playful interpretation of its cultural associations is visible as soon as you drive
from Indian Ocean Road along Cervantes Road towards the ocean. Named after an American whaling ship
that ran aground on nearby islands in 1844, that was named after Miguel Cervantes author of the popular
17th century novel Don Quixote, this coastal community celebrated the literary link in a symbolic Wind
Vane sculpture commissioned by Cervantes Cultural Committee. The Wind Vane is part of the Cervantes Art
Trail. The idea of an interpretive art trail was conceived in 2011/12 by a group of community organisations
including Cervantes Cultural Committee, the Historical Society, Ratepayers Association, Chamber of
Commerce and Cervantes Men’s Shed. It features sculptures and murals on public and private land that
relate to the locale, and witty installations like two zebras that catch the eye on the way into town close to
the Recreation Centre. The intent of a recent extension to the Recreation Centre was gallery space. But whilst
it works well for 3D installations, unfortunately the outcome has been less than optimum due to a firewall
extending along the full length of the inside wall, and poor acoustics. Installing an adjacent well-designed
full height false wall could be a solution for this otherwise lovely space.
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Cervantes’ biennial arts festival exhibition is held at the Recreation Centre. This popular event is run by the
Cultural Committee, a diverse group of people from Cervantes and surrounding communities who have been
promoting community participation in the arts since 2004. In 2019, Cervantes Arts Festival was opened by
the Hon. David Templeman, WA Minister for Culture and the Arts, Local Government and Heritage. As well as
the exhibition, lively workshops, creative demonstrations, street art, bush poetry and ‘Roar by the Shore’
ensured it was a family friendly community weekend. Skill sharing is an on-going benefit of the festival.
In 2017 feature artist Jarrad Martyn worked with school children from Cervantes and Badgingarra Primary
Schools to create a surreal mural of a large wrasse swimming through a shipwreck in Nambung National
Park, on an amenities block at the foreshore.
Cervantes Foreshore Masterplan and the proposed Turquoise Way extension provide opportunities for
this creative community to explore its history, Yued culture and sense of place in more whimsical and
imaginative artworks.
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NAMBUNG NATIONAL PARK
Ancient limestone forms create their own natural sculpture park in the desert landscape of Nambung
National Park. Every year music lovers from all over Western Australia gather in this spectacular setting for
a night of music under the stars, but unfortunately WA Opera in the Pinnacles was cancelled in 2020 due to
Covid-19.
Astro-tourism is becoming popular and, unsurprisingly, the Pinnacles is an astro-photography hotspot
for stargazers. Exploring the night sky through Yued Dreamtime stories and their people’s connection to
country could be a cultural tourism experience that promises to captivate audiences with an extraordinary
perspective of an extraordinary place. Traditional Custodian Charlie Shaw of Wedge Island is passing on
his cultural and ecological knowledge of Yued Country to rangers employed by the Northern Agricultural
Catchment Council’s Midwest Aboriginal Ranger Program. The Rangers are managed by Kwelena
Mambakoort Aboriginal Corporation (KMAC). In December 2019, visitors to KMAC’s Annual Cultural Day at
Wedge Island shared an experience involving a Welcome to Country and smoking ceremony, interpretive
walk and seasonal bush tucker cooked by Mary Nannup who also shared her knowledge of Noongar
language. Named after the Yued word ‘wedj’ which means place of emus, Wedge Island is managed by the
KMAC ranger team. School students from Jurien Bay have also visited Wedge Island to learn about Yued
cultural and heritage. The potential to develop immersive cultural experiences in this field is immense.
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Nearby Nambung Station offers an alternative immersive experience in its annual four day Country Music
Muster. This event is popular with folk who like to be entertained by well-known musicians and local talent
whilst camping on a working sheep and cattle station. 2019’s line up featured Grammy award-winning pedal
steel guitarist Lucky Oceans. In 2018 well-known Kimberley character, former stockman and pioneer of
Indigenous tourism Sam Lovell OA performed at Nambung Country Music Muster.
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NORTH HEAD RADAR STATION
Heading north from Nambung towards Lesueur National Park – an internationally renowned biodiversity
hotspot with strong links to Yued culture – then across to the coast to North Head near Jurien Bay, stories
of cattle droving and wartime defence add another dimension to the area’s natural and cultural heritage. In
1942 a coastguard watch station was established at North Head and the site operated as a radar station until
1945. North Head Radar Station is a recognised place of exceptional cultural significance, but according to a
heritage survey conducted in 2016 tensions exist between visitors and residents over access to the site and
its preservation. Historical experts and archaeologists say the site will deteriorate if nothing happens. This
story could be told through on-site interpretation and public art.
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JURIEN BAY
Heading back south along Indian Ocean Drive brings us to Jurien Bay. Although the highway provides a
direct scenic route from Jurien to Perth it divides the town centre in two. Planned upgrades to Bashford
Street – as Indian Ocean Drive is called as it passes through town – may address aspects of this challenge,
but the principle aim is streetscape improvement and an injection of vibrancy. Distinctive entry statements
and public art are also proposed. Whether these are perceived to be stand-alone projects or part of a public
art trail is immaterial to visitors who will be attracted to stop and take photographs if the outcomes are
eye-catching. The Shire has received proposals for dynamic entry statements previously. With so much
development planned and regional tourism gathering momentum, it is now time to take action.
Inspirational Community Arts Network (ICAN) is driving Jurien Bay’s response to the proposed DS4A ‘coast
to country’ public art trail. Given the cultural and social significance of the foreshore, recent approval of the
Jurien Bay Foreshore Masterplan and the potential for awe-inspiring public art to be a major tourist attraction,
it is essential to get the scale and ’wow factor’ right, and consult with local Yued people, as best practice
for public art recommend. A public art policy will provide a structured and transparent process involving
community members and public art specialists to assist with selection and commissioning of all public art in
the Shire. Any concepts submitted previously will be considered under the guidance of this new policy.
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ICAN has a history of delivering colourful and creative community workshops and currently they are looking
for a home for this purpose. A site has been set aside along Bashford Street for such a venture, pending
grant approvals for funds to build a new shed. However, there is potential to re-purpose the unoccupied
Apex Camp which may be a faster more cost-effective solution. This would be dependent on the outcome
of a State Government decision to wind up the Camp. The establishment of a creative ’village’ hub that
provides affordable studio and workshop space for individuals and collectives, as well as a venue for social
and cultural group, would fulfil a multitude of community needs and desires. Jurien could then become the
cultural heart of the Shire without detracting from the other communities’ creative personalities. The Shire
recognises multigenerational family groups visiting the region are demanding a great variety of tourism
‘product’ and experience. A hub housing commercial and notIn the experience economy people
for-profit creative enterprise could become a significant tourist
attraction for the growing number of visitors who, according to creative
seek new experiences … In terms of
tourism trends, seek authentic products and interactive encounters with
active engagement or participation,
local producers.

there is a fundamental relationships
between people’s need for new and
novel sources of fun, enjoyment and
lifestyle and the creative drive to
write, paint, draw, dance and perform
(Scott and Clark).

Mosaics, murals, galleries and artisan shops (Sea Spray Art Glow
in the Dark Gallery, Taylor Made Gallery, JB Glass Art, Tiges Surf
Shop) a superb but under-used open air cinema and stage in
an amphitheatre, and a world class private collection of historic
motorbikes confirm Jurien Bay has many cultural assets. However,
its creative and cultural persona is inconspicuous and there is no
visual evidence of Yued culture or history. Jurien could be on the cusp
of an exciting re-imagining if it chooses to capitalise on resident expertise and enthusiasm, and the Shire
embraces the social, cultural and economic benefits of creative and cultural tourism a strategy to grow the
visitor economy and develop the region.
Reflecting on this journey through the Shire’s cultural landscape, it is clear creative paths and choices do lead
to creative places, creative people and creative partnerships.
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COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS
DREAMS & DESIRES
P. 21

The purpose of a series interactive workshops held
in Dandaragan, Badgingarra, Cervantes and Jurien
Bay was to find out what the communities want
for and from arts and culture as a way to enliven
public spaces, create sense of place, encourage
social cohesion, provide opportunities for skills
development and life-long learning. Each workshop
invited participants to engage in two games. The
first was designed to discover motives – what
were their personal memories and experiences of
something that had inspired, moved or provoked
them. Appreciating the reasons why people engage
in activities is best understood from personal
experience, for then the motive becomes apparent
and can be applied to expectations of visitor or
community participation. So workshop participants
were invited to share an experience or memory
and how it made them feel. The second game was
designed to unearth their dreams and desires,
discover common themes and differences, and
explore opportunities for collaboration In other
words, what did they want to see happen and how
would their ideas benefit the community. The aim
was to unleash imaginations but ground aspirations
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in reality. The outcomes were ambitious, exciting
and consistent across each community. Through
this exercise a set of coherent desires emerged from
people involved in a wide range of cultural activities.
The workshops began in Dandaragan where a small
but engaged group of people heard Deborah Nannup
describe an event called ‘Look up and smile’ when
she created a 10,000m² artwork in sand with Sheila
Humphries and Fatima Drayton at New Norcia.
Although related, the three Yued artists had never
worked together before. The event took place on 26
January 2007 to mark the 40th anniversary of the
1967 referendum that recognised Aboriginal people
as citizens. A satellite image records the symbolic
artwork in the Guinness Book of Records as the
world’s largest Aboriginal art installation. Deborah’s
story was captivating and provided an inspirational
spring board for the rest of the consultation process.
She had been encouraged to come to the workshop
by KMAC Project Manager Annie Shaw. Deborah’s
aunt Margaret Drayton provided additional input,
ensuring Aboriginal voices have contributed to this
process.

PARTICIPANT REPESENTATIVES

Sea Spray Art Glow in the Dark Gallery
Taylors Dance Company
Taylor Made Art Gallery
Twitchen Hill Earthship
Business owners
Schools
Tour operators
Individual community members

Badgingarra Community Association
Badgingarra Playgroup
Cervantes Chamber of Commerce
Cervantes Cultural Committee
Cervantes Historical Society
Cervantes Library
Cervantes Men’s Shed
Community newspapers
Dandaragan Community Resource Centre
Inspirational Community Arts Network (ICAN)
Jurien Bay Camera Club
Jurien Bay Chamber of Commerce
Jurien Bay Herbarium
Jurien Bay Interpretive Group
Jurien Bay Men’s Shed
Kwelena Mambakoort Aboriginal Corporation (KMAC)
Regional Arts WA
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Age group

Badgingarra

ACTIVITES REPRESENTED
Aboriginal art and culture, archaeology and natural
sciences, visual arts and craft, textiles, metalwork,
woodwork, photography, community arts, recycled
arts, public art, art trails, murals, festivals, events,
performing arts, music, drama, dance, landscaping,
plant and seed cultivation, writing, workshops,
libraries, yoga.

Cervantes

Dandaragan

Jurien Bay

30 – 39

2

2

1

40 – 49

2

1

1

3

50 – 59

4

2

2

1

60 – 69

9

5

1

5

70 – 79

9

1

80 – 89

1

3

3

unkown

27

11

4

16

Additional responses and draft plan feedback		

16

								 Total inputs		

74
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WHAT PEOPLE LIKE
Events, Festivals & Creative Venues

Creating & Making

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Cervantes Arts Festival
WA Opera in the Pinnacles
Regional Arts WA tours
Aggie’s Cottage events
Nambung Country Music Muster
CWA Drama Festival
circus
family-friendly events
visiting galleries, exhibitions, open
studios & artisan collectives
markets.

Arts & crafts
sculpture
metalwork
textiles & fibre art
oil & watercolour painting
re-cycled art
photography
writing
restoration
gardening
stargazing
volunteering
organising
building earth-ships.
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Performing Arts

Public Art & Community Art

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Community choir
repertory theatre
acting & directing
singalongs
dancing
listening to & playing music
sizzling hot dance nights & social occasions
variety nights & community entertainment.

•
•

Cervantes Art Trail & whimsical sculptures
Badgingarra Art Trail
Vern Westbrook Walk & Heritage Trail
Turquoise Way plinth art trail concept
murals & street art that references local
culture & natural features
skate park kids’ artwork
deck chair collaborative project.

Learning, Sharing & Collaborating

Storytelling

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Workshops and demonstrations – all activities
visiting artists, musicians, performers, writers
anything interactive that brings people together
team work & achieving together
self-discovery & self-expression
working with like-minded people, kids &
people with disabilities
reading & listening.
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Yued culture & history
Noongar art
history & heritage interpretation
vintage machinery
archaeology – Madagascar egg story
sharing culture & diversity.

WHAT PEOPLE WANT
Storytelling

Events, Festivals & Creative Venues

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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•

•
•

•

Tell our stories
references to local flora, fauna & natural
environment, culture & history featured in
streetscapes, signs & public art
to learn about other cultures
to keep local history alive
Yued signage & interpretation – link message
of place to target audiences eg tourists,
schools students
Indigenous involvement integrated into existing
events eg Welcome to Country ceremonies,
stories of place & looking after country sharing
& learning experiences – start with NAIDOC
Week to bring people together
partnership agreement with Yued People
leading to Reconciliation Action Plan & vision
for Yued country
off-shore island lookout with Aboriginal names
& telescope – a cultural learning attraction
use the arts as a vehicle to educate & create
awareness of environmental issues and to
show Shire is a centre for renewable energy.
creative interpretation at Thrombolites.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
Learning, Sharing & Collaborating
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

More interaction & collaboration with others
more activities for people with disabilities
more workshops – film & photography, arts
& crafts, sculpture & metalwork, textiles,
ceramics, murals, writing, acting, garden arts,
restoration – involve kids
visiting artists, authors, musicians & performers
artist-in-residence programs
Jurien Bay oil & watercolour group
purpose-built ‘earthship’ community project &
learning experience
Jurien Bay community garden with medicinal &
edible bush tucker.
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•

Holistic approach to tourism – include arts &
cultural activities
make towns more attractive & interesting
be inviting for locals & tourists
inspiring diverse events that involve locals &
attract visitors
grow Cervantes Arts Festival
re-vitalise Indian Ocean Festival – community
arts projects, sculpture by the sea
Festival del Viento in Tranquillo Park,
Cervantes – sculpture prize, whirly gigs, kites,
windsurfing competition
open studio event
pop-up outdoor exhibitions
ICAN wants its own inclusive arts hub for
all ages, abilities & art forms – workshops,
gallery after-school & holiday programs
re-purpose Apex Camp buildings as collective
creative space where people can learn &
share skills, display & sell products – each
cultural group responsible for maintaining
their building – involve youth – an
attraction for locals and tourists
Jurien cultural centre/collective showcasing
arts & culture from throughout the Shire
including Aboriginal art & culture
Cervantes Men’s Shed & Historical Society
acknowledged as resource & attraction
Yued astro-tourism – Dreamtime story of emu.

Visibility & Promotion
•
•
•
•
•

More visibility of arts & culture in Jurien Bay
better promotion everywhere
community acknowledgement of value &
benefits of arts & culture
support creatives to feel sense of belonging
and appreciation
FM radio station.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Art & Community Art

Funding

More public art & entry statements – involve
local & visiting artists
continue DS4A over whole Shire
accidental art & photo/selfie opportunities
extend Turquoise Way interpretive art trail
along whole path
water tank murals on Dandaragan Way
vintage machinery displays on Dandaragan Way
more whimsical sculpture in Cervantes eg
Zebras
extend Badgingarra art trail loop
brighten up Cervantes’ commercial strip with
artworks & murals
40-50m mosaic mural community arts project
promote wind technology with lookout
sculpture of man hanging on for dear life
re-locate sea lion sculpture to Dobbyn Park
maze made from old jetty pylons
sculpture of old jetty
windbreaks made with surf boards
totem poles in park temporary exhibition
billboard painting competition
Badgingarra nature playground ‘find your name’
stepping stones
avenue of awareness eg blue trees
front gate seasonal competitions.

•
•
•
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Short-series Shire funding for any cultural activity
Shire fund for community arts & touring troupes
business sponsorship, partnerships & in-kind
involvement.

Performing Arts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expand CWA drama festival
more cultural events in Badgingarra
Community Hall eg variety nights
new lights in Badgingarra Community Hall
performing arts group in Jurien Bay
use Jurien’s old town hall for dance classes
decent performing arts venue in Jurien Bay
more music to bring people together
Jurien Bay town band
sound recording studio.

Youth Involvement
•
•
•
•
•
•

More creative & cultural things for youth to do
give them a voice
engage under 25s & keep them involved
use contemporary media to engage youth
involve schools
intergenerational activities.

FEELINGS EVOKED THROUGH ENGAGEMENT WITH ARTS AND CULTURE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

happy and proud
self-confident, sense of purpose and achievement
appreciated, acknowledged
sense of community, inclusion and belonging
involved, welcome, less isolated
catalyst for change and self-discovery
driven to study and positive life choices
engaged, excited, inspired.

BROADER COMMUNITY BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

more attractive and inviting Shire for locals & visitors
atmosphere, vibrancy, celebration, sense of place
strengthens community’s social fabric, health and well-being
connected cohesive communities
skills development, cognitive development
happy kids
showcases what’s happening in the Shire
grows local economy through tourist $$ and encourages visitors to return.
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CHALLENGES THAT EMERGED
•
•
•
•
•
•

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

lack of visibility and integration of Yued culture and history
lack of cooperation and collaboration between groups
people not working well together in Jurien Bay
personal agendas overtaking the bigger picture
poor communications
lack of connection between the four towns.
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CREATIVE PATHS
LEAD TO CREATIVE PLACES
Address the challenges, play to your strengths, embrace potential

Two overarching themes emerged from the community consultation process:
•

•

A resounding desire for events and venues that bring people of all ages and abilities together (locals
and visitors) to share, learn, collaborate and have a good time enjoying a wide variety of creative arts
and cultural activities
creating community cohesion and sense of place whilst respecting the distinct characteristics of each
community.

These aspirations will guide the Shire’s strategies to grow creative and cultural opportunities in its
communities by focusing on these priorities:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Nurture the creative potential of people – existing, emerging and hidden talents
host inclusive events and festivals that inspire and engage locals and visitors
more visible engagement with Yued culture, stories and history
grow DS4A public art trail to connect the four towns
extend Turquoise Way interpretive art trail
foreshore public art, entry statements and art trails to involve local and visiting artists
more storytelling and heritage interpretation
incorporate local culture, history and natural features in public art, streetscapes and signs to create
sense of place
more murals and collaborative community arts projects to enliven public spaces
explore options for a mixed-use creative and social hub in Jurien Bay that’s open to all-comers and
welcomes visitors – consider re-purposing existing infrastructure at Apex Camp
more skill-sharing workshops and engaging creative encounters between producers, locals and visitors
more youth involvement in creative arts and cultural activities in ways that engage them
promote quality of life and social benefits generated through participation in cultural activities
make the most of existing infrastructure, such as Aggie’s Cottage, Badgingarra Community Centre,
Cervantes Recreation Centre, Jurien Bay’s outdoor cinema amphitheatre and old town hall
resolve Cervantes Recreation Centre firewall issue
harness potential of creative and cultural tourism and creative industries in economic development and
destination marketing strategies
support development of new creative and cultural tourism experiences and authentic products
connected to place
exploit parallels with other Shire projects to maximise outcomes and resources, such foreshore
masterplans, streetscape revitalisation, gateway signs, access and inclusion, age-friendly activities and
youth development
generate more visibility through conventional and contemporary media, and photo opportunities
harness potential of arts and culture to raise awareness of environmental issues and climate change,
promote Shire as centre of renewable energy, advocate safety at home, on the road, in the ocean, on the
farm, in the bush.
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There is no reason
why we can’t link the 4 Shire towns with
4 photo opportunities and signage with
hashtag prompts to grow our reach into the
world of social media tourism
(participant).
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CREATIVE PATHS
LEAD TO CREATIVE PLACES
VISION: CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS ENRICH LIVES AND BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER

Vibrant Communities re-imagines familiar strategies
to build on existing talents and assets and guide the
growth of creative and cultural activities across the
Shire of Dandaragan along five creative paths:
•
•

•
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•

•

People – nurture creative potential of existing,
emerging and hidden creative talent
Activities – enliven public spaces with inclusive
events, festivals, live performance, public art
and pop-ups
Tourism – develop authentic creative and
cultural tourism products and experiences
Hubs – cultural centres where people come
together to enjoy individual and collective
creative endeavour
Storytelling – embrace history, heritage and
Indigenous culture.

Building on this imagery, a set of inter-related
benefits emerge:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Participation – linking creative producers,
residents and visitors
Lifestyle benefits – quality of life, wellbeing and
health, skills development, life-long learning
Authenticity – distinctive products and activities
that link people and place
Collaboration – community cohesion and
partnerships bringing people together
Engaged experiences – creative expression,
enjoyment, excitement, experimentation
Sense of place and belonging – identity and
inclusion.

I was involved in the deck chair artwork
when all members collaborated together
– an extremely satisfying project due to
everyone’s input (participant).
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PEOPLE
Key Projects

Action

Acknowledging
Yued people,
country and culture

Incorporate symbolic practices
such as Welcome to Country
& acknowledgement at Shire
events

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Consult with Yued community
about public art, foreshore
masterplans, streetscape
revitalisation, placemaking &
heritage interpretation projects

Nurture creative
potential of
existing, emerging
& hidden creative
talents

Encourage local artists, performers, writers & musicians
to grow & share their skills,
knowledge & talents, exhibit
& sell their work, participate
in events, tell stories &
contribute their creativity
to projects & other relevant
fields of endeavour
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Involve visiting & local artists
in co-created & commissioned
public art & community arts
projects, streetscape
revitalisation, place-making
& heritage interpretation
Collaboration,
cooperation,
communication

Learning, sharing,
engaging creative
encounters

Youth development

Quality of life &
social benefits,
access & inclusion
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Encourage individuals &
community groups to
collaborate & communicate
with each other when
developing projects & events to
maximise resources & impact
Encourage community groups to
deliver skillsharing workshops
& artist/ writer/performer
in-residence programs across
all ages, abilities & cultural
activities for locals & visitors
Involve youth in activities they
find appealing & relevant to
their lives such as digital
media, film & photography

Promote & foster social benefits
gained from active participation
in creative & cultural activities
to wider community

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

Potential Partners
Shire of Dandaragan
Yued community
KMAC

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued community
KMAC

All creatives

~

~
~
~
~
~

~

~

~
~
~
~

~

~

~
~
~
~

~

~
~
~

All creatives
Artsource
Regional Arts WA

All creatives &
community groups

All creatives &
community groups

~

Under 25s
Schools
Community
Development Officers
Propel Youth Art

~

All community
members & agencies
involved in well-being,
access & inclusion

ACTIVITIES
Key Projects
Public Art

Action

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Foster cross-portfolio approach to
Shire projects & exploit parallels
between public art, entry statements, gateway signs & streetscape
revitalisation to maximise resources
& generate photo opportunities
Adopt Public Art Policy to support
co-creation & commissioning of public
art on foreshores, Turquoise Way,
DS4A art trail & all public art
installation elsewhere
Support Turquoise Way art trail &
growth of DS4A art trail

Support growth of Cervantes Art Trail
& Cervantes commercial strip
revitalisation with site-specific
artworks, murals & interpretation
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Support Dandaragan Way tank mural
& vintage machinery on mounds
projects.

Support development of
Badgingarra Art Trail loop

Festivals &
Events

Shire of Dandaragan

~

~

~

~
~
~

~
~

~
~

~

Advance Dandaragan
Dandaragan CRC
All creatives
Artsource & visiting artists

~

~

Badgingarra Community
Association
All creatives

~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
Men’s Shed
All creatives
performers
visiting artists

Support pop-up exhibitions, markets
& live performance/busking in public
spaces

~

~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
Men’s Shed
Historical Society
All creatives
Artsource & visiting artists

~

~

~

~

ICAN
All creatives &
community groups,
Artsource & visiting artists

~

Support revitalisation of Indian
Ocean Festival to include sculpture
by the sea exhibition & community
arts activities
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~

Shire of Dandaragan

Support growth of Cervantes Arts
Festival by extending workshop
program & street art competition,
encourage them to host a Shire-wide
open studio event at the same time

Encourage Cervantes & Jurien Bay
communities to explore & develop
co-hosted Festival del Viento concept

Potential Partners

~

All creatives
performers
visiting artists

~
~
~

~

~

All creatives &
performers

~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
ICAN
Men’s Shed

TOURISM
Key Projects

Action

Creative & Cultural
Tourism

Support local Yued enterprise
to develop authentic cultural
experiences to enlighten &
inspire locals & visitors, such
as astro-tourism & Dreamtime
emu story
Adopt a holistic approach to
tourism & promote creative
enterprise & cultural
experiences as attractions in
destination marketing
Encourage local artists &
artisans to produce distinctive
products & cultural experiences
to engage visitors seeking
place-related creative
encounters

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

~
~
~
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Explore & develop concept for
an off-shore island lookout with
Aboriginal names & telescope
as a cultural learning attraction

Promotion

Better promotion
everywhere—banners,
billboards, pamphlets, signs,
social media, websites, maps
& apps
Generate more visibility of
creative arts & cultural
activities Shire-wide through
inclusion, acknowledgement &
promotion
Develop an art trail & festival
app — a collaboration between
creatives & community groups
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~
~
~
~

~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community
KMAC
WA Stargazers Club

Shire of Dandaragan
Turquoise Coast Vis.Ctre

All creatives &
community groups

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community
KMAC

~
~

Potential Partners

~
~

All creatives &
community groups
Turquoise Coast Vis.Ctre
Community newspapers

All creatives &
community groups
Turquoise Coast Vis.Ctre
Community newspapers

Shire of Dandaragan
community grant
Business sponsorship
Regional Arts WA

HUBS
Key Projects

Action

Jurien Bay

Investigate use of Apex Camp
as a permanent or temporary
site for a mixed-use creative &
social hub with workspaces,
showroom for local products—
open to all-comers of all ages &
abilities, visitors welcome
to engage, browse, shop,
participate

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

All creatives &
community groups

~

Explore option to build an
earthship made from recycled
materials in proposed interpretive complex or Apex Camp
Investigate use of Jurien Bay
Old Town Hall as venue for
dance classes for all ages &
abilities & music nights

~
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Encourage Cervantes Cultural
Committee & community groups
to use venue to host more events,
installations & workshops for all
ages & abilities & invite visitors
to participate
Badgingarra

Dandaragan
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Maximise use of Badgingarra
Hall as a creative hub & cultural
venue, expand existing events,
encourage participation for all
ages & abilities
Maximise potential of Aggie’s
Cottage as a creative hub &
cultural venue for local &
touring events, markets etc

~

All creatives &
community groups
Twitchen Hill Earthship

~
~

~

Establish community garden
with edible & medical bush
tucker & interpretation—launch
during NAIDOC Week
Resolve firewall issue

~
~

Support youth to develop a
digital media & film event to be
staged at the outdoor cinema
amphitheatre

Cervantes
Recreation Centre

Potential Partners

~
~

~

~
~

Under 25s
Schools
digitally-savvy creatives
Propel Youth Arts
Community Development
Officers
Yued Community
Jurien Bay Herbarium
Jurien Bay CRC

~

~

All creatives &
community groups

Shire of Dandaragan

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

Cervantes Cultural Cmte
All creatives &
community groups

Shire of Dandaragan
Community Grant
Business sponsorship
Regional Arts WA
CircuitWest
Aggie’s Cottage
Management Committee

STORYTELLING
Key Projects

Action

Public Art

Ensure local culture, stories &
natural phenomena feature in
public art to create sense of
place

Streetscape
revitalisation &
place-making

Make towns more attractive
& interesting with signs &
interpretation featuring
local culture, stories & natural
phenomena to create sense of
place
Include Yued names on signs &
in heritage interpretation
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Authenticity &
collaboration

Support collaborations with
historical societies to ensure
authentic storytelling &
heritage interpretation

Yued people,
culture & country

Integrate Indigenous stories &
culture into existing events &
new events

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

~

Tell the story of North Head
Radar Station in public art
and/or creative interpretation

Cervantes Memorial
Wall

Involve creatives in
interpretation

Advocacy

Use art as a vehicle to educate
& create awareness of climate
change, environmental issues
& safety
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~

~

Shire of Dandaragan
All creatives &
visiting artists

Shire of Dandaragan
All creatives &
visiting artists

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community

~

Historical societies
All creatives &
community groups

~

Yued Community
KMAC
All community groups

~

Shire of Dandaragan
Yued Community
KMAC

~

Historical societies
All creatives &
community groups

~

Historical societies
All creatives &
community groups

~

Shire of Dandaragan
All creatives &
community groups
Renewable energy sector
Dept. Biodiversity,
Conservation &
Attractions

~
~

Celebrate NAIDOC Week with
stories about culture,
language, artefacts & looking
after country
North Head Radar
Station

~

Potential Partners

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~

~
~
~
~
~
~
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TRENDS WITH BENEFITS

The timely release of ‘A View from middle Australia: Perceptions of arts, culture and creativity’ as Australia
emerges from Covid-19 restrictions underscores the value people place on artistic and cultural activities.
Across the world, people have been singing from balconies, dancing in the street, playing and learning
music, reading, watching TV, cooking, gardening, drawing, crafting, creating and sharing stories about life
at an extraordinary moment in time.

In a world that cannot sanction physical closeness, they are relying on arts
and cultural activities to help them connect, encourage each other, and try to make
sense of this experience (A New Approach 2020).
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As highlighted in previous reports, the benefits of participation in arts and cultural activities are wideranging and far-reaching. Commissioned before Covid-19 was declared a pandemic, ANA’s latest report
captures attitudes towards arts and culture from people aged 35 – 60 from suburban and regional
communities and found people are passionate about the essential role it plays in their lives and the
development of children. The most valued cultural activities include local events that bring people together
such as festivals, live performances and libraries, and two themes encapsulate the value people place on
arts and culture:
•
•

creativity, imagination and inspiration
participation, belonging and community.

It really enriches a place, when there’s lots of arts and culture and things to do.
You can meet lots of different people – it creates a real sense of community for an area.
It’s a real reflection of the place you live in (ANA participant).
ANA and others make it clear participating in creative and cultural activities generates multiple benefits at all
stages of life: quality of life, cultural expression, happiness, preserving heritage, sense of belonging, social
cohesion, civic involvement, more meaningful lives, improved health and wellbeing, stress relief, enhanced
self-esteem, improved cognitive skills, better educational and employment outcomes for young people.
There is numerous evidence of the positive impact participation in arts and culture has on the physical,
mental and social wellbeing of older people (which has a direct impact on the public health system) and
students who engage in the arts (especially theatre, drama and dance) attain higher levels of literacy, are
more likely to vote and contribute to their community.
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Economic benefits include the contribution creative and cultural industries make to the economy.
Creative industries and creative tourism play an important role supporting the socio-economic vibrancy of
communities. The creative arts contribute $14.7 billion to Australia’s GDP. The State Government economic
development framework for Western Australia Diversify WA articulates its endorsement of the contribution
creative industries and creative tourism make to the economy. They promote engagement between people
and place throughout the regions, increasing regional tourism and liveability.

Trends suggest the creative and cultural industries make a significant contribution to sense
of place and regional vitality as well as local economies (ANA).
There are five key ways that arts and culture can boost local economies: attracting visitors;
creating jobs and developing skills; attracting and retaining business; revitalising places;
and developing talent (Arts Council of England).
The experience economy is an important driver of cultural tourism and this means more
appetite for locations to showcase local arts, heritage, landscape, traditions and lifestyle
(Clark).
There is a growing interface between the craft industries of regional and rural communities
and creative industries (Clark).
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Creative tourism is about tourists getting actively involved in the creative lives of the places
they visits and meeting and interacting with local people (Carvalho).
Cultural heritage is a powerful asset for local development. It can help attract tourists,
bring revenue, regenerate local economies, promote inclusion and boost cultural diversity
(OECD).
Culture underpins the identity and quality of places that are attractive, liveable and better
able to accommodate population growth (Clark).
Cultural amenities and venues boost resident happiness and the ability of places to attract
and retain talent (Clark).
Try to imagine society without the humanising influence of the arts and you have to strip
out most of what is pleasurable in life, as well as much that is educationally beneficial and
socially essential (Arts Council of England).
The arts can provide spaces within which alternative ways of thinking, imagining and
acting may take shape (Crossick and Kaszynska).
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Wardandi Boodja 2018, Safehaven Studio Bunbury – Diana McGirr
Knot workshop with Eggie – Andrea Gray and ICAN
Beach Sculpture in the Bay 2011 – Andrea Gray
Cervantes Arts Festival 2019 – Cervantes Cultural Committee
Contemporary Old Salts 2012 – Andrea Gray and ICAN.
Jurien Bay beach huts – Diana McGirr
scan of Cervantes foreshore masterplan produced by UDLA Fremantle
Wind Vane Cervantes Art Trail – Diana McGirr
scan of Jurien Bay foreshore master plan produced by UDLA Fremantle
Jurien Bay skate park – Shire of Dandaragan
Daze Festival 2014 – Andrea Gray and Jurien Bay CRC
Jurien Bay skate park – Shire of Dandaragan
Badgingarra Art Trail – Diana McGirr
The Jackson Roses at Aggie’s Cottage 2017 – Jackson Roses
Murray Ford Dhufish Cervantes Art Trail – Clayton Jauncey
WA Opera in the Pinnacles 2017 – Sean Finney, West Australian Opera
North Head, Jurien Bay – Heritage Detection Australia
Vibrant Communities workshop participants – Dave Roberts
Anne Murray Banksia Menziesii, winner Shire of Dandaragan Purchase Prize,
Cervantes Art Festival 2019 – Cristi McPhee
Cervantes Arts Festival 2019 – Cervantes Primary School
Jurien Bay mosaic installation 2013 – Andrea Gray
Badgingarra Art Trail – Diana McGirr
Cervantes Recreation Centre
Jurien Bay open air cinema amphitheatre
Apex Camp, Jurien Bay
Proposed Turquoise Way trailhead, Cervantes
Potential mural site, Jurien Bay
Jurien Bay Old Town Hall – all photos Diana McGirr
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Schedule of Submissions - Proposed Public Art and Percent for Art Policy
Support = 9 Objection = 0
No

Submitter

1

Mr Lester Marston

2

Mr Clinton Strugnell on
behalf of Jurien Bay
Chamber of Commerce

Document ID: 108969

Comment/Concern
I have read through the proposal with interest although it is not
my area of expertise. The proposal appears to cover some
good ground. It should become a good Policy for guidance
and encouragement.
There have been a number of proposals for artwork(s) in the
past around Jurien. For example, the use of old jetty timbers
for some sculptural projects along the pathway(s).
The completion of the mural on the white fence of the caravan
park and so on.
With a policy (with financial offerings) in place, some ideas like
that might get off the ground.
1. The Jurien Bay Chamber of Commerce (JBCC)
reiterates its general support for the creation and
erection of public art, but believes it is premature fora
Shire with a dispersed population base of less than
4000 people to introduce a policy to collect
contributions on private development projects, where
those projects are largely designed to increase the
population base (JBCC is aware that a proposed
project of some $20 million is being proposed in the
Jurien Bay Boat Harbour precinct and suspect an
additional one percent development levy will be difficult
for the developer to absorb).
2. A combination of ratepayer funds and Government
grants should be the funding sources for proposed arts
projects in the short to intermediate term, that
preserves the nexus between community benefit and
funding. Private developers (as landowners) tend to be
ratepayers also.
3. In the event the policy is adopted by Council, the
complexity of the described methodology for
contributing developers to undertake an art project
themselves is likely to result in a cash in lieu
contribution, that essentially could be applied to an art

Shire Officer Response
Noted.

1. Noted
2. Noted.
Shire staff will continue to seek
opportunities for external funding sources to
leverage any funds available either as a result
of allocation through the Shire’s annual budget
cycle or in the Shire of Dandaragan Public Arts
Fund (Percent for Public Art) regardless of
whether the Policy is adopted.
3. Noted. The policy has been amended to
reflect the intent of the draft policy from
“Projects managed by the Shire of
Dandaragan utilising funds from the Public
Arts Fund (Percent for Public Art can be
developed in any town or site within the Shire
of Dandaragan and are not limited to the
townsite closest to the development from
which the original cash-in-lieu contribution
was received’ to “Projects managed by the
Shire of Dandaragan utilising funds from the
Public Arts Fund (Percent for Art) will be
developed in the vicinity or townsite of the
development. Consideration of the site,
location and value of the artwork is at the
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No

Submitter

Comment/Concern
project in a different geographical location than that of
the contributing project. This aspect of the policy is
specifically opposed.

3

Mr
David
Lantzke,
CEO/General Manager,
Ardross
Group
of
Companies
PO Box 353, West Perth

Document ID: 108969

I make the following comments in relation to the advertised
Percent for Art policy on behalf of the Ardross Group:
1. Whilst we do not object to the creation of public art
projects in towns (and specifically in Jurien Bay which
has positive population growth), we are opposed to the
involuntary nature of the policy to be imposed on
developers of green field subdivisions, as highlighted in
clause 1.6 of the policy.
2. Currently land subdivisions in regional WA are
relatively low density in nature (lot sizes are
significantly higher than in the Perth metro area)
resulting in less foot traffic at the street level and fewer
activity centres within the Estates. Public art is
generally best displayed in areas of higher density and
activity for both art appreciation/significance reasons
and for more effective passive surveillance (to limit
vandalism), hence the appropriateness of townsite
main streets and shopping precincts. Any monetary
contribution to art by Ardross would be decided upon
having regard to location and connection with the
developer's Estate.
3. Ardross has in the past spent significant money
developing Public Open Space and recreational
amenity, for the benefit of residents living within the
housing estates, including off-site creation of art
structures along the Turquoise Way trail to depict local
flora and historical geomorphology. We would hope to

Shire Officer Response
discretion of the Chief Executive Officer and
the relevant Commissioning Model. Funds
contributed to the PAF may be combined with
existing or future PAF (or other) funds to
develop larger projects at the discretion of the
Shire".

1. Noted
2. Noted
3. An Open Invitation commissioning model
referenced in Clause 1.5 ensures that a broad
aspirational approach is undertaken when
commissioning artwork. It is the Shire’s desire
to ensure that any artwork undertaken by the
Shire, or by Developers through the Percent for
Art component of the Policy (1.6) is done in a
transparent and equitable manner, enabling
our communities to have the opportunity to
enjoy artwork from a diverse range of
experienced artists.
This approach is
considered Best Practice by the Department of
Local Government, Sport and Cultural
Industries (WA). It was noted that if a
Developer was coordinating a Percent for Art
public artwork, that the draft Policy did not
clearly identify which clauses in the Policy
would be relevant.
The Policy has been
adjusted to better reflect those expectations
and clause 1.5.1(d) has been added to simplify
the process.
4. Noted. The policy has been amended to reflect
the intent of the draft policy from “Projects
managed by the Shire of Dandaragan utilising
funds from the Public Arts Fund (Percent for
Page 2 of 9
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4

Mrs
Gloria
Cervantes
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Shire Officer Response

Comment/Concern

Submitter

White,

discuss the appropriateness of any future contribution
to art with the Shire and not have to follow the
prescriptive process outlined in clause 1 of the policy,
which appears burdensome for the value of the artwork
specified (clause 1.5).
4. In relation to the cash in lieu component of the policy
that would most likely apply to other project developers,
a reasonable geographic connection between the
project location and subsequent artwork must be
maintained. Most direct development projects having a
positive influence on population growth will likely occur
in Jurien Bay, given the locational advantages the town
enjoys and the relatively unconstrained land supply.
To us it makes no sense for art projects funded from
such development projects to be erected in inland
towns up to 100km from the development, yet clause
1.6 foreshadows this very possibility.
5. As the major supplier of residential land and developer
of green field subdivisions (one of the main targets for
the proposed arts levy), we are extremely disappointed
to not receive direct email notice of the policy's 21-day
advertising period and have to find out about it by
accident.
The policy appears a bit restrictive, but I guess they need to
have guidelines for groups and individuals to comply with.
I don’t think the Shire should have the decision of choosing an
artist for any organisation wishing to create an art installation.

Public Art can be developed in any town or site
within the Shire of Dandaragan and are not
limited to the townsite closest to the
development from which the original cash-inlieu contribution was received" to “Projects
managed by the Shire of Dandaragan utilising
funds from the Public Arts Fund (Percent for
Art) will be developed in the vicinity or townsite
of the development Consideration of the site,
location and value of the artwork is at the
discretion of the Chief Executive Officer and
the relevant Commissioning Model.
Funds
contributed to the PAF may be combined with
existing or future PAF (or other) funds to
develop larger projects at the discretion of the

Sh/re."
5. Noted

It was not the intent of the Policy for the Shire to
select the artist for a public art project, however
given the responsibility of external communily
groups developing art on public land managed by
the Shire, a clarifying point as been added to
Commissioning Models point “1.5.3. Projects of
this nature will be required to invite the CEO (or
representative) to join the Selection Pane!'. This
ensures that the community group retains the
decision-making ability, however the views of the
Shire CEO (or representative) are formally taken
into account during the artist commissioning
process.
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5

Submitter
Mrs Marilyn
Cervantes
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Gazeley,

Comment/Concern

Shire Officer Response

I think it is good the shire are attempting to put this in process.
My only concern is that they will restrict any artist involved to
being a professional. A lot of the artworks already in place have
not been done by professionals but is still of that standard. My
suggestion would be for them to be considered on their
achievements and merits, not on a piece of paper from an
institution.

Noted. Community coordinated public art projects
must remain at a high standard. The Policy defines
a ‘professional’ artist as “someone with an
established track record of creating and exhibiting
artworks. Professional artists may be categorised
as established, mid-career or emerging”. It is the
officers belief that this is appropriate for public art
on land in the public realm, however has amended
the definition to remove the ‘established’ track
record to take into account emerging artists. The
definition of ‘Professional Artist’ will therefore be
“Refers to someone with a track record of creating
and exhibiting artworks. Professional artists may
be categorised as established, mid-career or
emerging’.
It should be noted however, that under point 1.6
Percent for Art projects are expected to be led by
a professional artist who fulfills at least two of the
following categories:
• A tertiary qualification in the visual arts, or
other art forms when the brief calls for it,
such as multimedia, writing, performance,
writing;
• A track record of exhibiting artwork at
reputable art galleries, for example a State
regional public gallery, or recognised
commercial gallery;
• Their work is represented in major public,
corporate or private collections;
• Earns more than 50% of their income from
arts-related activities, such as public art
commission, teaching, sales of their
original artworks; has an ABN.
These expectations will assist with achieving the
objectives in this Policy.
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Shire Officer Response
1. Within the Policy, the policy statement adopts a
target of “supporting, funding or developing new
artwork each year1’. In addition, the scope outlines
a target of “budgeting for one new art project at
each annual budgef.
Because these targets
involve being responsive to community project
ideas
in
addition to proactively seeking
opportunities to develop “innovative, creative and
diverse art projects”, this may mean that a ‘rotating
(and evenly distributed) process may not be
possible in towns across the Shire. Selection of art
projects by Shire officers may be done to support
new and emerging projects or to build on strategic
visions related to economic and tourism
development or may be responsive to community
requests.
2. The Policy does not require artists involved in
community-initiated projects to have tertiary
qualifications.
3. Applications for funding of community-initiated
artworks must be done through existing grant
programs.
Requests for provision of siteworks for communityinitiated and coordinated art projects are to be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
4. Noted
1. Noted
2. Noted
3. Noted
4. Noted
5. Noted
6. Noted
7. Noted
8. Noted
9. Noted. Shire staff time would be noted as a
contribution, but not deducted from the project
budget.

6

Mrs
Dianne
Cervantes

Knight,

I believe we should support this. A few questions regarding
the Artworks:
1. As only one per yearwill be supported by the Shire, will there
be an effort to distribute this evenly throughout the four towns
and Regan’s Ford meaning only one each 5 years?
2. Will the Communities be able to continue erecting
sculptures/ artwork within the community, without employing
an artist with tertiary qualifications?
3. To oversee this will the Shire support applications for
funding of these community artwork and continue to provide
siteworks for these?
4. Of the Seven artworks in town only two have been executed
by a qualified artist, the Murals on the General Store and the
Mural on the Toilet Block in Catalonia Park (I believe) Angela
Dyer, Jane Graham, artists in Cervantes fitting the criteria,
Jurien and Dandaragan have at least one in each town.
Badgingarra has employed Natalie Tonkin. As a member of
the Dandaragan 4 Arts group, we had plans for many
sculptures to link the towns.

7

Mrs
Sue
Lowe,
Secretary, Jurien Bay
Progress
Association,
PO Box 20, Jurien Bay
WA 6516

1. The policy looks to be straightforward and outlines the
Objective and Policy Statement in easy to read language.
2. The objective of providing guidelines which cover the Scope
of what is included and intended is well defined.
3. The scope of the policy covers all considerations likely to be
encountered within the Shire of Dandaragan.
4. The definitions are clear and concise.
5. The exclusions are understable and sensible in the
circumstances.
6. The commissioning models are well set out and
unambiguous.
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Shire Officer Response

7. Percent for Art -1 believe this issue is pertinent to the Shire

10. Noted
11. Noted
12. Noted. Officers will investigate whether this is
possible.
13. Noted.
It is standard practice to review
selection criteria for shortlisting on a case-by-case
basis. Criteria are developed by the project team
and are approved by the Shire of Dandaragan
CEO to ensure a transparent and fair process
without the individual bias of a panel member.
14. In developing the Vibrant Communities Arts &
Culture Plan and subsequent Public Art and
Percent for Art Policy, the Shire is committing to
growing the potential of the creative industries
within the Shire of Dandaragan. The proposed
Policy Statement in the Policy states that the Shire
will
follow
best
practice
principles
in
commissioning,
managing,
maintaining and
deaccessioning public art. The development of
high quality design concepts by shortlisted artists
requires paying artists for their time, skill and
creativity due to the number of hours the
preparation of such concepts takes. The identified
project budget allocation listed in the Policy is
considered a fair and equitable recompense for
creative work at a high standard. However the
exact fees will be created on a case-by-case basis
and will not exceed 5% per concept design. The
proprosed Policy has been amended for clarity.
15. Noted
16. Noted
17. Noted
18. Noted, however as the commissioner of the
artwork, the Shire ultimately determines how the
artwork acknowledgement would be presented.
This will be done in consultation with the project

of Dandaragan where there is a concentration of development
in the coastal towns. The Cash-in-lieu policy is a good and fair
proposal. Residents and ratepayers travel all over our Shire.
When public art is visible throughout the Shire it can support
the idea that the reach of the Shire is not focused in one or two
areas: this can also provide a harmonious relationship
between the towns and urban areas of the Shire. Should a
developer not be in a position (or prepared) to undertake the
commissioning process, the Shire of Dandaragan staff are well
positioned to administer this on behalf of the developer.
8. Eligible costs - This appears to be the current standard.
9. Authority for Selection of Work - This appears to be a
sensible arrangement and will keep costs down, however, if
the Shire staff time is considered the budget may be severely
reduced.
10. Working with Aboriginal - This is fair and justifiable.
11. Artist Brief - This appears to be standard.
12. Expressions of Interest - Agreed, however some
organisation members may not receive the EOI in time.
Perhaps an announcement could be made 6 weeks prior to the
commencement of the EOI period.
13. Shortlisting - ‘Selection criteria may include’. This could
be rewritten with a failsafe to ensure a panel member with a
particular preference is not able to add criteria which will
automatically exclude an interested party. Standard selection
criteria should be applied rather than may be applied.
14. Design Concept - ‘The fee will not exceed 5% of the project
budget’ suggests that if there were 4 shortlisted artists, the total
outlay might be 20% of the budget. This could be onerous to
the outcome of the project. Could this be clarified?
15. Final Selection - Seems sensible.
16. Contract - Not my purview.
17. Moral Rights - As legislated.
18. Acknowledgement of Artwork - This could cause a little
friction if the artist is not happy with the way the

Document ID: 108969
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Submitter

8

Mrs Margaret Drayton, on
behalf
of
Kwelena
Mambakort
Aboriginal
Corporation (KMAC)

9

Mrs
Alii
Whybrow,
Secretary, Badgingarra
Community Association,
ClPost
Office,
Badgingarra WA 6521
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Comment/Concern

Shire Officer Response

acknowledgement is shown. It may need to have some
agreement prior to the contract being negotiated.
19. Artist Fees - This seems fair.

team, including
developer).
19. Noted

artist

(and

in

some

cases,

1.1 think it’s very comprehensive and includes consultation and
contract arrangements for inclusion of Yued traditional owners.
Happy with the content in the policy. As a suggestion - to bring
the Art plan to life (so to speak) it would be great to hold an
arts consultation gathering with Yued TOs to discuss what
works are currently in progress that we might be able to
contribute to, what works are being proposed in the future and
how we can be involved. Just a suggestion.
2. I’m aware that Shires in the Perth Metro area are being
funded by Lotterywest to establish Cultural Centres in their
local areas. Thinking big, the concept of an Arts and Cultural
Centre In Jurien Bay would be spectacular- it would increase
tourism resources to boost the vision of the Super Town
concept. Worth considering!
1. Policy Statement (1% contribution for Shire/Public & Private
Developments) - Concern was expressed that the suggested
contribution be firmly fixed at one percent. With such a large
focus of our group being on attracting and encouraging
development and growth in our towns, it would be a shame for
this added cost to be seen as a deterrent for a potential
developer when choosing a location. While the larger more
costly and perhaps corporate developments would perhaps be
inclined to already have allowed leeway for these types of
inclusions, a smaller private developer may find the addition
cost, albeit minimal, a decider if selecting our Shire out of other
choices.
2. Percent for Art “No artist under consideration for a Percent
for Art commission may have a familial relationship to the
Developer or a financial interest in the development” - This

1. Noted. Shire officers will be in contact with
KMAC and other traditional owners in the 2021/22
financial year to increase working partnerships
across the Shire with the proposal to develop a
Yued Shire Working Group.
2. Noted

1. Noted. Using the 1% contribution, a $500,000
development would be required to allocate $5,000
towards public art (or in-lieu of). Based on the
Shire’s experience of working with developers
(both public & private) this is not an onerous
contribution and would be unlikely to result in the
developer not going ahead. If the project was
valued under $500,000, the Policy would not apply.
2. Noted. Policy has been amended to address the
special situation of Yued artists and their links to
Country when the art project has First Australian’s
themes or histories.
3. The Policy has been amended to include
reference to the Shire of Dandaragan Regional
Price Preference Policy (1.3 C-1RPP03), however
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Shire Officer Response

was of great concern to all attending the meeting. An example
was raised with direct reference to this issue:
Hypothetically, Mr Albert West proposes a further development
to his Aquaculture venture with the project being above
$500,000. Mr West has a granddaughter, Miss Katie West,
who grew up at the family property in Badgingarra, and then
went to study in Perth. She is now a very highlight and
nationally recognised Yindjibarndi Interdisciplinary artist. As
she is Mr West’s granddaughter, she would be ineligible to be
commissioned for the Percent for Art for this project even
though she would be the logical choice for such an art work as
she not only would know the area, she would also bring the
connection to country into her work.
It was felt that providing the criteria for artists submissions was
met, the relationship to the Developer OR the financial interest
of the project should not be an issue.
3. Percent for Art “Local artists must be considered using the
same selection criteria as non-local artists for any Percent for
Art commission” - We are given the need to support local, to
promote our area as a lifestyle and prime living opportunity and
to encourage growth within the rural areas including the towns
within our Shire. To put our local artists on the same level as
non-local artists is contradictory to this idea. The extra
challenges faced by any business, contractor, supplier or artist
in a rural area are plentiful. Promotion and visibility, travel and
distance, access to supply and industry among many others.
The reward for the community input, donations and
sponsorships and other ongoing contributions that occur
simply by being part of our local area should reap the benefit
of a local content’ reward of some kind as with most tender
and quote processes.
4. Percent for Art “Projects managed by the Shire of
Dandaragan utilising funds from the Public Arts Fund (Percent
for Public Art) can be developed in any town or site within the
Shire of Dandaragan and are not limited to the townsite closest
to the development from which the original cash-in-lieu
contribution was received” - This was found counter

all other relevant selection criteria will be assessed
equally for non/local submissions.
4. Noted. The policy has been amended to reflect
the intent of the draft policy from “Projects
managed by the Shire of Dandaragan utilising
funds from the Public Arts Fund (Percent for Public
Art can be developed in any town or site within the
Shire of Dandaragan and are not limited to the
townsite closest to the development from which the
original cash-in-lieu contribution was received” to
“Projects managed by the Shire of Dandaragan
utilising funds from the Public Arts Fund (Percent
for Art) will be developed in the vicinity or townsite
of the development. Consideration of the site,
location and value of the artwork is at the discretion
of the Chief Executive Officer and the relevant
Commissioning Model. Funds contributed to the
PAF may be combined with existing or future PAF
(or other) funds to develop larger projects at the
discretion of the Shire.”
5. Noted
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productive by our group. It is understandable that some
developers may prefer to leave the handling of the art project
to the Shire but this should be done in a manner that keeps the
art within the direct area/town of the development to maintain
its’ relevance.
5. Thank you for the opportunity for our town to discuss and
raise comment on this important matter within our Shire.
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